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David Middleton get s a lift at Canowindra. Photo: Wayne Evans
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off to
BIRDSVILLE
for the ~ces
JOIHN fIJLLE:N5

Crossing the Flinders ranges.

trathalbyn airstrip south of Adelaide near the big lakes,
Murray River and Victor Harbour, is a great starting point
for most of my trike trips. I love to go places and over the
last 18 months I have flown several day trips with my wife, Grace,
or my brother, Rob, both of whom love to come flying with me.
A few months ago, I decided it w~' time to take my little Airborne
Edge 582cc for a good run and
I start~d
lookillg aC'm ap'! f] ~ked
.
f
my wife if she would like to go to Birdsville
~ outback holiday,
but she couldn't get.the time· off work, So I aSKed my h.r6th~rhRob, ,
and he said: "You bet, when do we leave?" We decided on early
August which left us many weeks up our sleeve before take-off date.
In the meantime, Rob started to go for triking lessons ~d gained
his passenger endorsement so he coUld fly on the trip, but when the
time came, the weather was against us and we had·to'postpone.
Other Strathalbyn trike pilots got wind of the plan and thought
it sounded like a real adventure. Our excitement was building and
all the ground work was completed. I'd even contacted station owners
for permission to land on their strips. Everything was organised: fuel
stops, top up spots, sightseeing, and before I lrnew it, six more pilots
were keen to join Rob and I.
On 31 August 1996, Richard Murray, Larry Jones,' Ken O'Brien,
Rob Hatswell, Shane Clarken, Rob Puliens, myself and our trikes set
off from Adelaide to drive to Hawker, just north of Port Augusta.
Rob and I were first to arrive at our departure point, a private airstrip
about 20km east of Hawker. The land owner not only let us use his
strip, but would also look after our cars while we were away. We had
started to set up our trike when Ken rolled in. To thank the owners
for their help, Ken and I took the family, including their three
daughters, up for a flight around their property. From a height·of
about 2,OOOft we could see over the Druid Range as far as Chase
Range, and Wilpena Pound was the commanding landmark in the
area. Our passengers loved the flying experience and I ran off a whole
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roll of film for them with my wing-mounted camera.
Later in the afternoon, the rest of the pilots arrived and we
camped at Hawker that night, thinking about our early morning
start. Our four trikes were all Edges, 3 pilots flew two-up and Ken
O'Brien solo. We would take as little luggage as possible, but because
we had no ground support, we carried' enough food and water to
SU1iiv~ rn:010 four days in case one of us was grounded. Our trip
started from Hawker to Arkaroola, on to Innamincka, Betoota
(QLD)."Birdsville, down the Birdsville track tq Mungerannie, then
Maree, Leigh Cr~ek, returning again to Hawker.
We all got up before sunrise to tidy up the camp and check the
trikes. The t~m,perarure 4ad~ fallen to O°C overnight and there was
ice on pur wings. Once the sun came up, it melted and we took
off ana climbed high to get o~er _the Chase Range. Wilpena Pound
was a spectacular sight from the air, with a clear sky and the
shadows of the mountains on the valley below, it looked bigger
than I remembered it from the ground.
As we climbed over the central Flinders Ranges, I encountered
a problem: My foot accelerator jammed. We were on full throttle,
climbing higher and higher. I had a VHF radio and my recently
purchased GPS, well as my map strapped to my leg. My GPS was
loaded with all the necessary stops plus a few extras, and it showed
me now that Wirrealpa station and airstrip were only 7 miles ahead.
Our height was now 7,500ft amsl. The airstrip was in sight and we
were probably 4 miles out, I radioed the others to let them know
about our situation. Then I switched off the engine and we were on
glide. There wasn't a lot of wind as we descended. Nearing the strip,
we were still too high and we performed a few gentle spirals, followed
by a good landing on this dirt strip. I was relieved to bring us both
down safely and in one piece.
The others followed us down and Shane, a mechanic, found the
accelerator cable was bent because the tent was packed too tightly·
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under the seat. We rectified the problem and were off again. After
arriving at Arkaroola, we radioed the village and a minibus was sent
out to pick us up to get fuel.
From Arkaroola to Moolawatana the winds were very strong and
we got thrown around a lot. We were relieved to reach our next stop,
Moolawatana homestead, a dusty spot at the top of the Flinders
Ranges, for a well deserved break. On the way to Merty Merty station
we picked up the Strzelecki Creek and Strzelecki track. A few water
holes were strung along
the creek and the
country had a beautiful
green tinge, due to
recent rains. Geoff,
one of the Strathalbyn
pilots, knew some
people out here in
the bush and had
organised a free drum
of fuel for us at Merty
Merty. The gift was
greatly appreciated, as
Above the Great Sandy Desert.
fuel out here was just
under a dollar a litre.
During the next leg, we had a strong tailwind and our ground
speed reached 140km/h at times, according to my GPS; although
the trikes still used
fuel, due to their heavy
load. On arriving at
Inn_amincka, the wind
was very strong, 2535kt, and the windsock
showed a crosswind.
Chief Flying Instructor,
Larry Jones, landed
first. He came in
across the runway into
the strong wind, pulled
Following the Strzelecki Track.
up well before running
over the other side
and radioed conditions to us so we could all follow him. We were
all tired and glad to be on the ground.
Innamincka was a great place for swimming and fishing in the
Cooper Creek. Next morning, we left our tents on the airstrip, and in
the pristine air, Rob and I flew low and slow to the Bourke and Wills
Dig Tree, just over the Queensland border, for some leisurely sightseeing.
Next day's goal was Betoota, with a top up at Cordillo Downs.
Leaving Cordillo Downs strip into a strong headwind, we flew over
the historic woolshed and the ever changing countryside: To the west
the land was green and to the east, near the Queensland border, very
wet, as this was channel country. No places to land that way.
Near Betoota, conditions became thermic. I decided my best ·
landing option was into wind on a little road near the hotel. First
I did a low pass to check out the road condition, followed by a circuit
while I radioed the others about my intentions. After a nice landing
on the road, we taxied up to the pub. Ken O'Brien followed me in,but the otliersoptea for the airstrjp. i\rrienities at Betoota were five
star: Xhe shower had possibly been last "l1sea 10 years or so ago and
with 2,000 gallons of rainwater sitting on the rusty roof, you got
more than y6u bargained for. Then there was the outback dunny
- not a pretty sight, better find a big bush ...
We hated to leave this lovely place (not), but had to continue on
to DUffie and then Birdsville. During our landing circuit, Rob saw
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Competition

ATE OF ORIGIN
the inaugural State of Origin
A'I?IIt:'C.

between Queensland and
took place at Manilla over

the weeke

O

Results after Round 1:

7 October.

rganised jointly by the Canungra Hang Gliding Club
and the Sydney Paragliding Club, the philosophy behind
the series was to provide an introduction to competition
flying for pilots of all abilities. The idea was to set attainable tasks,
ensure all competitors were involved and encourage the more
experienced pilots to act as mentors for those with less hours.
The concept was clearly a popular one because a total of 34 pilots
travelled from far and wide to take part. Unfortunately, Keith Allen,
one of the major driving forces behind the event, was unable to
attend. He was recovering in hospital from a heavy landing he had
had whilst flying in Indonesia. However, Queenslander Andrew
Horchner and Sydney's Deirdre Skillen did an excellent job of
coordinating the event. They worked very hard to make sure everyone
had a good time, a job made all the more difficult since the weather
was less than cooperative.
The comp started on an overcast day and the prevailing wind saw
us setting up on the b~autifully astro-turfed NE launch. At the pilot
briefing Andrew called an open distance task and explained the
handicap scoring system that would be used: 1 point/km was
allocated to advanced rated pilots, 2 points/km to intermediates and
3 points/km to restricted pilots. Each pilot's best flight for the day
would contribute to the team's overall score which was then averaged
for the number of pilots flying to give a final team score for each day.
The wind was pretty strong for most of the day and although a
few of the more experienced pilots flew, the majority of us sat on
launch. Towards the end of the day the wind dropped and most of
us managed to get into the air and put some points on the board for
our team. Andrew Horchner won the day with a 10km flight along
the ridge towards Manilla and G. Fynmore won the spot landing
contest by sneaking his Sigma 3 into a tiny clearing after failing to
reach the bombout. In the evening, the Imperial Hotel put on a feast
of medieval proportions for all participants. While enjoying my third
plate of pavlova and icecream, I looked around the room and noticed
tlut despite the mediocre flying everyone was smiling. Pilots
commented on how they had enjoyed the day because, irrespective
of their experience, they had been able to contribute to the team
effort. As we partied on into the night, the skies opened and soaked
the streets of Manilla.
Due to the overnight rain and continuing threatening skies,
the next day was put on hold and about fifteen pilots headed to
the bombout paddock for some ground handling practice. Different
reverse launch techniques were demonstrated and pilots practiced
with a refreshing willingness to learn alternative techniques until the
rain started once again and the day was canned. Most pilots enjoyed
a get together at the Chinese restaurant in the RSL club that evening.

6 Skysailor

A late start the next day allowed the road to dry out and Godfrey's
head to clear before we mass migrated to the westerly side of Mt.
Borah. The Borah Basher made a couple of trips to ferry pilots and
gear to launch, but by the time everyone was present and a briefing
called, the wind had increased to make flying dangerous for all but
the most enthusiastic pilots. By early afternoon we had enough and
the day was cancelled.
NSW

4.68 points

Queensland

4.63 points

With two more rounds to go, the series is still wide open.
The consensus at the competition was that few Sydneysiders were
prepared to suffer the 11 hour drive to Killarney and the organisers
decided to hold the 2nd Round on 7 and 8 December at Manilla.
A big thanks to Keith Allen, Andrew Horchner and Deirdre
Skillen for their efforts in getting this series up and running. Also
thanks to Godfrey Wenness for providing the venue, the transport
and infinite wisdom, but a special thanks to all pilots who turned up
and took part. If the friendly atmosphere and enthusiasm that
prevailed over a fairly damp weekend is anything to go by the
remaining weekends (which must now be blessed with glorious ~
weather) will be a blast. See you there.
_

29 December 1996 and for 3 flying days

Hang Gliders and
Paragliders Novice Advanced Competition.
Entry $30. Great Flying Good Company. New Year's
Bash at Gazebo Gardens Motel.
Smorgasbord $15 per
head. Please call Cathy
on (07) 54463421 for
further information ..

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!

BRIGHT

HIKERS

In the High Country of North East Victoria

Transport up the Hill
Retrievals after that Mega XC

•

I

~

•

•

,

...
,

All local Sites accessible
Reduce Vehicle Wear and Tear

NEW IN THE BRIGHT ALPINE REGION

A personalised 4 WD transport service purely for us
"FREE FLYERS"
Based in Bright at the foot of Mystic, this new service
will take care of all your transport needs, be it a lift up

Our hostel is a five star (AAA Rated) flyers paradise.
Twin rooms and small dorms, Large lounge with fully
equipped kitchen, Clean bathrooms, Coin laundry,
BBQ area and Games room.

to launch or a days.trip to the other sites in the area. And

OUR FLYER SPECIFIC SERVICES INCLUDE . ..

if you do land off the beaten track, and you don't have

Flying manuals - Maps - Tee shirts - HGFA merchandise Avfax weather information - Flying videos Heaps of magazines - Paraglider flying suits and more.

your own ground crew, a lift is only a phone call away.

Phone 057 551072 or
015 542977 after flying

Wingtrips Australia
Bright Vic.

"Sky out during the day then come and relax and exchange
your flying yarns with pilots from all over the globe"
The hostel is in the centre of the town opposite the post office.
Prices from $14 pp pn (dorm) to $20 pp pn single room.*
Breakfast available from $3.50 . *Plus low weekly rates .
GEOFF OR MAZ VVHITE
Top Floor 4 Ireland Street, Bright Vic 3741
Phone 057 501244 Fax 057 501246
Mobile 018 052793 e-mail gwhite@netc.net.au

Visiting Manilla to experience some of the legendary
flying conditions? Stay in comfort at the

MANILLA MOTEL
We are offering fellow HGFA members, their crews
and families a 20/0 discount off our usual very
reasonable rates.
That means, a 3 share room is just $15 per
person, double or twin only $20 per person
per night.

"- t J

High Country
HOLIDAY
BOOKING

And that includes all our usual services like:
• quiet location, off main road,
but near shops, etc;
• clean rooms, comfortable beds;
• colour TV, air conditioning,
direct dial phones;
• guest BBQ (free)
• guest laundry (free)
• reasonably priced cooked
or continental breakfast

Stay with us and enjoy the flying, but please

BOOK

EARLY •••

(067) 85 1306

"'"~.~

HOMES
AGENCV

CONTACT
Mt Beauty's largest agency for
fully self contained houses,
SLEEPING 2 TO 14 PERSONS
High Country Holiday Homes
16 Myrtle St Tawonga Sth. 3698.
Victoria. Australia.
Phone / Fax (057) 541499
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Event

Date

Venue

Details & Entry Requirements

Contact

96/97 State of Origin PG Series

Rd 2: 7-8 Dec 96

Manilla, NSW

Interclub series run by Canungra HG Club & Sydney

Andrew HOfchner 0733661787,

ri

Rd 3: Jan 97

Manilla, NSW

PG Club. Other clubs can amalgamate with these to

Keith Allen 0412255879 or

form 2 unified state teams. No participation fees apply.

Deirdre Skillen 0297275087.

1996 Corryong Cup Paragliding

14-15 Dec 96

No entry fee . Requirements: Nov-Adv rating, camera,

Peter Bowyer, Ph\fax:

altimeter, UHF radio, reserve & maps (Natmap 8425),

0295254175, Mobile: 015 660881 ;

HGFA m/ship. Tasks with photo turnpoints, scored on a

Rob Schroettner

point per km basis. Numbers restricted to 60. Adv. pilots

Ph\fax: 042 674499,

form into teams with novices. More details on page 14.

Mobile 015 926 581 ;

A fun event for all levels offlying.lnformation &

Cheque payable to:

registration : Evening 26 Dec . Meetings 9:30 am each

Kiewa Valley Fly-In

Australia

Corryong, VIC

ri
Kiewa Valley Fly-In

27 Dec-Jan 297

~ri

morning to decide on the day's flying & to organise cars. 18 Tawonga Cres., Mt Beauty
Pilots must have inland foot launch experience. Entry
. fee: $25. Lots of prizes, see page 15 for more details.

1997 Australian HG Nationals

28 Dec 96-5 Jan 97

Hay, NSW

29-31 Dec 96

~ri
Tallabung Paragliding Fly-In

or Dermot Meaney 057544910.

Entry fee: $220, if received by 30 Nov 96 ($260 thereafter). Western Victorian HG Club
Requirements: Tow endorsement & HGFA membership.

c/o RMB 236B, Trawalla VIC 3373

Databack cameras are essential, GPS permitted.

M. Bailey 014 678871, P. Campbell

A minimum of 4 paid entries per team to secure a strip.

053 428569, S. Holtkamp 053 492845.

Rainbow Beach,

Entry fee: $30. Caters for Nov-Adv pilots.

Cathy Edmunds 07 54463421.

QLD

Great weather, great flying and a New Year's Eve Bash!

~
Rainbow Beach Competition

VIC 3699; Ph: Janette Mc Laren

See our ad on page 6.
7-18 Jan 97

Tallabung, NSW

ri

Due to insurance problems, this has been changed to a

Kosciusko Alpine PG Club

Fly-In. Towing will be used as take-off method & the aim

Michael Spratt 062359023 (w),

is still to safely introduce new pilots to competitive flying

062359109 (h).

with lectures & achievable tasks. For more information
on the new format, please call the organisers.
1997 Bogong Cup

8-17Jan97

Mt Beauty, VIC

~
1997 Corryong Cup Hang Gliding

18-23 Jan 97

Corryong, VIC

c/o P.O. Box 308, Bright VIC 3741

Entry fee: $185, includes lots of prizes.

Steve Stricek 057551503, 6-lOpm.

Strictly 50 pilots. 18 Jan practice day. Requirements:

Glenn or Sue Connor

Int/Adv rating with inland experience, camera, altimeter, 042943701 or 015 247394

~
1997 Pre-Worlds Hang Gliding

Requirements: Intermediate with inland experience.

20-31 Jan 97

Forbes, NSW

~

UHF radio, recently packed parachute & maps, HGFA

(at a reasonable time)

membership. Entry fee: $60, inc!. meal at presentation

Fees & HGFA No to: 13a Georges

night, BBQ during comp, numerous prizes.

Rd, Otford NSW 2508.

Entry fee: $300, inc!. films & development (backups at

Richard & Sue Nevins,

extra cost), presentation dinner & party (1 Feb 97), map,

PO Bo.x 950, Nerang QLD 4211

T-shirt. Requirements: Databack camera & tow rating .

fax: 07 55964394,

Max. no of entries 240, first pay, first accepted basis.

ph: 07 55963600 (h),

Min. 4 entries to reserve strip, each strip must nominate

Website: http://www.ozemail.

a team leader. 150 places already gone!

com .aurzupy/index.html

ACT " Bumpier 'n' Birchip " 1997

1. 25/26/27 Jan 97

Corryong, VIC

Held over 4 weekends for 40 C-grade HG & PG pilots

Peter Dall

C & D Grade Competition

2. 8/9 Feb 97

Forbes (towing)

wanting affordable low stress comp experience . Fiel.d

53 MacAlister Crescent

~ri

3. 1/2 Mar 97

Corryong, VIC

will be split into: 1. C-grade (personal best is 75km or

Curtin ACT 2605

4. 15/16/17 Mar 97

Forbes (towing)

more) & 2. D-grade (personal best is less than 75km).

062684139 (w)

Requirements: Int. rating with inland exp., camera &
recently repacked parachute., tow endorsement &
equipment (inc!. UHF radio), financial HGFA m/ship.
Scoring : Distance points, Place points & Goal bonus only
(no speed po ints). Each pilot's 6 best rounds will count.
Cost: $50 inc!. maps, film, BBQs & prizes. Numbers limited.
1997 Victorian Alpine PG Open

1-9 Feb 97 (B -Grade) Bright, VIC

Registration: 31 Jan & 1 Feb, Requirements: Extended

Karl Texler, 5 Camp St. Bright

ri

1-4 Feb 97 (C-Grade)

comp - Nov. with inland exp., camera, UHF radio,

VIC 3741, Ph: 057 501733,

reserve, altimeter; Open comp - Nov., reserve, altimeter, Fax: 057 501004
UHF radio recommended. Map: Local flying map available Payments to:
Karl Texler, VAOPC Account
or else 1:250,000 Mt Buffalo & Lower Kiewa Valley.
Entry fee Extended: $150 before 17 Jan, $170 thereafter.
Open: $60 before 17 Jan, $70 thereafter.

'-:31 Mangalo re 1997
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28-31 Mar 97

Mangalore

SAAA Convention and Airshow. More details from

Eleanor Crago, SAAA

Airport, VIC

SAAA HQ, 265 Queens Pde, Clifton Hill VIC 3068.

ph: 03 94824716, fax: 03 94823936.

Event

Date

Venue

Details & Entry Requirements

Contact

15-22 Feb 97

Birchip, VIC

Entry fee: $100 before 14 Jan 97, $120 thereafter.

Make cheques payable to:

Registration: Birchip Hotel 14 Feb until 10:30 pm.

Onshore Paragliders.

Requirements: Databack camera, UHF radio, reserve,

Garry Stevenson, PO Box 90,

inland,exp. & tow endorsement. GPS recommended.

Torquay VIC 3228, Ph:

Competitors are required to form themselves into teams

052610060 (w), 052 616555 (h/fax)

of 3-5 pilots & provide their own driver and winch. Max.

or 018 351389.

Australia
1997 Paragliding Flatlands

~

of 12 teams. Emphasis on flying with a goal of breaking
Australian distance records. Tasks of Open Distance &
Elapsed time to Goal. 23 Feb is reserved if less than 4 valid
rounds have been completed. "B" grade Sanction.
1997 Australian Paragliding npen

7-15 Mar 97

Mani"a, NSW

Registration: 7/8 Mar, Town Ha". Requirements:

Godfrey Wenness,

Int with inland experience, databack camera, UHF radio, ph: 067 856545, fax: 067 856546.

~
1997 NSW Hang Gliding State Titles 16-23 Mar 97

reserve. Map: NATMAP SH 56-9, 1:250,000 'Mani"a'.

Payment to: Mani"a Comps "The

Entry fee: $150 before 14 Feb 97, $170 thereafter.

Mountain", Mani"a NSW 2346.

Entry limit: 50 pilots, first in best dressed, NSW A-Grade

Bi" Olive,

pilots get preference if too many entries. Entry fee: $120,

ph: 049 213804

payable to NSW HG State Titles. Requirements: Int/Adv

18 Heshbon St

with inland exp., databack camera, reserve, UHF radio.

Gateshead NSW 2290.

100 entries only. Entry fee: $215 inc!. transport, films,

Cheques payable to NZ Nationals,

maps & functions. Requirements: PG2 equivalent,

Stew Karstens, 108 Queen St,

NZHGPA visitors m/ship, reserve. Incl. Trans-Tasman

Richmond, Nelson, NZ

Challenge, call Andrew Kemp 03 93481962 for info.

ph/fax 0011 6435441182,

The Kaimai Range is 1/2 hour away from Mt Maunganui

Keith E"ett, 1 Chadwick Rd,

main beach & close by is Opal Hot Springs Camp (Book

Tauranga.

Governador

on: 07 8888198), hot pools, cabins, camping, BBQs, etc.
Address: Funsec - Av. Brasil, 4Q e 5Qandares

Ph: 55/33 2711333,

Valadares, Brazil

Governador Valadares CEP 35010, Brazil.

Fax: 55/332716769

La Victoria,

Address: Elena Ceballos - Aeroventos - Apartado de

Ph: 582/925022, 582/916049

Venezuela

Correos 80230, Caracas 1080-A, Venezuela.

Fax: 582/913035, 582/6623580.

Mani"a, NSW

Overseas
NZ National PG Championships

4-11 Jan97

Nelson, NZ

~
NZ Hang Gliding Championships

PWC 1997 Provisional Calendar

8-15 Feb 97

15-20 Feb 97
24 Feb-1 Mar 97
13-18 May 97
2-7 Jun 97
7-12Ju197

(
l

12-17 Aug 97
26-31 Aug 97

HG International La Victoria '97

9-15 Mar 97

Matamata, NZ

Monte Cornizzolo, Address: Frigerio Enrico - Parapendio

Ph/Fax: 39/31 655576.

Italy

Club Scurbatt, Via mauri 1,22030 Sue"o (LC), Italy.

Linzhou,

Address: Mrs Zhang Xuan - Aero Spurts Federation -

Ph: 8610/7011177,8610/7027894

China

9, Tiantan Neidongli, Beijing 100061, China.

(Ext 2325), Fax: 8610/7027894.

Piedrahita,

Address: Steve Ham, centro de vuelo, Travesta Duque

Ph/Fax: 34/20362215

Spain

de Alba 2, 05500 Piedrahita, Avila, Spain.

Mobile: 908621013.

Morzine,

Address: E. Monne, Office du Tourisme de Morzine -

Ph: 33/50747272

France

74110 Morzine, France.

Fax: 33/50 790348.

Preddvor,

Address: Ales Suster, Spica International paragliding

Ph: 386/61 1253263

Slovenia

team - Siovenska 30,61000 Lubljana, Slovenia.

Fax: 33/50 790348.

La Victoria,

XC comp, 1st prize US$l,OOO. Entry fee: US$150 (inc!. films, Alejandro Riera

Venezuela

t-shirt, map). Retrievals US$60, daily hotel rates US$7-$20, email: arch@infoline.wtfe.com
transport Caracas-La Victoria US$40 each way plus food. Caracas, Venezuela.

Need somewhere to stay during the Championships?

~~L.....-MOUNTAIN CREEK LODGE
•

•
•
•
•
•

lY J"Y UMJITn

Mountam Creek Road, Tawonga
B & B from $25 per person
large rigging area
perfect view of Mt Emu
luxury sites with undercover parking
(opposite Bogong Hotel)
Licensed restaurant and bar
sauna, spa and pool

Phone 057 544247 or Fax 057 544860
Corner Mountain Creek Road & Kiewa Valley Highway
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GORDON MARSHALL (FLATCH) & MARK STOKOE (SCURGE)

We gripped tightly onto the side of the truck
as it precariously traversed its way up the
side of the volcanic mountainous terrain.
Once at the top, a mad rush to set up gliders
in an area no bigger 'than a postage stamp.
Wings were spread in, over and under 40 other
gliders setting up within a sparrow's fart.
Then the first look from the ramp: 1,500ft
high, no wind, spectators, cameras, hands
too sweaty to grip the downtubes and a limp
windsock, worried? Shit scared ...

10 Skysailor
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ur trip started with "Sorry sir, we can't fit you in economy, you'll
have to go into business class". Bim Lillig, Mark Thompson
(Bomber), Flatch, Keith Tanner (Turtle), Phil Knight (Maradona),
Steve Endres (Stevo), Mike Porter (The Porter) and myself went to
Jakarta, Indonesia on a 4 hour, all you can drink flight. We arrived in
one piece, but we seemed to have lost our gliders. Fortunately, one of
organiser Roy Sadewo's non-English speaking mates was at the airport
to meet us, or we might have spent the night sleeping on the airport
floor. After a short but dodgy ride to the hotel, we were in Java at last.
We woke to a Nasi Goreng breakfast, the first of many, and to the
welcome sight of other pilots. When we got back to the airport, our
project manager Bomber Thompson was already on the case of the
missing gliders. After being told five times (in Indonesian) that the
gliders were OK; Bomber was beginning to panic whilst Bim
remained calm, cool and collected. We waited until we found out
our gliders really were OK, and then caught the plane to Solo.
Once at Solo airport, we were met by the hotel manager with
three taxis and outside the Hotel Inda Jaya a large welcoming banner
and tropical fruit drinks greeted us. We started to feel important.
The Practice Day dawned and w.e got our first ride on "Bitchy",
a three wheeled bike/taxi, to headquarters. Here, 30 gliders were
thrown on the back of an Army truck'rnq 30 harnesses and pilots
got on for a hell raising ride up the mGuntain. Everyone seemed to
know our truck driver, because wher~ver we went, evehone got out
of his way. We felt even more important.
It was a reasonable ridge soaring day, but the real test waS the
postage stamp size 'nosing in field that jutted out into the lake. At j
its base were pink bougainvilleas with a killer-look about them. .
Amazingly enough, we all made it down safely, for today at least,
and Bomber even made cloudbase.

Competition Fl~inq

We also met our first locals that day.
First there was "Happy" who's English
improved out of sight and "Bezucy" a local
entrepreneur who befriended Gordon and
offered to be his business partner (and more).
fu he jumped from the bus on the way
home he yelled "I love you, Gordon" and
a catch phrase was born to be repeated for
the rest of the compo All the locals were very
friendly and so laid back you'd expect them
to speak with Jamaican accents.
No flying was planned for the next day,
but the opening ceremony was held. Jarzo
had asked us to wear respectable clothing for
this and Bim had prepared a uniform for the
WA team which did us proud. We hadn't
realised that the mayor was going to be there,
along with a full military band, marching
and dancing dudes and even an elephant
(although that could have been the result
of being under the influence). The ceremony
was bigger than Ben Hur and rounded off
by paras, punters and hangies nosing in, with
our own Drew Scooper showing us how to
do a sit down nose-in.
The first few days of the competition
were a real struggle. The days started out
hot, with very little breeze and very humid.
No one was game to launch first, as it was
difficult to pick the thermals coming up the
ridge. We were to learn later that you had to
launch with no wind and into a thermal to
get away. Launch timing was essential, leave
it too late and the seabreeze would come in
and there was little chance of getting over
the back, start too early and there was a high
probability of bombing out. Nevertheless,
after young Johnny Durant was thrown off
as a wind dummy, 30 gliders followed after
Gordon Marshall approaching the bomb out.

his first quarter turn in lift. This seemed to
work well for filthy Phil and the top guns
but by the time we WA boys fell off the
ramp, we were left scratching with the crazy
Indo pilots who insisted on flying toward
you, waving. It was then that we met
Hermes, a legendary Indo pilot who flew like
most Indonesians drive - without fear, very
close and smiling - and with no idea of the
rules of the air. One QLD pilot, who had
flown without a mid-air for 3,000 hours
allover the world, experienced the twang
of a close encounter with a local pilot fortunately, no damage was done.
We learned early that it was imperative
to gain enough height to get over the back
of the ridge to the flatlands beyond, or else
to stay in sight of the only landing area the bomb-out. One day, Bim had headed
off down the ridge only to find that he didn't
have enough height to get over the back and
not enough height to get to the bomb-out.
After thinking ''I'm going to die!", he
managed to escape with a mere valley
nose-in and a scratched knee, but this sent
our heroes down the bottom of the comp
ladder in one fell swoop.
Speaking of fowl, they are called Ayams
here, are used for racing and have absolutely
no meat on them whatsoever. Fortunately,
other food was available and inexpensive.
A main meal was as little as 2,000 rupee
(just over 1$). Our beer bill (cheap as it was)
still exceeded the food bill by two to one. At
restaurants we only avoided the snakes (even
though Gordon said he was gonna kill one,
cook it, drink the blood and eat the muther),
but we savoured goats, frogs (kodok), water
buffalo and many things we weren't quite
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U-PICK-IT
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NOW you can pick the
accessories you want
with your new ICOM GX
UHF radio. The best UHF
in Australia with just
the right accessories!

I
I
I

The GX comes with fu II
scan, power use control,
night light & Selcall paging. Two year

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

Icom

factory
guarantee. The

I

I

Original ICOM
UHF IC-40 is
also available at
a great price.

I

I
I

I

(COM
GXNOW
ONLY ...

I

$ 530!

I

I

Wall charger $ 38.00, or

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

Drop-in Fast charger $ 95.
Long life battery $ 25 extra, or
High Power battery $ 60 extra
Emergency battery pack $ 32

I

I

X-07 throat/mike with PTT $ 66
HS-10 Headset with S.B. $ 130

I

I

I
I
I
I

YIPPEE II
Garmin GPS price CRASH !
Australian guarantee (not a grey
import) weatherproof, full moving
map display and more. Satellite

I

I
I
I
I

navigation at the rig ht price!

I
I
$ 390
I GARMIN 38
GARMIN 45 ... CALL I
I Order by phonelfax, cheque or COD OK. I
I Next DAY* DELIVERY FROM $8.00
I
Al l prices quoted tax exempt.

I ULTRALIGHT FLYING I
MACHINES
I
I
BOX 182, N. BALWYN, VIC, 3104

I
I

(03) 9431 - 2131
24 HR FAX (03) 9431-1869
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Competition Fl~inq

Wings over Java
sure of Hatch and Maradona even engaged in fruit salad and chilly!
Amazingly enough, no one succumbed to Bali Belly or other illnesses.
Driving in the streets at night took on a whole new meaning.
There are no road rules in Indonesia. The roads are wide enough
to fit everyone, no matter which direction you drove. Essential items
for driving were mag wheels, windscreen window tinting, fluoro
windscreen wipers, nerves of steel and those sunnies that go dark
when the shit's about to hit the fan. It was also important to fit a
family of 5 on the back of your moped! We developed undying faith
in our driver while crossing 4 lanes of on-coming traffic - the secret
was not to look.
Bim was kindly lent another glider ("La Moyet"), but whilst
assembling the thing, the king post fell off Fortunately for Bim, a
local hacked off some aviation quality branches and used these for
the repair - Bim made goal (and we all thought it "woodn't" work).
One of the wondrous things about flying over the inaccessible
terrain in Indonesia is that there are people everywhere. After an XC
you would land in an empty rice paddy and before you could get out
of your harness there were 20 to 100 kids around: "Heelo Meester" (a
memorable experience). Steve, Bomber and Gavin were even conned
into playing a game of soccer after landing near a local school. Of
course landing out presented no problems.With 160+ million people
you were assured of a lift. Turtle managed to get a lift on a motorbike,
and so did his glider. Bomber, Jon Durant, Gavin and The Porter got
a lift with the police who we, of course, couldn't refuse to share a beer
or three with.

All this flying culminated with most people making goal on the
last day (onya Jarzo). Rohan won, followed closely by Drew and futhy
Phil. Our Mike Porter headed the WA team in a Sting! Unfortunately,
it all had to end, but not before a closing ceremony that put the
Olympics to shame. Speeches, gamelan band, the mayor, traditional
dances, food, prizes, gifts and much ceremony. We felt very, very
important and humbled by the whole affair, to be treated like
this was beyond our expectations. Terima Kasih (Thank You).
~

Thanks to Indah Jaya Hotel for their excellent service, and for putting up
with our late nights and fireworks. Nobody died, but Bim and Maradona
tried hard Also thanks to the competition organisers, in particular Ian
Jarman who knew the answers to everything, and ofcourse Garuda and
all the sponsors. Thank you Ethel.
Results were published in October Skysailor, page 14.

Cross Country Adventures
HERE WE GO AGAIN! Dec 96 and Feb 97 Adventures.
We are going towing in the big air of Conargo. Last years trip
was a great success with 10,000 feet being achieved and personal
bests bettered with lOman flights, not a problem. We therrnalled
every day and everyone had a blast going cross country.
The area of Conargo just north of Deniliquin is fantastic for cross
country flying, it's hot, flat, has a good road structure for pickups
and the farmers love us! Previous trips by Silent Flight to this area
have realised flights of 10,000fH and 160km+, not a problem.
Whether your looking to relax or to have a hard core flying
experience this trip is for you.
This is an all inclusive hang gliding adventure.
• 9 days flying
• All the tows you want
• Static line car tow
• Accommodation
• Breakfast, lunch and dinner
• Tips on XC flying
• The odd beer after flying

• Experienced instructor on hand
• Transfers to and from Canberra
• Pickups, fly as far as you can
• Test flights on the latest
equipment
• Daily weatherfax with Stuve
diagram

ADVENTURE 1: Saturday 14112/96 - Sunday 22/12/96
ADVENTURE 2: Saturday 15/2/97 - Sunday 23/2/97
Book early to avoid disappointment.
Give the Canberra Hang Gliding Centre a call for more
information, hang gliding is our business, not a problem.

NEW

~.

~ r~l~ NEW

VARIOS
Flytec 4030
• Altimeter
• Variometer
• Integrator
• Barograph
• Glide-ratio computer
• GPS flight data
evaluation
• Final approach
computer
• Real time,
Stopwatch
• Speed mesurement
• Temperature display
• Polar recording
• FlyChart Pro 4.0
for Windows

Ball Graphics
Competition
• 3 Altimeters
• Variometer
• Altimeter
• Airspeed indicator
• Variometer
• Flight timer
• Speed to fly
• Thermometer
• Final glide
• Battery display
• Speed to fly
computer
• 10 polars already • Ground speed
entered
(with connected
• Pitot tube airspeed GPS)
indicator
• Navigation screen
• Manual and
with map
automatic mode • Flight memory
• Total energy
• Barograph
compensation
• Polar recording
• Barograph

Tangent

Call Tove Heaney on
(048) 494516 or (015) 269376

Call your nearest
Airwave dealer:
SYDNEY PARAGLIDING
CENTRE
STANWELL PARK, NSW
TEL: 042 949065
MARK MITSOS
ALPINE PARAGLIDING
BRIGHT, VIC
TEL: 057 551753
HIGH ADVENTURE AIRPARK
MID NORTH COAST, NSW
TEL: 065 565265
LEE SCOTT
RAINBOW PARAGLIDING
NOOSA,QLD
TEL: 07 54866182
JEAN LUC LEJAI LLE

CARVING

A

FUTURE

THROUGH

THE

AIR

Permitted Radio Frequenci'es in Australia

The 1997 Hang Gliding
Calendar is out now!
Flying the States from coast to
coast! This quality calendar is
full of spectacular prints and
makes a great last minute
Christmas present for any pilot.
Cost of one calendar, airmail delivery, is US$18.45
(must be in US funds, foreign
currency bank cheque).
Orders may be faxed or
emailed with VISA/Mastercard
details to +(719) 6326417,
email' ushga@ushga.org
Or mailed to: USHGA, PO
Box 1330, Colorado Springs
CO 80901-1330, USA.
Don't miss it!

The Mid North Coast Hang Gliding
community was saddened by the
recent death of long time hang glider
pilot, Bob Barnes ofPacific Palms.
Bob had been receiving chemotherapy
treatment over recent months for a
cancer of the blood He died from an
infection with which his reduced
immune system could not cope. Bob was
a keen pilot and a bloody good bloke.
Rest in peace dear friend
Mid North Coast Hang Gliding Club

•

Moyes has moved
As of 3 November 1996,
Moyes' new address is:
1144 Botany Road
Botany NSW 2019
New phone and fax numbers:
Phone: 02 93164644
Fax: 02 93168488
Email: moyes@ip.net.au
For all deliveries and pick ups,
please use the rear of 1144
Botany Road in Chegwyn St.
Moyes Delta Gliders

New phone numbers
for Airborne
We have not moved but our
postal address, phone number
and fax number have changed.
New postal address:
PO Box 42
Redhead NSW 2290
New Phone: 049 449199
New Fax: 049 449395.
Airborne Windsports

14 Skysai lor

With increasing numbers of visiting pilots in recent years and with
formal team flying during the Pre-Worlds and Worlds we must
advise. teams and independent travelling pilots of the legal
requirements for the use of radios in Australia. The unrestricted
approved frequencies are in the HF Frequency range of26.965
to 27.405 MHZ and UHF Frequency range 476.425 to 477.400.
Only those pilots who hold an amateur radio operators licence
issued by the appropriate authority in their own country and
which is approved by the Spectrum Management Authority in
Australia (a $45 fee is payable) will be legally entitled to use 2m
VHF radios. The normal call signs and radio usage protocols of .
amateur operators are expected to. be used on these frequencies.
The Spectrum Management Authority in Australia has warned
the HGFA that they will prosecute illegal radio users ($12,000
fine) and confiscate non~approved or unlicensed equipment and
have threatened to close down any competition where wide spread
problems occur. These actions have been initiated following
serious breaches of the frequency spectrum over the past two
competltlon seasons.
All pilots considering flying in Australia are advised to make
alternative plans for radios if they do not hold an appropriate
amateur operators licence for use with VHF 2m radios.
(40 channel UHF radios sell for approximately $400.)
Hang Gliding Federation ofAustralia

89th FAI General
Conference in Slovenia
Test events held in preparation for
next year's World Air Games in
Turkey were a complete success.
.Please read the President's Report
on page 33 for full details.
Mr Eilif Ness (President), Mr
Alvaro Orleans de Borbon (Vice
President) and Rene de Monchy
(Treasurer General) were reelected for another year.
•

Homologated FAI records
Straight Distance: 495km
Pilot: Larry Tudor (USA) , 1 July
1994, Rock Springs, WY (USA)
Hang glider: Wills Wing RamAir
Distance via a Single Turnpoint:
495.1km
Pilot: Larry Tudor (USA) , '1 July
1994, Rock Springs, WY (USA)
Hang glider: Wills Wing
RarnAir 157
•

Paragliding Corryong Cup 1996
14115 December 1996 Competition days, 13 December Practice day
The PG Corryong Cup is held once again at mighty Mt Elliot in
the foothills of the Snowy Mountains. Like last year, teams will be
formed, headed by advanced pilots who take 3 or 4 novice pilots
under their wings and share their experience, set strategies for the
day's flying and give thermalling tips. Last year this proved a great
way for inexperienced pilots to learn cross country skills and
improve their confidence. Earlier this year, the hangies held a comp
at Corryong aimed at introducing intermediate pilots to comp and
XC flying. Pilots were scored on a per kilometre basis, with a bonus
for the 1st at goal.
This year's PG Corryong Cup will use the same simple and
effective scoring system. Tasks with photo turnpoints will be set
each day with pilots scored on a per kilometre basis and a gold
bonus to encourage pilots to fly in the lead and use their initiative.
The comp is run entirely by volunteers, the emphasis is on fun.
Numbers are restricted to 60 entries. Instructors and advanced
pilots are encouraged to attend to help novice pilots.
Requirements: Nov-Adv rating, camera, altimeter, UHF radio,
reserve, maps (Corryong Natmap 8425) and HGFA membership.
No entry fee! Briefing Sat 8:30 am, Courthouse Hotel.
For more info: Peter Bowyer, 20 Kimberley Place, Gymea Bay
NSW 2227, ph\fax 0295254175, mob 015660881 or
Rob Schroettner, ph\fax 042 67#99, mob 015926581.
•

SKY EXPO '96 for innovative flying
Gstaad, Switzerland - 4-6 October 1996
Since I was already in Switzerland for the year and also needed
some wheels for my hang glider, this expo was a good opportunity
to catch up on what's new in the world of "innovative flying".
I had expected a large roll-out of all the glider and accessories
manufacturers, but was rather disappointed. Beside a strong
Australian presence with Airborne and Moyes, and Aircotec with
their instruments, there was only a representative presence of other
manufacturers (Airwave, Edel, Icaro, Up, Wills Wing) alongside a
few magazines.
As far as innovative flying was concerned, 'Paradelta Parma'
stood out with their 'inflatable spar for paragliders, hang gliders or
aero dynes' . This inflatable spar is a large sausage inside the canopy
which can be pressurised to stiffen the canopy. Paradelta Parma
actually built a paraglider with a wingspan of 18m and a mean cord
of 2.1m using their invention.
Hang glider pilots who are sick and tired of having to find
the right hill for the right wind can now take off from any small
airfield with their own small engine mounted on the back of
their harness. The 'Flyman Company', represented by H. Piller
(Ph/fax: +41 37712310) builds these neat little units.
Beside all this, Gstaad has a lovely hill called 'Wispile', allowing
everyone a 900m sledride within this breathtaking environment of
hills and snow capped mountains in the near distance.
Stefan Bruggisser

ACT HBumpier 'n Birchip" C & D-Grade Competition
This comp is for 40 C-grade hang glider and paragliding pilots
wanting an affordable, low stress competition experience.
The field will be split into 2 groups:
1. C-grade, where personal best is 75km or more, and
2. D-grade, where personal best is less than 75km.
The competition will be held over 4 weekends:
1.25/26/27January 1997, Corryong
2. 8/9 February 1997,· Forbes (towing)
3. 1/2 March 1997, Corryong
4.15/16/17 March 1997, Forbes (towing).
Requirements: Intermediate .rating with inlat:ld experience, camera
and recently repacked p~achute,tow endorsement and equipment
(including UHF radio) and financial HGFA membership.
. Scoring: Distance points, Place points and Goal bonus only
(no speed points).>Each pilot's 6 b~st rounds will be counted.
Cost: '$50 including maps, film, BBQs and prizes. Numbers
are strictly limited.
Entries to: Peter Dall 53 MacAlister Crescent,
Cur.tinACT 2605, Phone: 062684139 (wj.
Peter Dall

Kiewa Valley Fly-In
27 December to 2January 1997
Hang gliders and paragliders are welcome to enter this fun event
for all levels of flying. Information and registration evening is the
26 December. The day's flying will be decided at a 9:30am meeting
each morning and transport organised.
Several intermediate sites will be used. Novices need advanced
pilot supervision and both novice and intennediate pilots need to
bring their log books. Pilots must have inland foot launch
experience. Daily prizes for good launches, good flights, good
landings, good sporting deeds. A prize for the best substantiated
flight of the week as well as Spot, Club & Team prizes are planned.
Other activities: Volleyball, go-karts, soccer, indoor climbing,
mountain biking. Entry fee is $25, make cheques payable to:
Kiewa Valley Fly-In, 18 Tawonga Crescent, Mt Beauty VIC 3699;
Ph: Janette Mc Laren or Dermot Meaney 057 544910.
Dennot Meaney

Mystic Site Fees
A site fee to fly Mystic (Bright Hill) now applies.
Pilots must display a valid helmet pass to fly this site.
Also, the land owner for the "soon to be" alternative landing area
(Shueys) requests a gold coin donation to be deposited in collection
boxes installed in these paddocks.
Red
1 day pass
$10
Yellow 8 day pass
$20
Green 3 month pass
$50
Blue
Annual pass $70
A competition/tour site use fee of $5 per pilot, for any NEVHG
Club sites still applies. Competition/tour organisers need to obtain
permission to use club sites ahead of time.
To clarifY the new rules:
When competing in a competition (or flying with an official tour
group) at any of the NEVHG Club sites the competition/tour
organiser will pay the club the site fee. This allows pilots to fly
Mystic without a pass when Mystic is the official launch site.
Competition/tour pilots free flying during the competition/tour,
and before and after will need to have a valid Mystic pass.
The North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club Inc. site list:
Mystic (Bright Hill) Bright
Mt Buffalo 1&2 Bright
Tawonga Gap
M-r Beauty
Mt Emu 1&2 Mt Beauty
Gundowring
Gundowring The Pines 1&2 Buckland Gap
(Comp site only)
/Everton.
The passes are similar in size to the HGFA helmet sticker and
are made out of aluminium incorporating a security feature. Tickets
can be purchased from: Eagle School of Hang Gliding, Alpine
Paragliding, Bright Hikers, Bright Service Centre (Gilbert Griffith),
or by mail to PO Box 195 Porepunkah VIC 3740.
Later we hope to also include the Bright Tourist Information
Centre as an outlet.
Geoff White, President NEVHG Club

1997 Paragliding Flatlands at Birchip, Victoria
15-22 February 1997, B-grade sanction
Entry Fee: $100 if paid before 14 January 97, $120 thereafter.
Registration: Birchip Hotel 14 February 97 until 10:30pm.
Requirements: Databack camera, UHF radio, reserve, inland
experience and tow endorsement. GPS recommended. Competitors
are required to form their own teams of 3 to 5 people and provide
their own driver and winch. Maximum of 12 teams. The emphasis
will be on flying, with the goal of breaking Australian distance
records. The tasks will be Open Distance and Elapsed time to Goal.
A rain day, 23 February, is reserved if less than 4 rounds have
been completed. Send entries to: Garry Stevenson, PO Box 90,
Torquay VIC 3228. Ph: 052 610060 (wj, 052616555 (hlfaxj or
018351389. Make cheques payable to Onshore Paragliders.
Garry Stevenson
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Aviation Safety Notice: Ouantum & Ouasar trikes
Due to a fax error, only one half of the Pegasus service bulletin
was published lmt month. Here is the rest. Please read the following
information carefully.
Before the next flight inspect center stitching above fin tube
for damage between kingpost hole and trailing edge. If damage
has occurred, contact Sky Cycles and do not fly.

SITES CONTROLLED BY NORTHERN BEACHES HGC

Note: Damage can occur if the wing has been subjected
to frequent negative loads (due to rough taxiing, etc.)'

Due to recent events which threaten site closure, NBHGC sites
are now rated as follows:
Site

Hang Glider Rating
Minimum level of
Pilot Certificate

Paraglider Rating
Minimum level of
Pilot Certificate

Long Reef - NE Launch

Restricted Certificate

Restricted Certificate

under Safety Officer

under Safety Officer

So far, we have not found any damaged seams in Australia,
but please advise us if you find damaged stitching. To fix damage,
follow the procedure below:
Cover the areas of stitching with dacron self adhesive tape
to stop possible abrasion. Remember, the keel pocket seam has
structural significance. The leading edge seam has no structural
significance.

supervision

supervision

Inner Keel Pocket - proceed as follows:

Long Reef - SE Launch

Intermediate Certificate Restricted Certificate

Newport

Advanced Certificate

Advanced Certificate

Mona Vale

Advanced Certificate

Intermediate Certificate

Warriewood

Advanced Certificate

Advanced Certificate

Turrimetta - SE launch

Advanced Certificate

Intermediate Certificate

1. Lay the wing flat on the ground & remove tension.
2. Remove the top rear rigging cable pin from the cleat.
3. Undo the bolts holding the cleats on the top & bottom of the keel.
4. Undo the fin tune eye-bolt from the king post & remove the
fin tube.
5. Roll the 2 short tapes up & apply to both seams, starting from the
hole where the fin tube passes through the sail, working forward.
6. Reassemble in reverse order. If you have trouble fitting the sail
tensioning cable, get a helper to pull the sail back using a loop
of string while you reassemble the deck cleats.
7. Make sure your work is entered in the aircraft log.

under Safety Officer

Bottom Leading Edge Seam - proceed as follows:

supervision

1. Remove wing from bag & open upside down.
2. Undo both leading edge self-tapping screws at the nose.
3. Undo the leading edge tip webbings.
4. Open centre velcro, crawl inside & apply tape as above, starting
45cm from the mouth of the sail & working outward to the tip.
5. Reassemble.
6. Make sure your work is entered in the aircraft log.
Contact Sky Cycles for more information. Sky Cycles,
14 Northern Ave, Moorabbin Airport, Mentone VIC 3194.
Ph: (03) 95875975,018336346 (mob), Fax: (03) 95875976.

under Safety Officer
supervIsion
Long Reef - N Launch

Intermediate Certificate Intermediate Certificate

Cook's Terrace

Advanced Certificate

Restricted Certificate
under Safety Officer
supervision

Little Turrimetta

Advanced Certificate

Intermediate Certificate

Whale Beach

Advanced Certificate

Advanced Certificate

Palm Beach

SITE CLOSED

SITE CLOSED

Blackheath

Advanced Certificate

Intermediate Certificate

- NE launch

under Safety Officer
supervision

Pilots are reminded ofthe following NBHGC and HGFA rules:

Sky Cycles

1. No Pilot Log or HGFA Pilot Certificate to show to the

2.

3.

4.

5.

Safety Officer - no flying permitted.
Restricted pilots may only fly under direct supervision
of a Safety Officer or Duty Pilot, and must follow his
or her directives on the day.
A Duty Pilot MUST be nominated from the most senior
Intermediate or Advanced rated pilots whenever
Restricted pilots are present,
Permission to fly will be determined by the Duty Pilot
and will depend on prevailing weather conditions and
the pilot's logged experience, regardless of the Pilot
Certificate held.
ALL PILOTS flying at any NBHGC site for the first
time must be supervised by a NBHGC Safety Officer.

Failure to comply with these requirements will lead to HGFA
Pilot Certificate suspension pending HGFA Disciplinary Action
being initiated (in accordance with Part 5 of the HGFA
Constitution). The decision of the HGFA Disciplinary Tribunal
could lead to the offending pilot's qualifications being suspended
or cancelled.

Craig Worth
HGFA Operations Manager

~ Congratulations to Rick and Sonja Duncan!
Their new baby daughter was born on 4 November 96.

Sky High Paragliding Club
Seasons Greetings! No, I won't be Santa at your party but I'll fly
with you anytime. This Christmas, Sky High will be having an
unofficial fly-in at Corryong. A long weekend and Easter event
is planned for later in the season. Any paraglider pilots interested,
please contact the club for further details.
Site maintenance on some of the coastal sites has been under
way this winter, so things are looking good for summer. At the
August meeting, Dr Adrian Zentner, an expert on aviation
medicine, imparted some facts on what may effect our flying fitness.
An interesting discussion! In December, we hope to have an equally
informative talk on administering first aid in relation to our sport.
Don't forget our Buddie System for all new (plus old) and
visiting pilots. All Buddies are very keen to go flying or pass on
information; a great way to fast track it to the site most likely to
be on. For more Club news and info, grab a spare copy of our
newsletter 'Australian Paragliding News' or better still, subscribe! .

Till next year, Big Bruce Bremner
16 Skysailor

Conondale Cross Country Fliers

Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club

Our recent weekend comp 'Not Quite the Classic' was a huge
success and has inspired many pilots to achieve more than they
thought themselves capable of (see article page 24). Trevor Kee,
recently settled here from Victoria, has had some remarkable flights
from Widgee, Cambroon and Eggins. His arrival at Cooroy Golf
Course No.3 fairway put some players off their swing, but they
didn't seem to mind! Also flying from Widgee, Bruce Crerar and
Dave Redman endured what they described as the roughest air they
had ever encountered en route to Tansey.
The Canungra Classic saw our Patriarch, Blaino, pick up the
master's trophy. Both he and Bruce flew consistently to finish
midfield, well done guys. Bruce's latest technique of using 11 ,OOOV
powerlines to slow his big glider for a tight landing, certainly
worked, but please Bruce, don't try it again!
Our President, Ian Pender, has also been posting some very
respectable XC flights lately, he will be in the market for an
advanced glider very soon.
In September, I joined some Newcastle pilots on a jaunt up to
the Gul£ chasing the elusive Morning Glory. Well "Gloria" didn't
show up for us but we flew the Gillies and also had a fun fly from
Rex Lookout to Port Douglas with Al Giles and Paul Kennedy.
I'll leave the rest of the story for someone else to tell.
If you want to fly XC in the Sunshine Coast hinterland, contact
us and we'll show you around some of our great sites.

All of the beach flying enthusiasts will be happy to hear that there
is a new ramp at Teewah Beach. It was no small feat as those who
spent many days working on the ramp will know. For two weeks
many hands were involved during the planning, ramp and step
building. A big thank you to Michael Powell for his expertise and
untiring dedication to the task at hand, Dave Cookman, who was
there every day (even after the day was over, Dave was still going
like a train), Doug Bauer who <;lid "Y'
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Mark Savage

97 Victorian Alpine Open Paragliding Championships
Mystic and surrounding sites will be the venue for what promises to
be an exciting compo There will be two main competitions:
1. B-grade "Extended" comp: 1 to 9 February, (with A-grade service
levels), open to all intermediate and advanced paraglider pilots.
Entry Fee: $150 before 17 January, $170 thereafter.
2. C-grade "Open" comp: 1 to 4 February, open to novice,
intermediate and advanced pilots.
Entry Fee: $60 before 17 January, $70 thereafter
This is a HGFA sanctioned competition. You will need a
recently packed reserve and an altimeter. A UHF radio is highly
recommended. All site fees are included in the entry fee. David
Frecheville from Wingtrips Australia, is offering a ride up the hill
and retrieval service at $4 per ride up Mystic, or $35 per ten rides.
The vehicle fits ten pilots and their gear and a 60 km retrieve costs
$90 (split by ten: $9 per pilot).
It is our intent to make great prizes available, depending on
sponsorship response. As well as the usual run of prizes, prizes for
advanced, novice and intermediate pilots who compete in the Cgrade comp are planned to encourage those of you who can't take
nine days off work to fly in the "big" compo
Come and join us for a competition that .caters for the fun flyer
and the serious flyer. We've grabbed the best time of the year for
flying here and I'm sure we'll see heaps of personal bests.
For more enquiries, my telephone number is (057) 501733, my fax number is (057) 501004. Correspondence should be
addressed to the competition organiser:
Karl Texler, clo 5 Camp Street, Bright, VIC 3741.
Cheques for entry fees should be made payable to Karl Texler,
VAOPC Account and crossed "not negotiable".

Karl Texler

. :. ..... ~ . e on the morning
Waters Caravan Par
of 29 December. The co;~~$3cJ~: resentation and New Year's Eve
Party will be a Smorgasbord at a cost of $15 per head. Numbers
and money will be required at sign on, 29 December. For further
information about the comp please contact me on 07 54463421
or for Paragliders Jean-Luc Lejaille 07 54866182 or 0418 754157.

On behalfof the Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club, I wish
everyone and their families a very Merry Christmas and a safe and
prosperous New Year and Safe Flying wherever that may be.
Cathy Edmunds

Lower Blue M09nia.ins Hang Gliding Club
Our club recently competed in the first round of the Sydney interclub contest. O~er~dulJs invC?lved.were the Northern Beaches
and Sydney: dUDS. This w~ekend's results were: 1st Northern
Beaches (5 points), 2iI&Blue Mountains (3 points) .and· 3rd
Sydney (l'point). The full story and results are ar~ on page 39.
Over the last month we have 'been developing a number of
new sites west ofLithgow. Negotiations continue with land
owners and other relevant persons and for the time being, the
location of these sites will he . kept under wraps. The sites face N,
ENE and S and are currep.tly not open to general/. flying. We will
keep you informed regarding further developments.
The club is currently working on lifting public perception of
(Jur sport and give more exposure to hang gliding in our area
(Western.Sydney and the Blue Mountains). We h~e completed'
interviews and photo sh?ots with one newspape'r as well as .
organising regular feature articles about club activities for local
papers and local radio. Apart from exposing our club to the local
community, we hope to increase the level of interest in our sport.
PlacesJor theCorryong Cup are goingfast! If you wish to enter,
please contact the numbers listed in the Comps Caltmdar: T-Shirts
featuring a Corryong Eagle.modified into a hang glider are also
planned and will be available to participants at a modest price.

Safe Flying, Graeme Garlick
Skysailor 17

Paragliding and Hang Gliding Tours in Mexico
Flying Center ofMexico is located in Mexico City and operates

Pilots wishing to fly North Brother Mountain
Pilots mustfirst obtain permission to fly this site, as well as the
key to the bomb out from either the land owner or Lee Scott
at High Adventure Airpark.
An alternate paddock is available across the river, but pilots
scratching too long and leaving the hill too low, withOlit enough
height to reach the alternate landing area, are landing either in
the river or bomqing out on private property.
In future, failing to have the bomb out key will forfeit that
pilot's p~ivilege to fly in our area ever again!

Mid North Coast Club

tours from September to May to Valle de Bravo and soon
throughout the State of Mexico.
3 to 10 day tours depart twice a month, with a minimum
of 3 pilots. The tours offer first class hotel accommodation,
transportation with beverage and snacks to launch and to and
from the airport, insurance (optional), topographic maps of each
site and a bi-lingual guide. Basic hang gliding and paragliding
training can be included. Family and friends are welcome.
Accommodation is beside a lake where waterskiing, horse riding,
swimming, sailing, fishing, tennis, golf, motorcycles, moutain bikes
and windsurfing are available at an extra cost.
Valle de Bravo, a half hour drive from Mexico City, is a
typical Mexican town, surrounded by forested mountain ranges.
The town lies at 6,069ft and temperatures range between 1°C
to 32°C max:. The warmest months are from March to June.
Flying locations are very scenic and include intermediate
to advanced sites with excellent cross country potential.

For more information contact:
Left a nd below:
PC Johnson takes to the air on
an "introductory flight" to make
the first recorded microlight
assisted arrest in the UK.

Tallabung Flatlands
changed to Fly-In
The organisers encountered
problems with the insurance
of the Tallabung mountain
launch. As a result the
competition has been
changed to a Fly-In and
will be run as a towing
meet only.
The dates are still 7 to
18 January 97, good tow
paddocks are available and
the aim of the meet is still
to offer pilots a safe entry
into the tactics and
techniques of competition.
Please call Michael
Spratt on 06 2359023
or 06 2359109 for
more information.

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
18 Skysailor

Paramotor Vietnam
Discovery
6 to 20 April 1997
8 stages and 30 hours offlight

'from Ho Chi Minh City to Hue.
This trip is exclusively for
paramotorists and has been
organised by Raid Decouverte
Vietnam to give pilots the
opportunity to discover Vietnam
from the air.
The route leads over Hue,
Dalang and Danang, where
pilots will see volcanoes, the coast
of the South China Sea, palms,
rivers with their sampans, canoes
and floating villages as well as the
green forests, rice, coffee and tea
plantations and villages along the
way. The adventure of a lifetime.

Contact: Daniel Roussel
Vietnam Evenements, 50 Rue de
Paradis, 75 010 Paris, France.
Fax:: 33/01 45233659.
•

Flying Center of Mexico, Circt. Fuentes del Pedregal #125,
D. 401, Col. Fuentes del Pedregal, Mexico, D. E, C. P. 14140.
Ph/Fax:: 652 6666, Area code: 525 (Mexico City).
website: http://www.infoabc.com/pous

New School
in Newcastle
East Coast Hang Gliding
and Paragliding Centre has
commenced operations in
the Newcastle area, 1 1/2 hours
north of Sydney.
With 8 different training
hills and 10 soaring sites, nearly
all wind directions are covered,
maximising the opportunities
for students to get their feet off
the ground.
Aerotow tandem hang
gliding flights up to 3,000ft
over Newcastle are available
for that ultimate "first time"
experience. Winch and Aerotow
courses are also available for
experienced pilots.

Contact:
Jason Turner 015 636384
or Fax 065 565265.
East Coast HG & PG Centre

•

Airwave Rap Air System
Tests carried out on 15
different makes of harness
protection using a special test
rig at Brighton University
(UK) showed that the Rap Air
,System produced the lowest
recoil figures and the best
protection for the pilot.
The system consists of a
foam filled deceleration bag,
sandwiched between two layers
of energy absorbing Plastazote
foam, with a hard polypropylene outer shell. A secondary
airbag and Plastazote side and
hip panels increase pilot
protection without adding
unnecessary weight.
For further details contact
your Airwave dealer or
Airwave Gliders Ltd, Elm Lane,
Shalfleer, Isle of Wight, UK.

Airwave Gliders

New Competition Wing from Airwave

ParaQuiz
Together,
Cross
Country and
Evenement
Ciel Editions
have brought
out a pocket
SIze paragliding quiz
booklet. The
project was
sponsored
by Edel and
contains over 450 questions
and answers for all levels of
pilots and a wide range"of
subjects. Intended to be both
fun and informative, this is
an ideal way to while away
time on launch or while
waiting for a retrieve. ParaQuiz
is available from Cross
Country, Route du Val Suzon,
21380 Messigny, France.
Fax: 33/03 80354748.
•

Manilla Skysailors
Club Inc.
Notice to pilots intending
to fly the club sites:
Due to the costs incurred
in maintaining some of
Australia's premier sites,
the club's recent AGM
resolved that all pilots
wishing to fly the club's
sites must be members
ofthe club.
As from 1/1/97
membership will cost
$10 per year for flying
members (i.e. visitors,
non-voting) and $20 per
year for full membership
(voting members). For
further details, please
contact club officials listed
at the back of Skysailor.
Godfrey Wenness

The XMX is designed from the Alto XM, and after successful results
in this year's competitions, it is now available for free flying enthusiasts.
The XMX has the sink rate, glide and speed of a top performance
paraglider, but possesses qualities often absent from other performance
wings, like good handling and stability. This has been achieved by
the use of diagonal rib sections, improving top surface airflow and
reducing drag. Overall line usage has been reduced and line layout
simplified to reduce parasitic drag and improve glide at speed. Two
Acpul 'competition' certified sizes are available now: 28 and 31 m 2 ,
a 25/26m2 version is currently being developed.
Airwave competition results:
British Nationals
1st Barney Barnes (Alto XM)
Swedish Nationals
1st Peter Brinkeby (Alto XMX)
French Nationals
1st Jean Marcel Grillet (Alto XMX) •

New Products from APCO
The APca Futura combines the performance of the 'Zen' with the
safety of the 'Sentra'. Handling characteristics are long, soft brake
movements with good thermalling capacity and easy take off All 4
sizes (27, 28, 30 and 32) received Acpul's Performance class ratings.
Sizes 30 and 32 passed all manoeuvres on Standard class. Trim
Speed is 35km/h, max speed 50km/h and min sink 1m/sec.
All APCO gliders come with 3 years warranty.
Sentra is APCO's new novice intermediate wing. It incorporates
comp wing technology with cross-cell and 30% less lines. Certified
with Acpul's Standard class, the glider comes in 4 sizes (25, 28,
31 and 34). Trim speed is 35km/h, max speed 45km/h and min
sink 1.1 m/ sec.
Contour harness is designed to give maximum comfort and
protection. The harness can be fitted with modular elements:
Airfoam back protector, side protectors, cockpit fairing, ballast bag
front and under seat, built in radio and camera pockets.
Apco competition results:
1st Chris Muller (Zen 30)
US Nationals
1st Beau Basson (Zen 32)
Gauteng, South Africa
105km, Didier Doutterpount (Xtra 28).
Belgian distance record
Erez Beker, APCa

The new world standard ;i~~-ACCESS
FLYTEC 4010 REAL·TIME
Altimeter
Variometer
Integrator
Real-time , Stopwatch
Speed Measurement
(Sensor option)
Temperature display

FLYTEC 4020 PROFESSIONAL
Altimeter
Variometer
Integrator
Barograph
Real-time , Stopwatch
Speed Measurement
(Sensor option)
Temperature display
Polar recording
FlyChart 4.0 for Windows

FlYTEC

FLYTEC 4030 GPS·ACCESS
Altimeter
Variometer
Integrator
Barograph
Glide-ratio computer
GPS flight data
evaluation
(GPS option)
Final approach computer
Real-time, Stopwatch
Speed Measurement
(Sensor option)
Temperature display
Polar recording
FlyChart 4.0 for Windows

King of the air
For more information contact your local dealer or Peter Eicher, 133 St James Road, Rosanna, phone 03 94552236, Fax 03 94552237
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Competition Fl~ing

CLASSIC 9 6
TIM CUMMINGS

Despite difficult weather conditions, the Canungra
Classic 96 was, once again, a fully valid competition
scoring in excess of the required 4,000 points.
A strong field of 61 pilots entered, including 17 of
the top 20 ranked pilots in Australia.
Richard Nevins announced a new rule: Goal times
were taken when the king post crossed the goal line.
Stephen Gilmour, flying a prototype topless glider, was
"stumped" for words.

main launch some gaggles went up, others bombed out. A lack of
thermal activity close to Kooralbyn airstrip (goal) saw several pilots
attempt long glides into goal and miss. Attila Bertok and Phil Pritchard
landed 200m short, Mark Newland 100m short, while Grant Heaney
harnessed the small bubbles of hot air from the black tarmac to land
just 10m short of the line. Steve Blenkinsop was first into goal but
refused to take a start gate time to avoid winning the day and having
to wear the red shorts. Rick Duncan flew fast and low on his final glide,
using ground affect along the long bitumen airstrip and just making
it across the line to win the day. Glen Macleod also made goal.
Conditions improved for Round 6. Goal was hidden behind a hill
on the road to Maroon Dam, causing some consternation. 7 pilots
made goal and the day was won by Rick Duncan. Peter Beard was
interviewed on the hill by the Channel Nine News: "If I go now,
I should be able to catch the leaders".
Round 7 started promisingly, but shut down in the afternoon.
However, reflyers Steve Ruffels and Neil Petersen made turnpoint.
No one made goal. Rohan Holtkamp won the day. Round 8
was cancelled due to dangerous weather conditions.

l'1

1996 Results

~

ound

1 was a typical light lift day, making goal at
Rathdowneya challenging task. With North in the wind,
"Benobble" was made an official refly zone. 11 pilots made
goal, Drew Cooper was fastest. Mike Jackson made a long final glide
over trees, powerlines .and houses followed by a low turn to cross the
goal line in the correct direction and an even lower turn back into
wind. He then splashed into the swamp just north of the goal line.
Round 2 started with Drew Cooper handing the red shorts over
to himself, revealing that "Sunday was cross dressing day" while
wearing a pair of frilly red knickers. The day was more stable
although pilots were managing to get above launch. Dave Staver, well
back in the field, pushed and all the top pilots launched, got up in a
small thermal to about 500ft above launch, and then bombed out in
front. Davo, wisely foreseeing some animosity towards him, did his
darnedest to scratch into Benobble. Several pilots drove back to refly,
but still no one could clear the bomb-out zone. Everyone came equal
first with zero points.
Round 3 brought a change in the weather and we were off to
Beechmont where we were sad to learn of the death of Stan Munster,
the local land owner. On behalf of the Classic; Wayne Lee offered our
condolences and presented flowers and a card. Strong winds and a
low cloudbase saw many pilots in the rotor behind launch and
landing in Flying Fox valley. Mark Newland battled the conditions to
win the day for 32 points.
Round 4 had a higher cloudbase and more pilots got away. The
day was worth 920 points. However, both Rohan Holtkamp and
Grant Heaney flew an equal 34.4 km towards goal and had to share
first and second place points, giving them 907 points each. Andrew
Atkinson (B-Grade), third on the day, was now leading the compo
A boast from Dave Redman started Round 5: He had never
bombed out at Beechmont. Alternate launch opened and pilot after
pilot bombed out. Redman pushed from the back and every pilot in
front of him launched and bombed. Redman skyed out. From the
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Open 1st

Grant Heaney

Open 2nd

Rohan Holtkamp

Open 3rd

Rick Duncan (to win the Canungra Classic you need to be short
and a Mexican)

Open 4th

Geoff Tulloch

Open 5th

Attila Bertok

SEQld Region
Perpetual Trophy Geoff (this is the trophy we all came for) Tulloch
Masters 1st

John (you'll all be in this division one day) Blain

Women's 1st

Neva (statistically I'm a better pilot than all of you) Bull

B Grade 1st

Andrew Atkinson

B Grade ·2nd

Bernard Gonsalves

B Grade 3rd

Tony Knight

B Grade 4th

Stephen Ruffels

B Grade 5th

Neil Petersen

Round Launch
Tamborine

Turnpoint

Goal

Distance Best Goal Points

Hillview

Rathdowney 48.0

48.0 11

1000
0

2

Tamborine

Rathdowney 42.7

5.0

3

Beechmont

Coulson

50.8

20.8 0

32

4

Beechmont

Coulson

50.8

34.5 0

920

5

Beechmont

Hillview

Kooralbyn

43.7

43.7 3

373

6

Tamborine

E.Hiliview

Maroon Dam 65.8

65.8 7

1000

7

Tamborine

E.Widgee

Maroon Dam 70.8

52.8 0

797

8

Cancelled

TOTAL

0

21

4122

Thanks to our major sponsors Canungra Hotel Canungra Motel South
Molle Island, Binna Burra, O'Reilly's, Skypower, Ken Hill IVuiies Kitchen,
St Bernards, Officials "Wayne Lee, Al!Carter, Sue Phillips, Stephen Whitcher,
Peter Beard, Richard Nevins, Robin Taylor, David Phelp, Yve Collins, AJ
Murray, Zupy, the Canungra Classic 96 Committee, Task Committee"
Protest Committee and all volunteers and wind technicians.

----------.
Canungra Red Faces: "Hang Gliders in the Sky" (To the tune of "Ghostriders in the Sky")
The clouds are getting bigger and the sun is rising high
The launch is getting foller as the pilots have a try
Then someone yells {(Dust Devil" and they're scrambling for a fly
Hang gliders in the sky.
A monster gaggle turning under a humungous cu-nimb
And anything above 10ft gets totally sucked in
For hours its a white out as they're getting super high

Hang gliders in the sky.
They landed at 600ks with grins from ear to ear
And when their elbows thawed out, they gargled ice cold beer
And when it was allover, there came a mighty cheer
Hang gliders in the sky.
Hang gliders in the sky.
Hang gliders in the sky.

Hang gliders in the sky.

ha-hi ha-hi ha-high
(repeat 'til the sun goes down or comes up!)

With eyeballs frozen over and with icicles on their nose
Fingers turning purple and they cant feel their toes
And 97 pilots are almost totally froze

JuksMack

Still breathing, still flying
BRUCE CRERAR
here we were in Canungra, the centre of the universe, for the
Classic. It was Wednesday and the weather was not being kind
to us. The lift was light, wind from the north east and we were
at Beechmont when my take off number came up and I went
to the back of the ordered launch.
Joe Scott arrived and we decided to give it a go. We took off,
found the sucker and climbed away ever so slowly - then Joe left
me there. I had not been flying my new glider well, especially in
broken lift, and seeing Joe get away really pissed me off. Another
three times I found thermals for people only to have them leave
me on the hill.
By this time I was 2km south of launch, 200ft above the
plateau and determined not to land at the bottom to avoid a very
long retrieve. I flew north in broken crappy lift, loosing height,
desperately looking for a north east landing without powerlines.
There it was - you little beauty! With just e.qough height I flew
west on the southern side of the valley and turned right to land
uphill into wind. As I turned, my right wing tip struck the top
wire of an 11,000 volt powerline spanning the valley north to south. The wires formed a triangular pattern and I skidded along
the top wire saying that "P" word we all say when we think we
are going to die.
My left wing was now low and the bottom wire was about to
hit my hand. I pushed out then tucked my hands under my arms
(don't touch no thin') . There were lots of sparks as the glider fell off

T

the powerlines in a verti.cal attitude, but with no forward speed,
turning as it fell 80 to 100ft to the gully below.
Just before impact, I managed an almighty flare even though
I knew I was going to die. To my surprise the glider landed uphill
in soft grass and I had hardly a scratch on me, only a very sore
biceps from a small electric shock. Glider damage included one
burnt out batten pocket, an almost burnt through right sidewire,
cut base bar rubber and a slightly damaged leading edge.
The farmer arrived at a gallop with a beer in hand which I
immediately borrowed from him. A "Thank you" to Grant and
his family for the beers and the lift back to launch. It was there
that Wayne Lee and Graham Coor heard my story. They took me
back, packed up for me and followed me back to Canungra. I really
appreciated that.

The benefits of over flying your paddock should be obvious.

A pick up from the bottom is not a bad alternative.
There was skill in my escape from death, even more sheer luck.
Craig Worth inspected the site and agreed that at that time of day,
looking west, the powerlines were invisible. That night, I drove
home .to the Sunshine Coast and picked up myoId glider in which
I had good flights for the remainder of the compo Lastly, a thanks
to all the people who made that competition such an
~
event, socially and as the compo I'll be back.
al
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Top Ten Tips
B RAVO R OMEO (BRIAN RUSHTON)

If everyone with over 20 years flying experience like myself would
write into Skysailor with their little tips, secrets and experiences,
we could all learn a lot from them.
This technique of sharing information has worked especially well
for me in regard to landing skills. I've never had to replace an upright
and I can't recall the last time I nosed in throughout my 2,000 plus
hours solo airtime (Touch wood!). So here are my ten tips on how to
approach flying and learning new skills:
1. Fly the coast until you have mastered no wind, crosswind, slight
tailwind and 20kt headwind landings. Fly southerlies as well as NE
seabreezes, because southerlies are a cold, dense airmass, very different from warm, usually inverted and often switchy, northeasterlies.
2. Try to always fly with a mate. For 15 years, I was lucky to fly
with my twin brother, and we learnt more because we could offer
explanations on why, where, when and how we soared, landed
or bombed out.
3. Your observation skills are paramount to your flying ability. You
have to become absorbed by hang gliding, take time out to stop
what you're doing and watch the pelicans circle up or watch the
wind change as a dust devil blows by. Take notice of how the wind
is distorted by terrain or objects upwind. Most importantly, observe
the wind on the water, it's your best viewing mirror, so ask an
instructor about the finer points on wind lines and wind patches.
4. Unless you're flying at your local site, try not to be the first to
launch or the last to land Launching early can mean the wind
has not yet settled into a straight up direction, landing late can
mean the wind may veer off or drop off altogether (local site
variables equalloc,al knowledge).
5. You can delay your fore on landing slightly on the coast, but
inland you have to fore earlier. If you flare to early on the coast
and the glider climbs upwards, I recommend, under normal
conditions (wind at sea level 2-6kt), you quickly lower the nose
and just as quickly flare out again.
6. On final approach and landing, try to get as close to the ground
as possible (in hang position, of course), and slowly bleed off your
airspeed. Always be prepared to run off the last of your airspeed,
don't always rely on a good flare 'out.
1. Remember, ifyou're forced into Ii crosswind landing on the coast,
you will always have to run offthe last ofyour airspeed, unless the
crosswind isn't great.
8. Don't get sucked into going for a spot landing and forget about
doing a tidy landing into wind.
9. If test flying a new glider, do so on the coast and only if you have
flown recently. Never fly a new glider and new harness at a new site!
10. Finally, be patient-learn this important skill from your
instructor. Don't expect to get a fly just because other gliders are
in the air and it's yo ur day off Watch the weather forecasts the
night before and be aware of unexpected developments. Most
importantly, be a club member and you'll learn that we all make
n
mistakes, but only by admitting to them do we continue
to grow and hopefully make less of them in the future.
~

Brian first started instructing in the early 1980's when instructors 'were
first being certified Together with his partner Ian, he now runs the Cape
Byron Hang Gliding School which brings him into contact with different
pilots with different ratings, as well as novice pilots and new students.
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RMemorable fliqht
DAVID PHILLIPS
tanwell Park is a local Sydney site which offers some of the
best coastal flying anywhere - a long ridge passes by varied
terrain, a smooth, grassy launch and set up area, and very
acceptable cappuccinos from the cafe in the landing area.
Conditions can vary from glassy s-!TI0oth to some quite
boisterous thermals. I've flown there many times over the years
and my wife often remarks: "You're not going to Stanwell again,
are you? Don't you ever get bored flying there?" No, I don't,
because every now and then it turns on conditions which
remind me why I am so addicted to this sport.
This day, conditions didn't look good. It was heavily overCast,
there had been some rain, and now there was no wind. A few
paragliders were scratching vainly in what breeze they could
fmd. The hang glider pilots sat and waited. Gradually, the
promised wind arrived and by lunchtime ev~rybody was scrambling into the air. Conditions were very buoyant, but limited by
a low doudbase, just 300ft above launch. It was crowded and
not very pleasant - just another busy day at Stanwell.
Magically, the low cloud began to break up, leaving gaps filled
with the smoothest lift imaginable. Climbing through one of
these gaps was like stepping into another world, filled with towering hills and deep valleys of whiteness. We have all flown above
the clouds in other craft, but it is rare to be able to do so with the
immediacy offered by a hang (or para) glider. It was silent, save for
the occasional chirp of the vario, and the clouds around us seemed
solid and substantial, only to melt away as we approached.
For an hour or so, several of us explored this new world,
chasing each other through valleys and around hills- of white. As
we climbed higher, the vista of w~iteness below was so dazzling,
it was a struggle to avoid loosing all sense of distance and
direction. The sun shone weakly through a higher layer of
cloud, casting circular rainbows around our shadows on the
clouds below, giving an ethereal reference to mark our passage.
Looking down through gaps in the cloud to the dull and
dappled earth we had escaped, filled 'me with that familiar'
feeling of elation. No, I will never get bored flying
at Stanwell ... or anywhere else.

S

FINSTERWALDER
&CHARLY

Paragliding and Hang
Gliding Equipment
Charly®has a large range of reserve
parachutes and deployment systems for both
Paragliding, Hang Gliding, Ultralight, etc.
Call for more
information on the
Active/Passive and
Rocket systems.
Charly®has a
extensive range
of equipment for
Charly®
both Paragliding
Double
canopy
and Hang Gliding .
All equipment,
including helmets, harnesses, reserves and
deployment systems are DHV approved.

Charly® Products (Australia)

CNARLV
'&4t~,4ftr,

27 Knightsbridge Avenue, Belrose NSW 2085
Mike Eggleton Tel: (02) 451 7127. Fax: (02) 975 4229. Mobile: 0411 213304

Rochelt Kevlar-Integra l

This Kevlar reinforced GFK helmet,
constructed with a high pressure
pressing method, has major
advantages in finish/weight
relationships in com[parison to
hand laminated helmets made
from glass matting. One of the few
helmets - as yet - to pass the
norm for shock absorption and
penetration. Weight approx. 650g.

Rochelt Carbon-Air

Sh ape and fittin g as with the
Integral, howeve r, with weight
reductio n du e to Kevlar- Epoxied
shell and the use of ca rb on rim
aro und the face and neck.
Weig ht ap prox. 520g .

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Weighs only 2.5 kg
Totally Australian made
Manufactured in S.E. Queensland
24 hour hotline seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes
Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation approved
parachute Rigger "B"
9. Free owner's manual with every parachute
1O. Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Phone: 07 38901716
Fax: 07 38901718
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.~\ Competition Fl~inq
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~ot uite t~e [lassie
MIKE ROS E

Wh ilst most pilots down south have been sitting
aro und heaters, flicking through old issues of
Skysailor, or working hard to pay for a new glider,
we at t he Conondale club ran our first cross
country competition.

ur aim was to introduce a large number of new pilots to the thrill
of competitive flying and allowing them to lift their experience
and skill levels in a safe environment.
The comp was held over one weekend, with Friday as a warm up
day. The meeting place for the competition was a country bus stop on
the corner of the road to launch. After a 50 minute drive from
Brisbane, I arrived on time at 9:30am. After months of preparation,
time, effort and money, I was greeted by only one other car parked
on the siding. My wife grinned at me, "At least you are guaranteed
third place." Five minutes later, the lonely bus shelter had become a
hive of activity. About 20 pilots came to fly on the warm up day and
30 entered the comp the following day.
On the Friday, the wind was a stiff I5-20kt. Roley was first to
launch. fu soon as he .radioed from 5,000ft that he was going over
the back, there was a scramble to get off. Drew and Phil unofficially
won the day by flying to the unofficial goal at Caloundra airport.
That night, everyone went to Blaino's house to discuss the merits of
fermented barley and hops. The discussion went very well and many
stayed until late.
The first day of the comp looked a little inverted. Goal was set at
Gympie airport, 44km to the north. There were two inversions, one
at 2,000ft, the other at 5,700ft. Low saves were the order of the day,
but once above 2,000ft, there were cores at 800ft/min climb. Gordon
M ackenzie won the day, making goal in 2 hours. However, I felt the
day belonged to Shannon Parker, who landed just 2km short on one
of his first cross country flights.

O

My flight was the first XC I had flown in 3 years. I landed
exhausted and exhilarated. fu I looked up, I saw Craig overflying me,
pressing ever closer towards goal. My ego was checked. That night we
provided a free dinner at the Conondale hall. Thanks to my wife,
Sue, and Deidre for cooking and organising the night. Sandy and
Drew worked the bar with effortless efficiency and next morning
everyone pitched in to return the hall to its original state in return
for a hot breakfast.
A few hours later, we were back on launch, preparing to fly to
Gympie airport again. Phil Pritchard took this opportunity to hold
an impromptu training session on thermal flying in gaggles. Seeing
the entire field of a comp walking around in circles, practising to
enter a thermal containing other gliders did look a bit odd. The
improvement in flying techniques demonstrated that day illustrated
the respect Phil received from his fellow pilots for making the sport
safer for all. Thank you, Phil.
The day was very scratchy. Most pilots did well to scratch up
from 500ft below launch. Once in a thermal, it was a very long, slow
trip to the top at 5,700ft. Most thermals only averaged 300ft/min
and the best achievement for the day went to Brett Derrick for
choosing such a difficult day for his personal best cross country flight.
Nobody made goal, however, most had excellent flights. The
presentation was held that night at Melany Hotel. Congratulations to
all who participated and made this event such a success. Let's do it all
agaIn next year.
Results
1st

Gordon Mackenzie

2nd

Phil Pritchard

3rd

Drew Cooper

1st Intermediate

Shannon Parker

1st Novice

Pete Philpots

Thanks to Ian Pender for being instrumental in the comp) the land
owner Peter Duncomb) Aif Carter on launch) Bruce and Anne Crerar,
the Melany Camera shop for donating the trophies) Moyes) Airborne
and Mollo. Special thanks goes to Bruce!; chainsaw, without its help ~
there would have been no competition.
a.l
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AVOCET ALTIMETER WATCH
An alt imeter watch that really works. Real time
alti met er, multi-function watch, tempe ratu re
gauge, vertical speed indicator with memory
and more. It's temperature compensated and
more accurate than most conventional altimeters. Made in USA, serviced in Australia, I
with 12 months factory guarantee. Early I

TOWING THIS SUMMER?
Get your hands off it!, with the new

'HY-STEP' foot release tow bridle.
The bridle of choice with the following schools
Alpine Paragliding, High Adventure Airpark, Silent Sky Sports,
W.A. Paragliding Academy

orders receive free extra sports wristband.

- Also available -

PRICE CUT ONLY ...

Year round instruction inc!. thermal, X-C and tow courses.
Paragliding equipment sales and service. ICOM deale·r.

SILENT SKY SPORTS

i

Limited offer to pilots. Post/pack $ 5.90

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES

Queensland-

po. Box 61 Canungra Queensland 4275

Phil Hyste k - Ph/Fax 075543 7237 - Barb Utech
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$185.00

(03) 9431 - 2131
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NEV GC Wee en
S y egattas
KARL TEXLER (JNR.)
T

am presently preparing a paragliding championship concept that
borrows heavily from sailing club weekend competitions. It involves
club heats every weekend, the results of which go towards an overall
score for the season. A handicap system will be used to level the field.
The aims ofthis competition are:
1. To provide an opportunity for all pilots, regardless of their skill
level, to come together, have fun and learn.
2. To give "weekend pilots" a competition.
3. To provide valid training for any pilots who are competing seriously.
4. To give any pilot who competes a fair chance of winning the day
on handicap.
5. To provide a means of measuring one's flying progress during the
course of the season.
The basic running of this comp will be as follows:
1. One task will be set every flyable weekend.
2. This task will be up to world cup standard.
3. For this task to be valid, a minimum of six pilots must start.
4. There is no limit to the number of reflights, but only one reflight
will be allowed before the launch window closes.
5. The task will be scored using the Mollison scoring system.
This will provide the Championship Score.
6. The Mollison score for the task will then be adjusted using
handicaps assigned to each pilot. This will produce the Handicap
(or Corrected Time) Score.
7. The handicapping will be undertaken on the following basis:
a. Initial handicap will be calculated using a dummy task at the
beginning of the season. Pilots handicap will be calculated via:

I

.
( il
d'
Mollison Score
Mollison Score Pot) x Han lCap = (Winning Pilot)
b. Pilots who miss the dummy task will have the first round that
they fly in treated as the dummy task. They are eligible for
championship points from this task, but not handicap points.
c. Each task will then be time corrected using the handicap
obtained from the previous task flown.
d. After this, the pilot's handicap for the next task will be recalculated by applying the formula in 7. a. to the task just completed.
8. At the end of the season, 500/0 of the best and worst Mollison task
scores are to be discarded to work out the final Championship Score.
9. At the end of the season, 50 % of the worst Corrected Time Scores
will be discarded to work out the Corrected Time Score.
1.0. Provisional scores will be available the morning after the
completion of a task.
11. Turnpoint and landing photos are still regarded as proof of
having flown the stated course. If someone protests you, the
onus is on you to prove that you flew where you said you flew.
Films and developing will be available at cost. You don't have to
take photos, of course, but it is good practice. Negatives will be
checked a day or so later.

Synchronised flying in the USA.

Photo: Annelies Norland

12. Final scores will be available by the next task, a small prizegiving
session for the previous task will happen that evening.
13. Joining fee is $15- at the beginning of the season. This gets you
your registration pack and site fees (excluding the Mystic Pass).
14. Entry fee for each task is $5 (to go into a slush fund for prizes
and stage BBQs for the pilots). If you are taking photos, the cost
will be extra.
15. Prizes will be:
a. For a given task:
Highest Mollison Score, 1st, 2nd and 3rd on Corrected Time.
(Prizes will be spoons, tokens etc.)
b. For the Season:
1st, 2nd and 3rd Championship, 1st, 2nd and 3rd on Corrected
Time, Best Handicap Reduction, Encouragement Award.
(Prizes will be trophies, sponsored products etc.)
16. Pilots should have a serviceable altimeter. A reserve and
UHF CB are also highly recommended.
17. Pilots should be financial members ofNEVHGC Inc.
(Cost $10 or $15 family membership).
It doesn't matter if you a novice just out of school or a gun pilot.
This is a comp with something for everybody (where else do you
have a decent chance of beating Fred Gungi & Co on handicap?).
I hope to get things up and running in early November. If you are
interested, have any other ideas or offers of assistance, please contact
me - the more, the merrier.
Depending on how things run this year, there is a chance
this comp could receive a "C" sanction. Let's wait and see!
~
For enquiries, call Karl on (057) 501733 or fax on (057) 501004.
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Fears RHayed ouer [onsllltatiue
Dole of Deqional Oodies
Repri nted f rom Se ptember '96 A ustral ian Aviation Bulletin

Regional Airspace Users' Advisory Committees (RAPACs) will
continue as a consultative forum between the aviation industry and
Airservices Australia. This was agreed at the annual RAPAC conveners
meeting held in Melbourne in August.
Also agreed was the need for Airservices to continue to liaise with
the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) on regulatory matters.
The industry had expressed some concerns about dealing with two
organisations since the former Civil Aviation Authority had split
safety regulation and service provision.
RAPAC conveners meet each year to review and report on the
year's issues and progress of projects and action items. National
RAPAC Secretary, Barry Ison, said that since the split, responses from
CASA on RAPAC issues "continue to be handled in a friendly and
. manner" .
responSIve
However, both organisations were "still coming to grips with the
protocol regarding the exchange of information.
Although not all airspace matters have a safety or regulatory
element, in many cases it is difficult to draw a dividing line. In these
instances the issue is usually referred to both organisations for
evaluation and comment," Mr Ison said.
Despite concerns expressed by some RAPAC conveners that
information would not flow smoothly between both organisations,
Barry told conveners, "the existing processes continue to work very well.
RAPACs make recommendations or initiate action items which
have to be followed through and go to various people.
As the Secretariat is directly provided by the Air Traffic Services
division in Airservices, airspace matters can usually be sent straight to
the person who can deal with the issue.

However, there will be a number of issues where the Secretary will
not know who is the responsible person. It was decided at the 1994
conveners meeting in Sydney that those issues would be directed to
the General Manager of the relevant division in Airservices and the
Director or Deputy Director, or Manager Flying Operations in CASA."
RAPACs are made up of industry representatives from each state
and handle issues at the local level wherever possible. Airservices
provides the funding and Secretariat for RAPACs, and chairs regional
and national meetings.
Among many agenda items, RAPAC functions were discussed
in respect of the changes since the split of the former CAA. Some
wording in the guidelines was changed to reflect this, and were
cosmetic changes only.
RAPAC boundaries were also discussed, with the view to
reviewing them at a later date after further discussion at regional level.
This was raised by conveners since the consolidation of airspace to
Brisbane and Melbourne brought new management arrangements
and airspace boundaries.
The conveners were briefed on the status of the Airspace 2000
project, headed by Mr Dick Smith. A package for industry
consultation was being prepared at the time of the meeting and
has since been sent to all RAPACs, and other industry groups for
consideration and consultation.
Violations of controlled airspace (VCAs) was raised as a
continuing problem that had not improved despite significant pilot
education programs; Airservices said that pilot education in relation
to VCAs was awaiting the outcome of the Airspace 2000 project
before any new education package would be considered.
Matters raised for action at this year's meeting are ongoing and
progress will be revie:Yfed again at the next conveners meeting in 1997.
RAPACs (Regional Airspace Users Advisory Committee) are thefo rum for discussion of aLL
matters relating to Airspace and Procedures in Australia. Membership is open to aLL significant
airspace users and through the major industry associatiomlorganisatiom etc. Ifyou have any
comment on airspace matters contact your representative association, or RAPAC Convenor.
National RAPAC coordinator: Capt Doug Stott (GAPAN), PO Box CP291, MiLdura Plaza,
VIC 3501. Ph: 050212614, fax: 050212628, emaiL stottd@apolLo.moenet.com.au

Lega.1Requiremel1ts met with R,APACs
,

Regional Airspace Users' Advisory Committees are made up
of representatives of civil and military organisations, observers,
and advisors.
.
.
The role ofRAPACs is to enable airspace users, Airservices
Australia and the Civil Aviation Safety Authority to give effect to
Section 10 of the Air Services Acf1995 and the Civil Aviation
Act 1988 Section 9 (2)(b) on the district applicatjon of national
airspace policies.
Regional Committees give Airservices Australia a vehicle by
which to properly discharge its responsibilities under that section
of the Act. This may include liaison, as necessary, with the Civil
Aviation Safety Authority at a local or national level.
RAPACs have been established at Adelaide, Brisbane,
Canberra, Darwin, Melbourne, Perth, Sydney, and Tasmania.
T his was agreed between the National RAPAC Convener and
Airservices Australia with regard to operational activity.
Each committee elects one of its members as industry
convener. A convener is a representative for the members between
meetings, chairs industry-only meetings, follows up committee
recommendations and policy, and acts as a liaison officer between
members and the district operations of Airservices. The convener
also liaises with the National RAPAC coordinator.
Advisory groups can be formed at other locations such as
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Townsville and Cairns, to discuss area-specific 'glatters. These
advisory groups shall report to the RAPAC nearest their area
of operation.
The aims of the RAPACs are:
(a) to provide a forum for civil and military airspace user
organisations, Airservices Australia, and the Civil Aviation
Safety Authority to discuss any airspace rdated matters of
regional or national importance;
(b) to provide advice and r~commendations to the District
operations of Airservices Australia and the the Civil Aviation
Safety Authority on policies, procedures and programs relating
to alfspace;
(c) to act as an industry liaison with R~gional Air ~oordinating
Sub-Committee's (RACS) by the attendance at RACS of
RAPAC observers.
.
.
(d) to promote safe, economic and efficient airspace management;
(e) to provide working parties and specialist sub-committees for
tasks and projects as required;
(f) to inform national industry associations and organisations of
matters coming to its attention which may have national
application or implication;
(g) to discuss any other matter agreed to by the committee as
suitable for discussion.

The World's Greatest Site
PETER BOWYER
or many pilots the world's greatest site conjures up visions of a
mountain, 4 grand agl, in the middle of the flatlands, with takeoffs in every direction.
Over the last couple of years, I've visited this particular location
a few times, but have never had much luck, mainly because I didn't
have the skills or experience level to exploit the challenges offered
by this incredible little site.
With the help of Rob Schroettner, who recently share this site
and its ways with me, I've had some amazing flying here. No, I'm
not talking about 200km flights with 12 grand bases, but about a
NSW coastal site, only 30ft asl, with a very average landing area
when the tide is in, and featuring an amazing little ridge that really
pumps in the right conditions.
When the seabreeze starts to whitecap, you can establish your
glider on the beach, walk it up the base of the ridge, pull on a bit of
brake and take off. Both Rob and I have stuffed it in the nearby
bushes on a number of occasions, that was the way we learned (the
hard way). Because this site takes the sea breeze from N to E, it's "on"
a lot throughout the flying season.
We've had many hours of playing here: top landings, wingovers,
touch and goes, in a word - fun. After all, isn't that what it's all
about? Flying at these low coastal sites, you can learn a lot about
canopy control, ground handling and the feel of your glider. You also
learn how to maximise your turns and to concentrate, since there
isn't much room for error when you're so close to the ground.
An additional challenge is to cross to the main site, Hill 60 at
POft Kembla. This involves getting as high as possible, then crossing
the sea, just out of reach of rotor and dropping onto the main face

F

at Hill 60. In the right conditions you can also cross back headwind
to the site, but be careful of the rotor as you approach the back of
the ridge. The hangies have been flying and crossing here for years, but
paragliders have only recently been successful. Last time we flew this
site, we even managed to soar a paling fence adjacent to take-off, and
the wind was perfect all afternoon, right through 'til sundown.
Now I know why Rob calls it the "World's Greatest Site".
~

ONCE UPON

-AL GILES

Long before midnight the Morning Glory appeared
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sea. The coast was immediately underneath me and I sideslipped left
a little along the wave to stop it taking me out over the Gulf The
in the full moonlit sky and we got the Shark ready
cloud was increasing in size and volume as I watched, with the wave
picking up more moisture as it headed south-west.
to tow. Instruments on. Lights on. Altimeter set
"How are you doing, Mr. Black?" It was Anna on the UHF, and
a comparison of our positions on the GPS showed that we were
to zero - that's zero ASL. Final pre-flight check.
already 60km apart. Radio communications between ground and
air are excellent in the flat Gulf region, but the roads are poor and
GPS activated, EPIRB at hand, UHF and VHF radios
the Landy could only make 60km/h at best. "We've seen dingoes,
roos and wild pigs just in this short stretch." "Well there's a Shark
operative. Mr. Blue fired up the trike, ready to
up here and I'm glad of it."
AN HOUR INTO THE FLIGHT, a meteorite shower kept me
aerotow, and I watched the approach of the Glory's
entertained, watching the flaring fragments streak down and past.
Magnificent! The saltflats below gleamed white in the moonlight,
leading cloud across western Cape York. Less than
cut into great ovals by the mangrove-lined loops of rivers and creeks
meandering to the Gulf Every large river had a commercial fishing
an hour old, it was already well formed, and looked
vessel in its estuary and the twinkling lights of fishing camps showed
near the mouths of the creeks. This coast was not as deserted as I'd
more than likely to take me down the coast to
expected. Out in the Gulf more commercial fishing boats were lit up
and I chanced on a conversation between two bored crew members
Karumba and then inland to Gregory Downs.
on my UHF channel. I couldn't resist joining in, but they were not
particularly interested. "Where are you, mate?" "You'd never believe
me if I told you".
(Go Go Go!' At 11 pm, trike and glider left the saltflats and climbed
Their high-powered base station contrasted with the crackly,
towards the north-east, where the Glory was now approaching the
broken message I received from Anna shortly afterwards. With some
difficulty we worked out that we were now 120km apart as the Landy
disc of the full moon. The lights of Kowanyama were briefly visible
to the north, then they too disappeared
made its slow, bumpy, winding way down
the Burke Developmental Road. "You
behind the advancing white veil that
should start catching up with me soon,
stretched from horizon to horizon. The
waters of the Gulf glistened to the west
as the road starts to approach the coast
again." Crackle, crackle. I checked the
and the darker Cape terrain lay below;
frequencies for Cairns, Townsville and
showing rivers and saltflats along the coast.
Brisbane on the VHF, but I was out of
At 1,300ft we encountered smooth
range of all of them at 4,500ft. The area
steady lift and I pinged off the line in
. frequency was similarly silent. H'mm,
400 up. (Thanks Mr. Blue, see you later!'
oh well. The cloud looked stronger than
The strobe on the trike flashed like a
ever. I switched on the Discman and the
firefly as he dived away to land before
sky above the Cape filled with the beauty
the wave could cause any turbulence on
of Beethoven's 'Pastorale' as I cruised
the saltflats. I turned the glider to the
Photos: Max Wiener
AI ready to go at night in Rutland Plains.
through the night.
south and climbed to 5,000ft, matching
3 hours into the flight, lights showed far ahead. Ay Karumba! I
the wave cloud's 50km/h groundspeed. Visibility in the full
turned off the GPS to save battery and watched the lights approach
moonlight was superb, and neither the compass nor the GPS were
as the 'Pastorale' gave way to 'Dark Side of the Moon'. Now that I
needed to navigate down the Cape coast. I called Anna and Mr
had something ahead to focus on, my progress seemed much slower
Green, my ground crew, on the UHF and they set off in the Land
than if I looked straight down. Karumba slipped closer and closer
Rover on the long drive south.
and eventually I could make out the docks and individual streets
Rutland's Plains were soon left behind as the Shark surfed along
by their lines of lights. On impulse I tuned the VHF to the PAL
on the wave. The air was pleasantly cool after the humid warmth of
frequency and gave three .bursts of carrier wave. The runway lights ·
the Cape coast and the stars glittered all the way down to the horizon
leapt into view and I could watch the limp windsock suddenly stand
in front. Below and behind me the pale wall of cloud obscured the
out straight below me as the wind of the wave arrived.
.
swiftly passing landscape and threw its moonshadow over land and
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and I (cut the corner'
after passing over the airport. After 4 hours of straight and level flight,
it was a joy to bank the glider over and watch the compass needle
rotate. The full moon was starting to set into the Gulf as I left the
moonpath behind and headed inland. The new course would take
me to (New Armraynald' homestead and then on to Gregory Downs
and now I was slipping right on the wave, not left. The sky in the
east was lightening and I started to see details on the ground below.
The sunrise was surprisingly brief and muted. Since I was now
flying WSw, most of it happened behind me. Breakfast time. I had
a look in the dilly bag of food velcroed to the upright and discovered
that the chocolate-covered coffee beans had made moist and sticky
friends with the cookies. Have you ever tried to eat in a full-face
helmet with a boom microphone in front of your lips? Try this in
the privacy of your own home first. Other pressing needs were also
beginning to make themselves felt. I unzipped my harness and the
centre zip of my flying suit and with a little manoeuvring was able
to greet the dawn. Who says there's never any measurable
precipitation from a Morning Glory? That was a litre at least.
Anna was back on the UHF - the Landy was just coming into
Normanton for refuelling. They had collected several small roos on the
trip down the Cape, and just missed a couple of cows, but were starting
to catch up now. Then new voices suddenly popped up on the UHF
- Mr. White and Mr. Red had been aero towed up by Mr. Pink at
Burketown and were soaring the wave inland. Also Rob and Russell in
the Grob motorglider were on channel and we organised to rendezvous
near Gregory Downs. From silence to sociability in just 15 minutes.
Mr. Olive should have been here too, but
was in Cairns Hospital with a busted leg,
courtesy of the Flying Doctor. Matt Finish
was keeping him in touch.
KARUMBA IS IN THE (CORNER' OF THE GULF

The pilots at Burketown. (From left) Top: Mark, AI, Matthew, Mark 2, Matt,
Bottom: Paul, Conrad, Paul 2, Max.
Photo: Max Wiener

Now the next problem appeared: the trees on the way to Camooweal.
As you encounter the Barkly Tableland, the ground rises abruptly in
rugged red ridges and the savannah grassland is replaced by small
but solid trees. The road is the only sensible way to go, but with some
trepidation we commenced our crossing of this inhospitable terrain.
Staying near the top of the thermals (only 3,500ft above the trees!)
in tight formation, we nervously tiptoed along, looking longingly
at the clearings away from the road. It didn't help when the Grob,
having a higher sink rate than us, suddenly fired up its (iron thermal'
and motored off Thanks for the confidence booster, guys.
After nearly an hour of concentrated
drifting, the trees thinned out and
simultaneously the inversion broke as
we arrived on the plains near Camooweal.
I HAD LEFT THE COAST FAR BEHIND
Yee hah! Suddenly the sky was the limit
and the wave was passing over dry
again, as we climbed to 7,OOOft before
savannah grassland. At this stage it became
midday and altered course to fly due west
more important to watch the map and
past Camooweal. A cracking thermal day
the GPS and I started to give frequent
developed (although mainly blue) and
updates on my position. The other hangies
the three of us took turns in leading out
were almost off their heads on the radio over the flatlands, climbing higher every
it was their first Morning Glory flight.
hour. No choice of routes to take here
(New Armraynald' passed underneath
- just west along the Highway.
and the GPS flipped to the next waypoint,
A CERTAIN WEARINESS DEVELOPED
Gregory Downs. After 8 hours in the air,
in me before the others, but we stayed
I finally spied a dot approaching along the
together for another 4 hours and 200km
cloud line. It was Rob and Russell in the
before I hit the deck at the Barkly
Grob, which passed over me and turned
Roadhouse, where the Tablelands
back again, Rob hanging his camera out
Highway joins the Barkly Highway. T he
the canopy port. ((G'day guys! Nice to see
others flew on another 60km, but I'd had
another human being". The cloud started
enough. Besides, I knew we had achieved
to become thinner and more ragged as
our purpose - to set the record for the
we approached Gregory, but we were still
longest retrieval drive in the world.
wave soaring when we joined up with Mr.
In accordance with FAl rules for
White and Mr. Red in their Sharks. They
records, I (as the pilot) checked the
were throwing wingovers and chandelles
odometer in the Landy prior to launch,
like a bad case of intermediate syndrome.
and the Official Observer sealed the
View of the Gulf country near Rutland Plains.
Photo Max Wiener
Soon after Gregory, the cloud finally
speedo and odometer. The driver knew
dissipated in a hazy swirl of turbulence and the Sharks began to circle.
where he and the pilot were at all times (which is more than the pilot
Circuits and bumps! 9 hours of smooth straight soaring and I had
often did). Within one minute of the pilot landing, he was handed
almost forgotten what hang gliders were meant to do. The 3 hangies
a cold beer. The bumpmeter in the Landy showed only brief
formed a gaggle and the Grob with its motor switched off hunted
refuelling and relief stops, as allowed. Yes! Fame was ours! The
thermals' for us or joined in ours, circling around the outside of us.
world's first 2,OOOkm roundtrip retrieve!
Although only lOam, the wave triggered off every forming bubble
and we found frequent fat slow cores to the inversion height of
Authors Footnote: Since CASA issued an approval for the night hang
5,OOOft ASL. With the tailwind from the wave and the cooperative
glider flight but forgot to include approval for the trike aero tow, this flight
flying, we covered ground fast - 60kmlh, according to the GPS.
never occurred and is a figment of my frustrated imagination. We hope to
The Landy was pacing us immediately below.
go back and turn it into reality next year. Wish us luck for 1997!
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Free R~ing

Left: Bega Bill on his virgin flight. Photo: Elgar Starkis

ELGAR S TAR K I'S

"You will have not one allotment, but the
forested hill country as well. Clear it and its
furthest limits will be yours." JOSHUA 17;18
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ega Bill and I have known Graham Hancox for over a year now,
and even though he flies hang gliders, he's not a bad bloke really.
During this time our conversations have been casually littered with
the usual "aero-speak", and the standard debate about the ever so
slightly advantageous performance of hang gliders over paragliders,
compared to the extraordinary convenience of set up, storage and
'walk out after you outland' characteristics of the paraglider.
Graham, though never convinced by this argument, yet always
managed to change the topic: "There's a hill out on the Monaro I
think we should go and look at. It's about 1,600ft top to bottom and
should take all directions as it sticks out of the plain like Ayers Rock."
It goes without saying that Bill and I always humoured Graham with
his dream, acknowledging that one day we would go up there with
him to take a look. After all we thought, what would a hang glider
pilot know about assessing a new site?
Fortunately, one of Graham's better qualities is dogged
determination. This expresses itself by the fact that he would go flying
with the likes of Bill and myself, put up with the ribbing and
sarcasm, yet quietly plug away at his new site. Graham had
established contacts with local land owners and gained the necessary
approvals when he fmally convinced me to take a look. Bill had his
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usual excuse: "I've got a job to work on in the shed, but if it's flyable
give me ring and I might be able to sneak out!" (Bill is a joiner.)
I met Graham at the Delegate Cafe as arranged. He was
discussing the merits of hang glider and paraglider pilots arriving
from all over the world, pockets bulging with money, all eager to
consume meat pies and cappuccinos while-waiting for conditions
to improve. The cafe owner beamed with approval at this idea and
acknowledged that he had also informed the local constable of our
plans which had also met with a positive response.
"So far so good, but what would the flying conditions be like?"
I thought to myself, as I followed Graham's trusty red ute with the
20m long roof racks up the dusty trail leading to the top of the hill.
We stopped at a clearing, right beside the very excellent 2 wheel drive
track, which exposed a brilliant NW facing launch site. A few rotten
logs, some idle rocks, bracken and 2 small gum trees ( one living, one
dead), were all that stood between the dream and reality. As I gushed
forth with words of praise and awe, Graham casually remarked in a
factual rather than an "I told you so" manner: "Yes, yes, I have been
telling you about this site for 12 months."
We laboured for only an hour to get the launch ready, while
Graham's young son Rowan was pretending to launch with a plastic
shopping bag as if it was a paraglider. "What do these hang glider
pilots teach their children?" I thought to myself, "Have they no
respect for our superior means of aviation? Is young Rowan mocking
the very core of our existence?" I let it slide, after all this was Graham's
day. Even though we couldn't fly with the Southwesterly blowing, we
were looking forward to alighting from this summit very soon.
We didn't have to wait long. Two weeks later, we were back with
reinforcements. Bill and Bruce joined us for our planned maiden
flight. The forecast was for light to moderate NW to W winds and
slightly unstable. Surprise, surprise, the forecast was wrong. Winds
were W to Sw, moderate plus. Under the unwritten laws of site
development, it was Graham's right to launch first. After considerable
deliberation, Graham wisely declined while encouraging me, as second
heir to the throne, to go first. I geared up with some reservations and
a flight plan that should get me safely to bomb out. In the crosswind
conditions I decided that if there was enough lift at the slight
embankment, I would fly to the right and away from potential rotor
off a clump of trees on the windward side, but there was no lift at
that point. I aborted and decided to pack up. It was now up to Bill.
Bill's flight plan was much the same, although he was prepared to
treat it as a nil wind launch and run it out. Bill reasoned that if he
waited for a lull, he would minimise the effects of any turbulence
from the trees.
A hush fell as Bill popped, turned and plunged forward, his size 9
steel capped jackboots scything menacingly through the bracken. His
wife Lee was there and admittedly more than a touch nervous at
watching Bill's historic attempt. He lurched into the blue right on
target. Then one wing went mushy as he reached the rotor zone.
With superb control he pre-empted the tuck as he proceeded to bob
up and down in typical mild rotor conditions. As he entered the clean
air, Bill gained some lift while turning to fly with the wind to the
landing area. Back on launch we could see him accelerating to about
70km/h as he disappeared out of sight beyond a spur.
Back at the cafe, our senses heightened by the aroma of Italian
Espresso, we relived·the adventure and started to plan our summer
cross country flights from what we will always know
as "Hancox Hill".

EILIF NESS,FAI PRESIDENT , 18 OCTOBER 1997

THE FIRST WORLD AIR GAMES
The Turkish preparations are proceeding according to plan and have
recently passed their most important milestone: the Test Games.
Commencing with parachuting's four events, accuracy & style,
formation skydiving, tfeestyle and skysurfing, all held in Efes in the
first week of September, through gliding at Inonu, hang gliding and
paragliding near Denizli, aeromodelling in Ankara (including freeflight, radio controlled and space models) and ballooning over the
fascinating countryside of Capadoccia, to Air Rally at Antalya, all
12 test events were successfully completed.
The objectives of the Test Games were several: to let an international group of competit6rs test the venues and local conditions, to
chec~the functioning ofllie mttastructure and the· efficiency of the
organisation, to create publicity; and to provide produbtion material
for television. I haCi"t-fie Erivilege of being the guest of Turk Hava
Kurumu (the Turkish AeronaucicaJ.1\ssociation) at six ofthese t~st
events in September, which gave me the opportunity to see theac:tion
first hand and to talk with competitors, officials and PM experts in
each event. Their comments and reports were enthusiastic borh as \
regards venues, meteorological conditions and organi~a;tion.l Gall teIJ\
you unequivocally that the Turk Hava Kurumu has pa)ged the acid
test with flying colours. Anyone who experienced these Test Games
" World '
knows that any doubts anyone had held are now dispelled: l'he
Air Games are feasible, the THK can organise them, Turkey is a~superb "
venue, and the World Air Games will happen in September 19/97.
.

WORLD AIR GAMES PARTI[IPATIOH IH 1997
The FAl World Air Games holds promise of generatIng SigFlificaJ!lt
new income for the air sports community, becaus:fit will elevate air
sports in the eyes of the public to levels where'they become valuab'le to
media and thus to sponsors. The World Air Games is the only process
with the potential to achieve this over~whiGhtheFAI Members have
some sort of control. Another way to achieve the same goaLis"b
gaining access to the Olympic programme, but that Rfocessf as ,
become clear over the past decade, is something ov6 ,ich we 0
not have control.
These perspectives constitute a powerful reaso1;lfOf ofFAl to join
. in the World Air Games. Not only do the G~~offer an outst4ilding
opportunity for aerial athletes of all countries to hajrvest honours/and
to project positive images of their home countr.ie~. ;lBut the potential '
of the World Air Games to create, over time, increi';~d mydia attention "
and thus sponsor income, offers other opporqmities·that should further
motivate us all to join the effort. It is difficult:rto see any strohger
motivating factor for NACs to send their best athletes to- the W0fld Alt'
,
'\:"
Games in Turkey next September than making the WorlEl Air C5:arnes a
gigantic success and an investment today for better air s1?o~tomorrow!
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THE WORLD HAHG GLlUlHG SERIES
The FAl Hang Gliding Commission has adopted the World Hang
Gliding Series which incorporates the new hang gliding competition
concept of speed gliding. FAl has signed a contract with the WHGS
Organisation which secures that a substantial part of the gross
commercial income generated goes to FAl. The competitions under
this arrangement are under way, with three major contests having
been completed in 1996.

FIHAHCES
In these days of financial pressures, several FAl members look to FAl
as one of the areas in which to reduce their expenses.

World Air Games - Planning advances
Next year's event is expected to be a great success and all is set for afrlajor
turning point in the history of air sports. During November, all FAI member
organisations will receive information and briefing materials necessary for
the registration of their teams. Photographs taken at the Test Games will be
available on the FAI Web Site http://www.fai.org/~fai/

Hang Gliding and Paragliding 7-19 September 1996
Both "Pamukkale Cup" competitions used the same launch site on Mount Honaz
(2,528m), although next year, two sites are under consideration. The organisation
and accommodation were centred on nearby Pamukkale, one of the foremost
Turkish tourist destinations, famed for its unique geological formations.
. Despite high winds which prevented flying on some days, sufficient tasks were
flown for valid contests in both disciplines, with average task lengths of 40km
and a maximum of 80km. Experienced competitors compared the site to Piedrahita in Spain and said that Turkey offered outstanding competition conditions.
Hang Gliding Results
Team
Individual
1. Kazakstan
1. Va. A. Adilzhan O<AZ)
2. Israel
2. R. Plattner (A)
3. Russia
3. M. Naoy (NL)
Paragliding Results
Team
Individual
i!" ""
1.
Great Britain
1. H. Miller 1GB)
"
~
2. Chinese Taipei
2. J. Sandersg:n.(,GB)
3. Sweden
3, J:J~8inion (TAl)
Microlights, 14-22 September
The World Microlight Championship had been held in South Africa the month
before the test competition and this reduced participation. In 1997, the World Air
Games will be the only major international microlight contest, so this problem
will not recur. Although it was the first microlight contest ever organised in
Turkey, the event was successful in allowing a local team to be trained, and the
19anisati~n to be put through its paces.
Weightshift Two Seater
esults: Weightshift Solo
1. Jurkiewicz duo (POL)
1. K. Kubit (POL)
2. Ferinc & Kem (HUN)
2. Y. Bushuev (RUS)
3. Vodolazsiy & Lavrova (RUS)
" 3.A. Borodin (RUS)
Powered Paraglider: 1. R. Zygadlo (POL)

One particular problem stands out among others: reductions in
go;'ernment
funding.
This recurring problem hits some harder than
»
,
otliers; but whenever public funding is reduced or even completely
withdrawn, it c:feates acute income shortfalls.
FAl Members often fill a useful role in maintaining air safety and
siIl'J-pliflfing government tasks, and in these cases it is appropriate that
theX sHould be financially compensated. Such financing needs to be
formalised by written agreements defining the reciprocal contribution
unade\By the N:I\<J'. It is FAl policy to promote devolvement of responsll:f
i:ofu' go~ernments to national airsport controlling bodies.
~:sprojects can only be successful if we are able to assert our
owners~ rights through representative strength, and if the membership
1'/ ,
d . I
..
.
.
h
l'1arge supports, promotes an active y partiCIpates m projects suc
the World Air Games.

FIHAL WORDS
The role of FAl has changed over the years, but we remain "the sole
world body in control of flying and air spons". To maintain this
position, FAl must keep the initiative and be in the lead.
FAl must maintain the ability to separate the durable from the
transient; we must be able to tell what is gold and what is mud. New
activities that we believe to belong to the future must be helped to
develop in a sound manner, all the time adapting to new
developments on one hand while we preserve our accumulated ~
knowledge and inherited values on the other.
~
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OPERATIONS
attempting to do the right thing. Unfortunately,
the complaints from land owners offended
by hang glider and paraglider pilots are usually
answered by those that are least likely to
offend - please bear in mind that the paddock
you land on is most likely the land owners
pride and joy.

Pilot Certificate Issue

Microlight Matters
Microlight pilot representative to our newly
formed HGFA Safety and Operations Committee,
Paul Haines, has graciously volunteered to
review microlight accidents and incidents
for Skysailor on my behalf. Paul is microlight
CFI at Wollongong Aerodrome, he began
microlighting many years ago in the UK
and worked with Solar Wings, assisting in
developing hang gliders and the early trikes.
His first "Trike Torque" appeared in the last
Skysailor - thanks Paul, looking forward
to your regular contributions.

Aircraft Selection
Thumbs up to Godfrey Wenness for his
article titled the "The Right Paraglider for You"
(October Skysailor). His'comments on selecting
a paraglider appropriate to the level of pilot
experience were remarkably applicable to
hang gliding. I regularly receive reports of
hang glider pilots hurting themselves flying
a glider too advanced for their skill level.
Though, as Godfrey points out, pilots progress
at differing rates - I recommend that a
minimum of 80 hours experience (Advanced
Certificate standard) should be reached,
before flying a high performance hang glider.
Rushing into a high performance glider is not
worth the pain, not to mention the expense.

Land Owners
Thumbs down to Steve Blenkinsop's suggestion
for Tag Team XC (September Skysailor). Tow
la unching from a property with the owner's
permission is fine, but as for towing on roads
or road verges - definitely not! Towing on a
public road is not only dangerous but illegal.
Towing on private property without permission
is also illegal. Sure, for a one-off you might
"get away with it" as Steve says, but please
refrain . We must respect the rights of land
owners - one irresponsible act can undo
years of work by club volunteers and pilots
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I have recently spoken with a pilot who was
frustrated with an instructor not issuing a
Pilot Certificate though the student had
completed the required flights, demonstrated
the required skills and achieved a pass in
the Theory Examination. When issuing any
HGFA Certificate or Endorsement, the issuing
instructor must sign a declaration which reads
that the pilot has completed all tasks and
requirements to an "acceptable" level. What
is "acceptable" is at the discretion of the
instructor. Just because a pilot may have
achieved the "minimum" does not necessarily
mean the certificate will automatically be
issued. I encourage all instructors issuing
Restricted Certificates to be conservative
when signing off pilots, for the sake of the
pilots' safety. This conservatism can be
mistakenly interpreted to be the instructor
wishing to keep the student training to make
a few more dollars. After talking to the
instructor in this instance, I found that the
instructor felt that the student needed to gain
further training because of several deficiencies;
obviously the student felt otherwise. Instructors
put their reputation on the line when
determining an "acceptable" standard
- please trust their judgement.

Towing Release
Phil Hystek has put a lot of time into developing
a paragliding tow bridle with a foot deployed
release. This system enables the pilot to
release from tow without having to let go of
the brake handles - greatly increasing the
pilot's ability to maintain control of the glider
during release - in an emergency situation this
can be vital. The releases are available from
Silent Sky Sports.

Weak Links
In my July report I mentioned pilots courting
disaster by using weak links which are
stronger than 1G. Recently I received a report
of pilots not using any weak link whatsoever.
I cannot believe that pilots could be so
foolhardy, they would be the only pilots in the
world not using.weak links - how they could
justify this is beyond me! The Skiting criteria
(the basis for all modern towing operations

throughout the world} are included in the
HGFA Towing Procedures Manual. Criteria 7
states: "The system must include a weak link
which is infallible and will automatically release
the glider from tow whenever the tow line
tension exceeds the limits for safe operations."
Copies of the HGFA Tow Manual are available
from the Tumut office at no cost.
In the days before weak links were introduced
it was not uncommon for gliders to break
up when overloaded, either by a thermal gust
or in a lockout. Granted, the gliders in those
days were possibly not as strong as modern
gliders, yet no glider is indestructible. In an
emergency situation, tow forces can quickly
build up to a point where the pilot cannot
control the glider - hence the weak link to
prevent this happening.

Spiral Dives in Paragliders
Two recent accidents have highlighted the
need for extreme care when executing spiral
dives in paragliders (reports follow). Though
it is important for pilots to learn to be able to
recover from a spiral dive, these manoeuvres
must be attempted with caution. When first
attempting entry into a spiral dive a pilot
should be under instructor supervision, with
ideal weather conditions and ample altitude.
Spiral turns can place loads of up to 2G on
the pilot and sink rate can exceed 2,000ft per
minute. Recovery can take time - a spiral dive
should be exited with at least three hundred
feet altitude as a safety margin. Some gliders
will self-correct from a spiral, some will
require a little opposite brake to level up.
As the glider exits the spiral it will "surge"
forward - the pilot must be prepared to halt
this surge. The G-forces during a high speed
spiral can cause the pilot to black-out. To
lose height in a modern paraglider it is more
effective to use a "B" line stall rather than
a spiral dive ..

Accidents
No 1
Student Pilot
30 flights
Training paraglider
Serious head injury and
minor spinal injury
Aircraft Damage: Nil
Weather:
5-10 kt, nil turbulence
Location:
Inland towing paddock

Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:

Description:
On the final day of a Restricted Paragliding
Certificate Course the student Mad to complete
three flights to fulfil the practical training
phases required for issue of Restricted

MANAGER'S
Certificate. The student had completed the
theoretical phases of the course and was to
sit the Theory Examination at the completion of
the day's training. During the pre-flight briefing
for the third flight of the day the student asked
to perform the beginning of a spiral dive. The
flight plan was then altered to include entry
into, and recovery from, a spiral dive.
The student was towed to approximately
1,500ft and released when instructed to do so
by radio. He flew into wind for approximately
20 seconds and commenced a slow right turn,
using a moderate amount of weightshift and
only a small amount of brake (approx. 25%).
He was instructed after the first 3600 turn to
use a "bit more brake and weight shift". The
turn was slowly getting steeper, after the third
3600 turn the same instruction was given, with
the aircraft at approximately 1,200ft.
Shortly after, the glider rapidly went into the
first turn of a spiral dive. The instruction was
given: "That's good, okay, ease off on your right
brake". The student continued to hold the
glider in the spiral, not releasing the brake as
instructed. The instruction: "Ease up on the
brakes, hands up, hands up" was given. The
glider continued in the spiral dive at a very
high bank angle. The spiral continued until the
canopy of the glider was spinning very close
to the horizontal. Repeated instructions were
given to release the right brake until the glider
disappeared from the instructor's view behind
the rise in the paddock. The other witness to
the accident reported that a partial recovery
from the spiral was made at approximately
50ft, though the glider was still in a spiral on
impact with the ground.

Comments:
The evidence indicates that the aircraft
entered a spiral dive which continued to
ground level, with an apparent partial
recovery at low level. The recovery from this
manoeuvre is to raise the brakes. Once the
brakes are raised the aircraft will level out
due to the inherent pendular stability ofthis
training aircraft.
Witness reports indicate that for reasons not
established, the student failed to follow preflight and in-flight instruction to raise the
brakes once the spiral dive had commenced.
It is common practice, though not mandatory,
to introduce students to the spiral dive
manoeuvre. The instructor may determine that
a student.is capable of being trained in
recovery from this manoeuvre. It is perceived
to be desirable that pilots gain such experience
under the supervision of an instructor rather
than attempt this manoeuvre un-supervised.
The Bureau of Air Safety has recommended

REPORT

that HGFA pilots be trained in recognising and
recovering from spiral dives. The actions of the
instructor on the day are deemed appropriate.
The degree of training which the pilot had
been given prior to attempting the spiral dive
manoeuvre was consistent with accepted
HGFA training guidelines. The instructor
believed that the student was ready for spiral
dive recognition and recovery training.
There are several possibilities as to the cause
of the student's apparent failure to adhere to
the flight plan and failure to respond to
instruction. He may have become disoriented,
or panicked, with the rapid development of the
spiral dive; or he may have suffered a "blackout" with the rapid spiralling.
There have been previously reported
instances of pilots' blacking-out during spiral
manoeuvres. This may not have occurred in
this instance, given that once black-out occurs
the muscles will relax, releasing brake
pressure and allowing the aircraft to selfstabilise. The apparent partial recovery at low
level may well have been as a result of the
pilot blacking-out, though the height remaining
above ground would have been insufficient to
allow the aircraft to fully stabilise. During
aircraft recovery from the spiral it will first pitch
up to a high angle of attack, which causes the
pilotto swing forward, then backward.
Abrasions on the harness indicate that the
pilot may have been travelling downward and
backward on impact which would indicate that
he may have hit the ground during this
recovery period.

No2
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:

Intermediate Pilot
180 hours
Advanced paraglider
Concussion, facial
contusions, compound upper
leg fracture, bruising
Aircraft Damage: Nil
Weather:
Nil wind, nil turbulence
Location:
Inland landing field

Description:
In smooth afternoon air the pilot began a spiral
descent manoeuvre to get down quickly to
land before another pilot at a similar height.
With plenty of height, the pilot intended only a
few rotations; on entering the spiral, the pilot
monitored the wingtip in relation to the horizon
during the spiral. The pilot then lost
consciousness, momentarily regained it and
then lost consciousness moments before
impacting the ground sideways.

Comments:
The full face helmet the pilot was wearing was
cracked. No doubt the helmet prevented more
serious head injuries. Again, extreme caution
must be taken when executing a spiral dive.

No3
Pilot:
Restricted Pilot
Experience:
28 hours
Aircraft:
Intermediate hang glider
Pilot Injury:
Broken arm (humerus)
Aircraft Damage: Nil
Weather:
Light wind, nil turbulence
Location:
Inland landing field
Description:
With pilot on final approach, wind turned light
tail (~1 knot). The pilot waited too long to flare,
and with hands not high enough on uprights to
flare effectively, the resulting flare was
inadequate. The pilot threw his feet forward as
he flared and impacted the ground with arms
straight as the control frame hit the ground,
breaking his arm.
Comments:
The airfoil uprights on this model glider were
common several years ago, they do not bend
easily and increase the likelihood of breaking
an arm. Base bar wheels would most likely
have prevented this injury.

No4
Pilot:
Intermediate Pilot
Experience:
45 hours
_Aircraft:
Intermediate hang glider
Pilot Injury:
Two dislocated elbows
Aircraft Damage: One broken upright
Weather:
Light wind, nil turbulence
Location:
Inland landing field
Description:
Pilot approached LZ with plenty of speed but
while making the transition to the uprights he
let the glider lose speed close to the ground,
entering the wind gradient with insufficient
airspeed. Pilot flared as the glider stalled, at
about 6' agl, hit ground with arms rigid,
dislocating elbows.
Comments:
The transition to hang position should be
made early, thus enabling the pilot to maintain
adequate and consistent speed on final
approach. The Senior Safety Officer
forwarding the accident report stated: "It
should be mandatory for all pilots with low
airtime and little inland experience to have
wheels fitted."
Fly safely,
Craig Worth
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Tech Topics

T

here have been several reported cases of engines running very
rough at idle and mid-range, and only running smoothly at
maximum power. One such case used 50 litres of fuel in 1 hour
20 minutes! Inspection of the carburettor, with engine running,
inevitably shows massive overflow of fuel from the breather tubes on
either side of the carburettor body. This is caused by poor sealing of
the float needle valve in its seat, allowing the float bowl to continually
overfill, causing very rich mixture and fuel overflow.
An overflow from the float chamber is clearly visible (fuel pouring
everywhere) although difficult to spot in flight with the engine
mounted behind you, while trying to watch where you are flying.

This is normally caused by:
1. Dirt on the seat of the valve.
2. Heavy wear on the valve or seat.
3.A sinking float.
4. Distortion of the mechanism following clumsy assembly.
5. The breather pipe being sited in a low pressure region.
6. Petroleum "gum" and residues left by fuel evaporation when the
engine has not been used for a long period.
From experience running a busy trike school, I have found 1. and 6.
to be the most common causes.

Even Santa has lost interest in Reindeer Power. Merry Christmas to all pilots!

Iniury

MiAor

The solutions are fairly obvious:
• Don't feed your engine dirty fuel (November issue).
• Keep petroleum gum away by flying more often!

- - - - - - - - - - - - Mixing lube

~I--------~~I----------

- -....

Float Needle Valve
Main Jet

- - - - - - - , -- - - - Sieve Sleeve

1 --

--------

Float

1 - - - - - - - - - - Float Chamber

Still got a problem?
• Dismantle and clean the float needle valve and seat.
• Replace needle valve if conical tip shows wear marks.
• Inspect seat with magnifying glass for damage.
Readers of Tech Topics are advised that the HGFA and Paul Haines do not hold theinselves
respomible for any ofthe solutiom that may be offered to the problems contained in this
bulletin. Any solutiom comtituting a modification of the aircraft's type approval certificate
must be cleared with the manufacturer.
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only one accident report in the last month, this could be
construed as an improvement in the statistics! However, it is lliIore
elite.ly ~.9 ~~f.lect the general lack of flying everyone endured in tlrle
'J.a!rticul'arly poor winter months. With regard to the accident reported
aiBove·, it is not widely appreciated (among trike pilots) that frl¥ilil{iiJ skills
(ftID become rusty after a lay-off.
::iClU may "never forget how to ride a bicycle", but flying is
c·cmsiderably more demanding, and skills need regular practice t0 4
remain at a current high standard.
It is WQrth mentioning that G.A. (General Aviation) pilots have a rule,
. where, if you have not performed 3 take-offs and landings in the ~o
d.ays previous, you cannot go flying without first having a check flight
with an instructor.
Ilhere are plenty of experienced trike instructors out there, if yow are
. at all unsure, just ask one to go for a few circuits with you. Even if he
char~es you for his time, it is very che.ap insurance compared to the
average trike repair bill!
On the geAeral subject of accident/incident reports, please remember
it is mandatory to report them to the HGFA. The appropriate form is
available from your nearest instructor, and your name is never
mentioned in print, so you don't need to be embarrassed.
Even if it is a minor incident, like taxiing into the hangar wall and
cracking the fibreglass pod while your attention was distracted
by E"e McPherson waving at you, a" pilots can learn frQm the
experience.of others.
"
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JERRY STIPEK

MARK PUGH

Our transceivers do not work without some sort of power source, but
there is still some confusion about what type of batteries are the most
suitable for our use. Let's forget about the cheap types of dry cells
right from the start, they're primarily designed for transistor radios.
Even if some of these are able to hold a reasonable charge, they have
a high inner resistance and are not capable of delivering enough
current for transmitting. Any later references to dry cells in this article
are related to high quality batteries like 'Duracel' or 'Energiser'.
Batteries can basically be divided in two groups - Rechargeable
and Non Rechargeable (dry cells). Each category has its own specific
characteristics (beside the one suggested by the name) and we have
to be aware of these before making our choice.
Let's talk money first. Rechargeable batteries are about 4 times as
expensive as dry cells, although their life span is usually expressed in
many hundreds of cycles, giving a very clear price advantage. However,
the differences do not end here. Both types can hold, give or take
some, the same amount of energy, but there is a considerable
difference in the way this is released. Rechargeables (very low inner
resistance) are capable of delivering a high current: AA size cell up to
15 Amps! Since a 5 Watt CB requires only about 2 Amps for transmitting, this is a bit of overkill and spells: "Handle with care!" Why?
Try holding a powered 150 Watt lightglobe in your hand. This gives
you the equivalent of a shortened 9V rechargeable battery pack, some
blisters, and an answer. A fresh dry cell battery will deliver only about
double our maximum demand and is therefore certainly safer to use.
Although rechargeables keep their ability to deliver a high current
to a very late stage off discharge,
., Rechargeable battery
they then shut off without
s::
t
warning. When this type of power
E
source becomes flat, it is flat. In
comparison, dry cells loose their
current delivering capability
gradually. They will cut off the
high power transmission earlier,
but are still capable of feeding the
L~w_P3~e~ ~e!:"~n.9 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
radio in receiving or low power

I have been interested in radios for 16years and am a folly licensed
(radio ham: call sign G0WKT & VKZIFC Whilst paragliding,
I have tried everything: VOX bug mikes on the throat, earpieces in
the helmet, etc. With the more recent scares in RR (Radio Frequency)
radiation, I am now using the following system.
By now every pilot should be aware that radio waves coming out
of their radio are dangerous. Thousands of court cases in America are
due to the use of mobile phones and these only use milli Watts of
power. Your 5 Watt handheld radio may pose a risk within 20cm of
the antenna. During flight, where do you place your antenna?
Probably near your head. In China, "radio sterilisation" has been
tested - fortunately, the effect was only temporary! Why take the risk?
For the last 35 hours, I have flown with a "dangling" antenna and
it works better than the usual rubber duck as well as being out of
harms way (see below).

::J
l.)

transmitting mode for a long time
(see diagram).
While the shelf life of a dry cell is many years, a fully charged
rechargeable battery will show a significant drop in charge after only
a few weeks of storage. Dry cells also have a slightly higher voltage than
rechargeable batteries and a battery pack filled with dry cells will give
you higher transmitting power than one filled with rechargeables.
Although the difference will hardly show in practical use.
Also, to get the best from your rechargeable batteries, you have
to treat them right - but you do not have to be too meticulous.
Many people stick religiously to the rule of "always fully discharge
before charging", thus increasing the chance of running out of power.
This process is critical only in about the first 3 cycles in a new battery.
In fact, the infamous "memory effect" will show only after many
partial discharging cycles and it is reversible. Once your battery starts
showing signs of weakening (or before the start of the season), simply
discharge it fully through a 5-1 OW automotive globe (your radio will
"cut off", before the discharge is completed) and fully charge it again.
After two or three of these cycles it should be like new.
In conclusion from all of the above, it is clear that rechargeable
batteries are suitable for everyday, normal use. For a spare,
emergency pack (do yo u have one?) the good old dry cell is the
best and safest choice.
Degree of Discharge

•
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Tape here
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(UHF = 62.9mm)

You will need to buy 3 meters of co-ax cable (proper, shielded
wire) and get someone at the shop to put the antenna connector on
one end. Total cost is less than $10. Once home, you need to strip off
the outside plastic and wire braiding for exactly one wavelength. For
UHF, this is 63mm. Leave the inside wire in its plastic sleeve and seal
the joint with a piece of insulating tape to stop water from getting
into the braiding. You now have your dangling antenna. Fix it to your
harness, connect the antenna and put the surplus wire under a
legstrap (vario) or in a pocket. After launch, let it dangle under you.
I have purposely flown over trees and fences, letting the wire run
through and have never had a problem, but do not attach anything
heavy to the end!
Another idea is to "operate" on a speaker! microphone so that the
earphone jack becomes a jack for a push-to-talk switch. The mike is
cupped to the flying suit collar with velcro for a better connection.
A switch on a long wire fits down my sleeve and into my glove, where
the contact rests against my thumb.
Unscrew the back of the
Rear of
speaker! mike. The two wires
Speaker
Microphone
soldered to the back of the ear jack
Add
(usually red & white) must be
dotted
wire
disconnected, soldered together and
insulating tape placed around the
connection. This ensures the speaker
is permanently connected and
working (see across). Add a wire
from the top of the finger switch
to where the cable wire (usually
white) used to go, check it works,
3,5mm Plug
then reassemble.
The ear phone jack now works as another switch, parallel with
the normal switch. You now need a suitably small PIT switch, wire
and a jack to fit into the speaker! mike. Try Dick Smith's for a small
integrated circuit chip switch.
In future, we may see a few more danglers among us floppies
•
boating around the sky.

Competition

Merry Christmas
From

~ctiveair
SPORTS

Fly

TClnd~rn

Courses in Hang & Para gliding
Towing Endorsments.

Test fly the Latest in Hangliders,
Paragliders, Harness and Accessories
From

T

•

Paraglid.ers & Accessories
The new FUTU RA Performance Class glider
The newSENTRA Standard Class glider.
New CONTOUR harness.

On the October long weekend 25 pilots
from the Northern Beaches, Sydney and
Blue Mountains clubs journeyed to Lee Scott's
Airpark on the Mid North Coast to fly offfor
the honour of being the premier Sydney club.
he contest, now in its 2nd year, is decided
over 3 rounds, with each of the clubs
responsible for running one round. Last
year's winner was the Blue Mountains club.
Pilots began arriving at the Airpark on
Friday evening. The Hang and Paragliding
fraternity were both represented alongside a
number of microlight pilots. The "Moyes
Boys" attended with their Dragon Fly and
ultralight sailplane and Airborne were
represented by Russell Duncan, flying their
specially developed aero towing trike. All in
all, about 40 pilots came for the weekend.
For those who have never flown the Mid
. North Coast, it has both coastal and inland
sites ranging from about 200ft asl on the
.coast to 1,800ft agl inland with about 10km
of soarable ridge. Within a half hour drive of
the Airpark all wind directions are catered for.
Saturday morning saw most pilots at
Nellie's where an open distance task was set,
allowing pilots to fly other sites if they chose.
With an abundance of cumulus clouds forming
with base at about 5,000ft, the only problem
was getting off safely, as the wind blew over
the back from the NE. Occasional light
thermal cycles were coming up the face. Some
pilots elected to head for North Brother, the
rest of us decided to stick it out.
A number of paraglider pilots drove to
nearly every site in the area and by the end of
the day were awarded a "new car" (Match box)
for their trouble. Pilots who'd remained at
Nellie's eventually got off the ground. The
best flights were: Graeme Garlick (14km),
Steve Crosby (10km), Marco Bariess (8km) and
Steve Hunt (7km).
I was awarded the leader's jersey, a horrible
white tennis skirt, for my flight and will

•
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GRAEME GARLICK

MOYES
Top: Graeme soaring at Diamond Head.
Photos: Graeme Garlick
Above: Feasting at the Thai.

suffer the embarrassment of wearing it on
the first day of the second round in Manilla.
Saturday night, most of us adjourned
to the Thai Restaurant at the Laurieton pub
for some good food, socialising and drinking.
The Blue Mountains Boys and Girls later
ensured the rest of the Airpark remained
sleepless 'til the early hours of the morning
(Tactics!) with some rowdy card games.
Conditions deteriorated on Sunday and
only a few pilots managed a sleddie off
Middle Brother between squalls, while others
elected to aero tow before the rain set in .
Craig Docherty handled an aero tow behind
the Moyes ultralight sailplane extremely well.
Clive Gilmour and the Moyes Boys put
on a BBQ on Sunday night which was
enjoyed by all pilots and a great opportunity
to rub shoulders with experienced pilots and,
despite the amount of beer consumed, I'm
sure we all learned heaps.
Monday was a repeat of Sunday with
conditions unfavourable for flying. Some
pilots headed for home, those of us who
stayed enjoyed a ridge soar at Diamond
Head and a look around the area.
It wasn't a wasted weekend. There was
heaps to do even when the flying wasn't on:
Swimming in the river, bushwalking, horse
riding, beaches and experiencing other
aviation disciplines. The Airpark is a great
family venue for a weekend, and you
get to fly as well. What could be better? ~
Round 1 Results
Northern Beaches

5 points

Blue Mountains

3 points
1 point

Sydney

the all new Max 154

AirBorne The Shark and Sting
Australian distributor for

The Sol series 3, 5 , 7(Barograph)
• No more, "I ran out of Battery" or, "I forgot to charge"!
• A full featured instrument, powered by a solar cell provides
100 more time electrical energy than consumed by the
electrical circuitry. Additional battery makes the instrument
work at darkness for 200 hours.

• Altitude display - altl, alt2QNH, alt3 zeroing altitude
(for light thermal)
• Stop clock -display the flight time
• Temperature Display
• Speed Sensor (optional SolS, 7)
• Average climb/sink
• Memo key -for 10 flights
• P.c. Connection cable (optional SolS, Sol7)
• All instruments in the series are upgradable

For more information ring
Active Air Sports
Fax: 042..942..584
Mob. 015.939.2.00

042..94 9999
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Why cOllie to
~ High Adventure Airpark?
* Australian Flight Tours * Paragliding * Hang Gliding * Microlites

FLY the USA in 97
Fly the sites of L.A., Owens Valley, Las Vegas,
Utah, Oregon and the famous flatland X-country
area of Chelan for 12 days, then fly to Florida
for 5 days of aero towing behind the Dragon Fly
and maybe visit Disney World just up the road,
to get some photos for the kids of course!
Sit back and relax with High Adventure's
experienced team, travel in a new 10 seat
airconditioned bus with trailer and prepare for
the flight tour of a lifetime. Plan ahead now!
Limited to 8 pilots only. The first 12 days are
suitable for both Hang and Paraglider pilots.
Save big $$$$ on a new glider for the tour!
Tentative dates are set for 14 July 1997, cost
of the tour only $1,080 - not including air ticket.
For more details on the tour contact
Lee Scott on Ph/Fax 065 565265 NOW!
"Don~t miss out~,

Because they have
• Flight sites for both hang & paraglider pilots.
• RidgelThermal soaring & training sites for all wind directions,
most in a 15km radius of the Airpark.
• Uncrowded soaring sites.
• Flying & teaching all year round (The best winter sites
in Australia).
• Winch & Aero tow facilities on site.
• New hangar facilities & airstrips.
• Live in license courses with affordable, clean &
scenic accommodation.
• 460 acres with deep river frontage & grassy training slopes.
• Plenty to do for the family.
• Experienced, caring, relaxed instructors.
• Novice refresher & endorsement certificate programs.
• Group & club discounts.
• Just 4 hours drive north of Sydney, right on the
Pacific Highway.
Come to High Adventure Airpark, where students and
pilots come first and Tandem flights are second!

Contact Lee Scott on 065 565 265
for information on courses, sites and accommodation.

High Adventure Airpark, Pacific Highway, Johns River NSW 2443
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DIRECTORS' STATEMEHT
The Directors have determined that the Organisation is not a
reporting entity as defined in Statement of Accounting Concepts 1
"Definition of the Reporting Entity", and therefore there is no
requirement to apply accounting concepts or standards in the
preparation of these financial statements. The office bearers have
determined that this special purpose financial report should be
prepared in accordance with those accounting standards and basis
of accounting outlined in Note 1 to the accounts.
In the opinion of the Directors:
1. (a) The accompanying Operating Statement is drawn up so as
to give a true and fair view of the deficit of the entity for the
financial year ended 30 June 1996.
(b) The accompanying Balance Sheet is drawn up so as to give
a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the entity as at
the end of that financial year.
(c) At the date o·f this statement, there are reasonable grounds
to believe that the entity will be able to pay its debts as and
when they fall due.
2. The accounts have been prepared by a competent person

Rohan Grant
President

Jenny Ganderton
Treasurer

REGISTERED COMPANY AUDITOR

for the year ended 30 June lQQ6
Scope
I have audited the attached special purpose financial report for
the year ended 30 June 1996 comprising the Operating Statement,
Balance Sheet and Notes. The Directors are responsible for the
preparation and presentation of the financial report and the
information contained therein, and have determined that the basis
of accounting used is appropriate to the needs of the members. I have
conducted and independent audit of the financial report in order to
express an opinion on it to the members. No opinion is expressed as
to whether the basis of accounting used is appropriate to the needs
of the members.
The special purpose financial report has been prepared for
distribution to the members for the purpose of fulflling the Directors
accountability requirements. I disclaim any assumption of
responsibility for any reliance on this report or on the financial report
to which it relates, to any person other than the members, or for the
purpose other than that for which it was prepared.
My audit has been conducted in accordance with Australian
Auditing Standards. My procedures included examination, on a test
basis, of evidence supporting the amounts and other disclosures in the
financial report, and the evaluation of accounting estimates. These
procedures have been undertaken to form an opinion as to whether,
in all material respects, the financial report is presented fairly in
accordance with the accrual basis of accounting described in Note 1
to the financial statements.
The audit opinion expressed in this report has been formed on
the above basis.
Audit Opinion
In my opinion the attached financial report presents fairly the
financial position of the Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc.
as at 30 June 1996 and the results of its operations for the year then
ended in accordance with the basis of accounting described in Note 1
to the financial statements and the New South Wales Associations
Incorporations Act, 1984 as amended.

Steven Walker
Registered Company Auditor
30 August 1996

Chartered Accountant

141 Simpson Street, Tumut NSW 2720
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Telephone / Facsimile : (069) 474 661

BAlAHCE SHEET for the year ended 30 June 1996

OPERATlHG STATEMEHT for the year ended 30 June 1gg6
Income
Membership Income
Regional Association Fees
Certificate and Registration Fees
Insurance Income
Grants Received
Interest Income
Net Profits on Merchandise Sales
Seminar Fees
Competitions Income
- Flexwing - 5th Women's Worlds
- Other Income
Loss on Skysailor Publication

330,757
60,103
19,965
70,370
60,500
45,010
3,815
2,037
791
44,706
12,549
(58,429)

325,793
60,205
32,038
55,334
65,000
33,100
3,642
16,701

Total Income

592,174

544,009

749
4,318
7,214
64,799
7,561
1,323
171,410
4,024
23,444
33,643
28,722
2,842
3,999
56,048
108,242
5,312
60,103
9,599
13,191
2,878

687
2,585
6,011
21,823
8,420

Expenses
Advertising and Sport Promotion
Audit and Accounting Fees
Affiliation Fees
Competition Expenses
Depreciation
Hire and Rental
- Insurance
Office Expenses
Postage and Freight
Printing
Legal Fees
Other Professional Services
- Repairs and Maintenance
- Travel
Salary and Wages
Superannuation
Regional Fee Refunds
Taxes and Bank Charges
Telephone
Sundry Expenses
Seminars, Certification and Training
Unexpected Grant Funds carried forward

1996
$

1995
$

7,907
46,549
2,195
66
438,920
6,358
23,706
1,250

14,310
91 ,997
593
92
400,000

526,951

530,814

6,524
49,398
(30,078)

16,524
49,903
(22,893)

35,844

43,534

562,795

574,348

Current liabilities
Sundry Creditors
Membership Credits
Unexpended Grant Funds

10,935
3,019

3,131

Total liabilities

13,954

8

548,841

566,217

566,217
76

492,894
73,323

548,841

566,217

1995
$

1996
$

8,000
(804)

136,117
3,020
12,925
15,354
4,200

54,434
98,017
3,221
60,425
6,409
12,044
3,170
16,824
5,000

Total Expenses

609,421

470,686

Operating Surplus/(Deficiency)

(17,247)

73,323

Other Income
Loss on disposal of NCA

(129)

Net Surplus/(Deficiency)

(17,376)

Current Assets
Cash at Bank
Cheque Account
Cash Management Account
Skysailor Account
Petty Cash
Term Deposit
Merchandise Stock On Hand
Sundry Debtors
Debtors - Flexwing

Non-Current Assets
Investments
Shares - at cost
Office Equipment - at cost
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
Tota I Assets

Net Assets
Represented By:
Members' Funds
Opening Balance - 1 July 1995
Current Year Surplus/(Deficiency)
Closing Balance - 30 June 1996

23,822

5

The accompanying notes form part of these Financial Statements.

73,323

New HGFA merchandise
Including Polo shirts and Rugby tops.

HGFA MERCHANDISE
@

$30 Polo Shirt with embroidered HGFA logo
in white, green &navy (sizes 16 to 24)

@

$15 Beginning Coaching (Australian
Sports Commission)

@

$40 Rugby Top with embroidered HGFA logo
in navy &green (sizes 16 to 24)

@

$20 Better Coaching (Australian
Sports Commission)

@

$12 Cap with HGFA colour logo red, blue or navy

@

@

$6 Embroidered badge (no postage fee required)

@

$4.95 Metal lapel badge with colour enamel
HGFA logo (no postage fee required)

$7 Topographic Maps
(1 :100,000 or 1:250,000, etc.
Provide details separately)

@

$10 HGFA Operations Manual*

@

$1 .50 HGFA Car sticker (no postage fee required)

@

$15 HGFA Operations Manual Binder*

@

$55 HGFA Hang Gliding Training Video

@

$8 HGFA Log Book*

@

$10 HGFA Competitions Manual

* Replacement Prices only - These items are issued free with initial
Full Membership

@

HGFA Towing Manual - No Charge

@

$3.00 POST AND PACKING (Bulk orders sent C.O.D.)
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HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA INC

HOTES TO RHO FORMIHG PRRT OF THE FIHRHCIRL STRTEMEHTS
for the year ended 30 June lQQ6
NOTE 1. Statement of Accounting Policies
The Organisation is of a type identified in the Statement of
Accounting Concept 1 as a non-reporting entity and is only required
to prepare specific purpose financial reports.
The accounts of the Association have been prepared in accordance
with the requirements of the Australian Accounting Standards so far
as they can apply to the Association and with generally accepted
accounting principles.
The Accounts have been prepared on the basis of historical
costs and do not take into account changing money values or assets.
The accounting policies have been consistently applied, unless
otherwise stated.
The following is a summary of the significant accounting policies
adopted by the Association in the preparation of the accounts.
Principal Activities

The principal activity of the Hang Gliding Federation of
Australia Incorporated is to promote the sport of Hang Gliding
throughout Australia.
Plant and Equipment

Plant and equipment are included at cost of purchase. The
depreciable amount of all fixed assets are depreciated over their useful
lives. Costs are assigned on the basis of historical costs.
Merchandise Stock

Merchandise stock is included at the lower of the cost and net
realisable value. Costs are assigned on the basis of historical cost.
Income Tax

Under present Taxation Laws the Association is exempt from
Income Tax.

NOTE 2. INVESTMENTS
NSAC Pty Ltd
Flexwing Airsport Aust Pty Ltd

1996

1995

$

$

16,522
2

16,522
2

16,524

16,524

Shares in National Sport Aviation Centre Pty Limited is an
investment in a company developing a sport aviation facility. The
dollar shares are contributions towards construction costs.
Shares in Flexwing Airsport Australia Pty Limited is an
investment in a wholly owned company of the Federation established
on 8 December 1994 for the purpose of conducting hang gliding
competitions and events.
The assets and liabilities of the company as at 30 June 1996
consist of the following;
Assets:
Cash on Hand and at Bank
Formation Expenses

353
897

liabilities:
Owing to the Hang Gliding Federation of Aust Inc

1,250
(1,250)

Net Assets

The net assets of Flexwing Airsport Australia Pty Ltd have not
been consolidated into the results of the Hang Gliding Federation
of Australia Inc. On consolidation there is no change in the net assets
of the Federation.
NOTE 3. Liability of Members
The Association is incorporated under the New South Wales
Associations Incorporated Act, 1984. The liability of members
is limited to the amount, if any, unpaid by the member in respect
of annual subscriptions.

Based at IIlawarra Regional Airport, we are the
closest full time trike school to Sydney.
We stock:
• New and second hand Airborne and Pegasus trikes.
• The full range of Comunica intercom systems including
the super-lightweight Kevlar "Beta" helmet.
• High-gain all stainless kingpost aerials.
• The ultimate lightweight fully galvanised trailers.
• Plus just about everything a trike pilot needs.

PAUL HAINES (Chief Flying Instructor)

(042) 941 031 (office) 018603 009 (airfield)
44 Skysailor

Cap
$12
Embroidered badge
$6
Metal Lapel Badge
$4.95
Car stickers
$1.50
Topographic maps for all areas at
discount prices.
Please add $3.00 pp for all orders. Discounts
available fer bulk purchases. Cheque, money
order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted,
phone orders welcome. Actual prices may
vary from those shown. Terms: payment with
order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
HGFA Schedule of Fees

Membership Fees
12 months (FULL) Membership

$105

State & Regional Development Levies
West Australia
.
$25

$175
$300
$80

Visiting Rirot Membe .
1
,r
Trainee Memberstlip (TM) 19 Ways
available through instructors only
(6 issues)"Skysailo( Subscription only
Overseas (sent SAL)
Overseas (sent Airmail)

$50

~

Certificate & Insurance Fees
Powered Operations Insurance Levy
Passenger Endorsement annual
renewal fee

$100
$65
$95
$20
$175

Microlight,Aircraft Registration '
(Renewal)'
Levell Club Coach (Valid for 4 years
Issue &renewal- includes FAI
Sporting Licence, manuals, etc)
Level 2 Competitions Coach (includes
ACC training course, registration
&manuals, etc)#

FAI Sporting Licence lincl. RlGFA
Competition MaflUal, Section 7
FAI Sporting Code, Records Claim
Pack ('initial issue)
$20
FAI International Pilot Proficie8cy
Identification Card (lPPI) No'n-eompeJition
flying overseas
$10
Competitions Manual
$10
Tow Guidelines
$nil
Replacement Operations Manual
$10
Replacement Operations Manual Binder $15
~Book

$50

$30

$30

~

Charged at $80 per half day of inspection
plus travel expenses (max. $250 per
inspection/approval).
I Includes all updated material from Levell.
There is no charge for PHG Temporary
Satellite Facility approvals.
t

Membership Application
Please complete in BLOCK letters

Surname ----------------------------------------------- Given Names
Address
-----------------------------------------------------

State ____________________________________ Postcode _________

Birth Date __________ Home Phone_~------------ Work Phone
Club _______________________ Occupation _______________ Sex M / F

Please read and sign Membership Declaration below
Please provide the following information and tick appropriate boxes:

HGFA Number (ifknown):

Instructor

Membership Tjpe: New Member
Visiting Pilot Member
Discipline:
Hang Gliding

D
D
D

Renewal
Short Term Member
Paragliding

D
D
D

Re-joining Member
Subscription Only
Microlighting

D
D
D

Family Member

D

Parascending

D

Membership Declaration (must be signed to gain membership)
. I, the undersigned, wish to apply for renewal of my HGFA membership and HGFA Pilot Certificate/s and Endorsements.
Please note: The constitution provides for a limitation of liability no persons such as officers, instructors, safety or duty officers and competition organisers
and their helpers to an amount which can actually be recovered under the HGFA insurance policy. If for any reason no amount is recoverable, the liability is nil.

I understand that membership entitles me to Pilot Certificates and Endorsements to operate the specified aircraft in accordance with Civil Aviation Regulations and the
HGFA Operations Manual and Third Party Liability Insurance within Australia ($1,000 excess).
I am aware that the HGFA is assisted by the Australian Spons Commission, and as a result understand that the HGFA Doping Policy condemns the use of performance
enhancing substances as both dangerous to health and contrary to the ethics and ideals of sport.
I hereby agree to abide by the constitution, rules and regulations of the HGFA.

Member's Signature _______________________________________________________________ Date

Payment Details
HGFA Membership fees ($105 Full or $50 Family) (For family members, please provide name offull member with whom you reside.)

$_---

Regional Development Levy (Determined by your State/Region ofresidence - see below)

$_---

Weightshift Microlight Levy ($20) (For HG & PG motorised endorsement also)

$_---

Total Amount due (and enclosed)

$_----

I wish to pay by: Cheque D Postal Order D Credit Card D

Card Number_______ /._______ /_______ / _______ Expiry Date ------_/- - - -

(Visa, MasterCard, Bankcard only)
Cardholders name _________________________________ Cardholders Signature _________________________________ Dated.______________
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720 Phone: 069-472888, Fax: 069-474328
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Local Club Contacts in Australia
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
President: Ian Graham 070 954466.

23 Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
Safety Officer: Heinz Gloor
064576019 (w), 064 567171 (h).

2 Townsville Hang Gliding Association
Safety Officer: Graeme Etherton
077 724467.

24 lIIawarra Hang Gliding Club
Safety Officer: James Nathaniel
046810641.

3 Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club
President: Wayne Smith 079 513392.

25* North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club
Safety Officer: Geoff White 057 501244 (wI,
018052793.

4 Capricorn Skyriders Club (Rockhamptonj
President: Brian Hampson 079 226527.

5 Gladstone Hang Gliding Club
4 Cairncross St, Gladstone
QLD 4690; Secretary: Sandy
Gemmell 079750232.

26 Sky High Paragliding Club
Pr.esident: Bruce Bremner
039596 2771 .
27 Eastern Hang Gliding Club
Safety Officer. Harry Summons
059646055 (h), Lance
Sheppard 059623570 (h).

6 Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
53 Yungar St, Coolum QLD
4573; Safety Officer: Dave
Cookman 07 54498573.

28 Southern Hang Gliding Club
President: Mike Slape 03
5438331 (h).

7 Conondale XC Fliers Club
13 Cottman St, Buderim QLD 4556;
Fax: 07 54451897.

29 Southern Cross Paragliding
President: Craig Martinson
0395928382 (h).

8* Canungra Hang Gliding Club
Safety Officer: Ken Hill, 0755435631 .

9 Byron Bay Hang Gliding Club
Safety Officer: Neil Mersham
066858768 or 018 441742.

10 Great Lakes Hang Gliding Club
Safety Officer: Bob Barnes 065 540416.

11 Mid North Coast Hang Gliding
Association
Safety Officer: Lee Scott 065565265.

12 Central Coast Hang Gliding Club
Safety Officer: Ian Duffy 018 439612;

13* Manilla Skysailors Club
HG-Safety Officer: Patrick Lenders
067 783484; PG-Safety Officer: Godfrey
Wenness 067 856545.
14 Mudgee District Sport Aviation Club
Safety Officer: Bruce Bar~ham
063742092.

30 Western Victorian Hang Gliding Club
Safety Officer: Rohan Holtkamp
053492845.

15 Central West Hang Gliding Club
President: Len Paton 068 537220.

16 Lower Blue Mountains HG Club
Safety Officer: David Middleton
02 96236961 .
17 Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
Safety Officer: Ross Duncan 049431900.
18 Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club
PG Safety Officer: Mike Eggleton
0294517127; HG+PG Safety Officer:
Forrest Park 02 94502674.

19 Sydney Paragliding Club
Safety Officer: Mark Mitsos 042 949065,

20 Sydney Hang Gliding Club
President: Dick Heffer 02 93872613.

* Site fees apply

21 Stanwell
Park Club
PO Box 258,
Helensburgh
NSW2508;
Safety Officer:
Pascal Ferret
042943533.

TASMANIA

22 ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka ACT 2603;
Safety Officer: Peter Dall, 06 2684139 (w),
062813746 (h).

Canberra Sports Aviation Club
President: Allan Taylor, 06 2886311 .

31 Tasmanian HG Association
PO Box 543, Mowbray TAS 7248;
Secretary: Steve Drinkald 003 26732711 .
32 South Australian HG Association
1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000;
Ph: 08 84101391 , Fax: 08 8211 7115.
President: Jonathan Foote 08 82813144.

33 Avon Valley Hang Gliding Club
President: David Drabble 09 3071816.
34 Cloud Base Paragliding Club
President: Evan Williams 09 4585454.
35 Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club
President: Gary Bennett 09 3804357.
36 The Great Sandy Desert
Hang Gliding Club
President: Ian Sallie 091 798487 (h).

HGFA Chief Flying Instructors in Australia
HGFA HANG GLIDING TRAINING FACiliTIES
Chief Instructor
Location
Pete r Aitken
Byron Bay, NSW
Tony Armstrong
Stanwell Park, NSW
Chris Boyce
Stanwell Park, NSW
Glenn Connor
Stanwell Park, NSW
Ian Duffy
Gosford, NSW
Ross Duncan
Newcastle, NSW
Neil Mersham
Byron Bay, NSW
Forrest Park
Terry Hills, NSW
Brian Rushton
Byron Bay, NSW
Lee Scott
Laurieton, NSW
Joe Scott
Byron Bay, NSW
David Cookman
Noosa, OLD
Graeme Etherton
Townsville, OLD
Warwick Gill
Cairns, OLD
Ken Hill
Canungra, OLD
Phil Pritchard
Jacobs Well, OLD
Stan Roy
Palmwoods, OLD
Tony Denn is
Benalla, VIC
Rohan Holtkamp
Trawalla, VIC
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Telephone
015257699
042942999
042949994
042943 701
018439612
049431 900
066853178
0294502674
066290354
065565265
066843 711
0754498573
077 724 467
070519392
075543 5631
0755462412
..07.54459 185
057623292
053492845

HGFA HANG GLIDING TRAINING FACILITIES (continued)
Telephone
Chief Instructor
Location
015841107
Ted Remeika
Anglesea, VIC
Bright, VIC
018570168
Steve Ruffels
Apollo Bay, VIC
052376486
Hans Van Santen
09307 1816
Perth, WA
David Drabble
018919576
Geraldton, WA
Michael Duffy
Perth, WA
09381 6053
Andrew Humphries
097344 531
Collie, WA
Lex Jones
048494516
Canberra, ACT
Tove Heaney
085563030
Larry Jones
Adelaide, SA
HGFA PARAGLIDING TRAINING FACILITIES
Location
Chief Instructor
Stanwell Park, NSW
Tony Armstrong
Newcastle, NSW
Ross Duncan
Stanwell Park, NSW
Pascal Ferret
Jindabyne, NSW
Heinz Gloor
Stanwell Park, NSW
Mark Mitsos
Terry Hills, NSW
Forrest Park
Laurieton, NSW
Lee Scott ·

Telephone
042942999
049431 900
042943 533
064567171
042949065
0294502674
065565265

.

ACT /NSW

New South Wales (continued)

South Australia

SOUTH COAST
MICROLIGHT CENTRE

2% hours from Sydney
• Introductory Courses
• Full License Courses
• Refresher Courses
• Ground Towing Courses
• Aerotowing Courses
• Cross Country Courses
• Cross Country Tours
Agents for Moyes and Airborne
Demo gliders available .
Call Tove on 048 494516 or 015 269376

Full range of new, used and demo trikes
and accessories available.
This month's specials: Edge Exec 582
T2-2640, electr. start, full spec instruments,
quiet kit, full covers, trailer, 103 hrs -$17,000.
To arrange a test flight or for info on other
trikes, equipment and lessons, contact:
Larry Jones (085) 563030 or 018 815094.

New South Wales

Air Support
Hang Gliding & Paragliding
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Hang Gliding School

• Full instruction available with all skill
levels provided for.
• 20 years experience with training
all year round.
• Pleasant, comfortable environment
with excellent tourist facilities around
Byron Bay.
Bookings and Enquiries: Brian & Ian
(066) 857791 or 015 759881.

Victoria

THE RIGHT ALTITUDE
16Microlights"
Standing on a hill all day, waiting
on the weather?
Get a Trike. We have the largest range of
trikes in Australia and New and used aircraft in stock. We sell everything for trikes.
Call Tony Dennis CFI Pilot Examiner (0418)
574068. Fax (057) 626227. Banal, Victoria.

1/lJ1fNAMJJ!e '£l!~.'
HANG GLIDING SCHOOL
Our phone number has changed to 03 53492845,
our Mobile number is still 014678734.
COME ALONG TO OUR EXPEDITION TO
EUCLA (GREAT AUSSIE BITE) 4-13 FEB 97.
Record flying, fishing & caving . $48 per day,
incl. travel from Trawalla, driver, bus, fuel &
back-up gliders /parts. We have a number
of gliders available for test flights, incl.
XT165, Sting 154 & Shark 144 & 156.

* AuslraUan Flight Tours '* Paragliding * Hang Gliding * Microliles

High Adventure Airpark
As well as training, we also offer many
ranges of gear, including custom made
AIR SUPPORT harnesses. Enquire for
brochures and price lists for new or 2nd
hand gear. Call Forrest on 0294502674,
0412273552 (8am-8pm).

Sydney Hang
Gliding Centre
Stanwell Park
Hang Gliding Courses,
Refresher Courses,
Instructional Tandem Flights
and Gift Vouchers.
Equipment and Accessories.
Available 7 days. To arrange your lesson or
to test fly a Moyes Glider.
Call Chris Boyce (042) 94 9994

HGFA PARAGLIDING TRAINING FACILITIES (continued)
Chief Instructor
Location
Michael Spratt
Michelago, NSW
Jonathon Allen
Noosa, QLD
Philip Hystek
Canungra, QLD
Charly Fellay
Melbourne, VIC
Garry Stevenson
Jan Juc, VIC
Hans Van Santen
Apollo Bay, VIC
Brian Webb
Bright, VIC
Jiri Hlavaty
Perth, WA
Shaun Keane
Canberra, ACT
Franz Wallner
Adelaide, SA

Telephone
062359023
015158745
0755437237
0398824130
018351389
052376486
057551 753
092551363
062823612
083393982

HGFA MICROLIGHT TRAINING FACILITIES
Chief Instructor
Location
Mick Bristow
Barraba, NSW
Luke Carmody
Rylstone, NSW
.Jim ·Cuthill
Forster, NSW
Paul Haines
Wollongong, NSW
Rob Hibberd
Newcastle, NSW
Kevin Magennjs
Gloucester, NSW
Shane Press
Nartandera, NSW
Joe Scott
Tyagarah, NSW
,

Telephone
049524856
028745260
018500723
042941 031
049499199
065581 274
069592056
066843616

Pacific Highway, Johns River NSW 2443
• Sites for hang & paraglider pilots
• Uncrowded soaring & training sites for
all wind directions within a 15km radius
• Winch & Aerotow facilities on site
• Flying & teaching all year round
• Novice refreshers & endorsement certificates
• Group & club discounts
• Just 4 hours from Sydney, with affordable
clean & scenic accommodation
Contact Lee Scott on 065 565265.

East Coast Hang Gliding
and Paragliding Centre

New South Wales (continued)

UP & AWAY Paragliding School
• Restricted Pilot Licence Course
• Conversion Course for Hang Glider Pilots
• Intermediate Skills Cou rse
• Tow Endorsement (PG & HG)
• Motorised Paraglider Endorsement
• Tandem Flights
• Introductory Day
• Gift Vouchers
• Guided Flight Tours throughout the
Country & Overseas
• Equipment: Suppliers of UP and FREEX
• All HG & PG Equipment available at our
new Shop in Stanwell Park
All the above courses are HGFA approved

UP & AWAY
24 Railway Crs, Stanwell Park NSW 2508
Pascal Ferret Ph: 042943533, fax: 042 949250
Danny Scott Ph: 042 943240, mob: 0419 436747

Queensland
Come fly sunny

QUEENSLAND

Silent Sky Sports
PARAGLIDING
• Complete instruction with Qld 's only
level 2 facility.
• Friendly, personalised service.
• Close to Brisbane and the Gold Coast.
• Flying and instruction all yea r round.
• Tow ratings, thermal and X-C tours.
• All major brands of gliders and
accessories.
• Repairs and reserve repacks.
Phil Hystek - Barbara Utech
Ph/Fax 07 5543 7237

8 differenttraining hills and 10 soaring sites,
nearly all wind directions covered, maximising the opportunities for students to get
their feet off the ground. Aerotow Tandem
Hang Gliding flights over Newcastle for
that ultimate first experience . ~inch and
Aerotow courses available for experienced
pilots. Only 11/2 hours from Sydney. Contact:
Jason Turner 015636384 or Fax 065 565265.

HGFA MICROLIGHT TRAINING FACILITIES (continued)
Chief Instructor
Location
John Amor
Lethbridge, VIC
Tony Dennis
Benalla, VIC
John Goodrich
Tooradin, VIC
Ian Robinson
Moorooduc, VIC
Steve Ruffles
Porepunkah, VIC
Greg Withers
Porepunkah, VIC
Chris Bolton
Port Douglas, QLD
Phil Pritchard
Jacobs Well, QLD
Bob Silver
Noosa, QLD
Andrew Humphries
Perth, WA
Brendan Watts
Bunbury, WA
Larry Jones
Adelaide, SA
Broderick Osborne
Adelaide, SA
Senior Microlight Instructors
Shane Quinlivan
Wagga Wagga, NSW
Lee Scott
Laurieton, NSW
Jamie Buck
Yarrawonga, VIC
Steve Marsh
Caboolture, QLD
Stan Roy
Gympie, QLD
Alex Salvaterra
Mount Isa, QLD
Kelly Carter.
Millicent, SA

Telephone
039877 9300
057623292
018336346
059788529
018570168
057 501 555
018772 2480
0755462412
0754491141
09381 6053
097959092
085563030
082681625
069217397
065565265
018696523
0734084256
074459185
077 434 212
087689048
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Deadline for February issue is the 1 January.

.",.";;f'., Private classifieds are free

rk' to mem~ers if the membersh.ip
~, ~.~. ' number quoted. Commercial
~l'

IS

rates of $1 per line apply to non-members
and commercial advertisers. For more
details, refer to Classifieds order form.
HANG GLIDERS
AND EQUIPMENT

New South Wales
Aero 145 nov, 4 hrs airtime, as new, cost
$3,300, sell $2,200. Harness, suit person 5'4,
cost $700, sell $300. Ph : 043 323425 or
043333068.
Aero Race 150 int, only 8 hrs airtime, fluoro
pink LE, grey then white TE. GC side & top
wires renewed. Suit smaller person, $1,500.
Ph: Matt or Wynn 042943004.
Airborne Blitz 146 exp int, only 70 hrs
airtime, great condition, Kevlar LE & TE,
very crisp sail, batten profile & hand
fairings, only $1,200 or will trade for int.
glider. Ph: 065660498.
Blade 141 exp int, Kevlar LE, red & grey US,
GC, nice light handling, tuned &
streamlined for competition. 71/2 min set
up. $2,200. Flytec 3030 Professional. ± 2,000
fpm va rio, averager, 2 altimeters, ASI
function, clock & timer, flight- recorder &
electronic barograph . user setable volume,
averager time (0-30sec), sensitivities,
delays, thresholds & much more. Choose
metric or English units. Factory modified for
normal 9v batteries ("" 50-100 hrs each),
speed-to-fly transparency, computer
download & logbook software (on 3W'FD),
printer & computer cables available, $650.
Ph : Len 068 537220.
Blade 153 exp int, red & grey US, Kevlar LE,
turns nimbly & cruises sweetly, GC, $2,400
ono. Ph : AI on 049430674.
Blitz 137 exp int, recent thorough overhaul
after 2 yrs in storage, $995. Ph: Stuart
042943256.
Blitz 146 exp int, EC, low hrs, never bent,
Kevlar LE & TE. New side wires, $1,200
ono. Ph : David 0294169496 or 015 491903.
155 nov, 10 hrs, still crisp, VGC, $1,400.
Pod harness $200, parachute $200.
Ph : Andrew 049907578 (after hrs).

BUll

Desire 151 exp int, purple LE, blue & pink
US, low airtime, like new, small tear on LE
but not noticeable. Best offer over $1,000.
Ph : 026659186 or 015 104812.
Desire 151 exp int, a great looking glider
with pastel colours & Enterprise logo on
top. Still very crisp & only 4 hrs airtime.

A steal at $1 ,600. Take this glider to the
comps & you won't be disappointed with
its performance. Ph : 042 942550.

Xtralite 147 exp int, clear mylar, scrim LE,
royal blue/fluoro yellow US/ 130 hrs, spare
DT, VGC/ $2/500 ono. Ph: Phil 063 326294.

Foil 152 Combat exp int, tight sail, pale pink
LE, blue & green US/ speed barf $600 ono.
Plus: handheld 40ch UHF rad io with
adaptor, $250. Ph : Steve 0412005586
or 065545700 (w).

X-Country Sting int, good condition, first
to see will buy, $2/800. Also:
Sting 166 nov/int, in good nick, good first
glider, novice rated $1 ,600. Ph : Lee SCOtt,
High Adventure Airpark 065565265.

GPS Garmin 45 PC software kit. Allows
you to download, upload, convert, display,
print, edit and create waypoints, routes,
almanac, track data & much more. The
kit consists of program, manual & PC
Data cable. Kit originally cost $240 from
GEC Electrophone, will sell for $100.
Ph: 046 810641.

Aero Racer 150 int, with speed barf as new,
only 5.5 hrs flying time. White/blue/fluoro
yellow. $2,000. Ph : Richard 0296561040 (h)
or 02 96561467 (w).

Gyro 145 II nov, with profile & spares, EC,
incl. Moyes pod 5'3-5'6/ $700.
GTR 162 VG 1988 int, with profile & spares,
EC, fully Moyes checked, $250.
Air Support top of range Cross Country,
$300. 20 Gore pulled apex parachute,
as new, $350. Ph : Linda 0299267990 (w),
0299794098 (h).
Harness, pod type, suit 5' -5'10 pilot, blue
with rainbow side band, in EC, c/w Camelbak
waterbag, $400 ono. Ph: 046 810641 . .
Harnesses, one new supine, never used.
Designed by Larry Tudor, manufactured by
High Energy Sports USA. 5'8-6// cost $850
sell best offer. Two PA cocoons, one used
suit 5'8-6', one new, not used, suit 5'11-6'3.
Make an offer. US Hang Gliding magazines
x 125 (1983-1996), GC, great articles &
centre spreads, $110. Moyes bar mitts, $25.
Ph: Rex 047 823301 after 6pm.
Mission 170 nov, with near new Wedgy
pod harness, $1,500 ono. Ph : 043435735
(Umina, Central Coast).
Moyes harness suit pilot 5'6-5'9, $250.
Ph: John 049327740.
Moyes Mission 170 nov, electric blue LE,
fluoro pink/yellow US/ faired kingpost,
speed barf landing wheels, 2 spare DTs,
batten profile & owner's manual. Ideal 1st
. glider, EC, $1/550. Ph : Geoff 0299707569 (h),
0299302515 (w).
Moyes Xl 145 nov/int, fluoro colours, EC,
one owner, good beginner's glider for
person under 70kg. Ph : Mark 042 942631 .
Sting 118 nov, 20 hrs, still crisp, rainbow
colou rs, $1 /900. Ph: 02 95411579.
Sting 154 nov, EC, $1/900 ono. Pod harness,
hardly used, suit 5'7-5'10/ $299 ono.
Ph : Tony 042 837201 (h), 042753978 (w).
Sting 154 nov, as new, with only 16 hrs
flown . Speedbar, lilac LE, grey & orange
US. Excellent condition, sweet glider
$2,700 ono . Ph: 066 494284.
Sjostrom vario, model VA-EX (latest). Serial
no. 4313/ only 12 mths old, in EC, Nicad
batteries incl., c/w Skywatch solar
powered airspeed indicator, the lo~.
$400 ono. Ph : 046 810641.

Aero 165 nov/int, 7 hrs flying time, scrim LE,
faired kingpost, speed barf spare new Aframe, sky blue & fluoro green. Moyes pod
suit 5'10/ $1,650 ono. Ph: Matt 015 009170.
Brauniger competition vario, ASI, speed
to fly, barograph, cables, software, many
otherfeatures. Will consider cheap rel iable
vario as part trade. Ph: Paul 0292373853 (w)
or 02 95217931 (h).
Girls &small guys: Moyes GTR 148, int, ideal
first performance glider, easy handling,
spare uprights. $550. Ph: 02 99721427.
Gyro 14511 nov, with profile and spares,
EC & Moyes Pod 5'3-5'6/ $700/ also
GTR 162 VG int 1988 Worlds glider with
profile and spares, EC, fully Moyes
checked, $250. Airsupport Top of Range
Cross Country $300. 20 Gore pulled apex
parachute, as new. $350. Sjostrom vario,
as new, $300. Ph: Linda 0299267990 (w)
or 0299133048 (h).
Hang Gliding Garage Sale: All this gear
must go/ so make an offer, you may be
surprised. Towing winch: hydraulically
controlled, built by Dermot Meany in SA.
Various Hang Gliders: Moyes Mars nov,
reasonable condition; Gyro 180/1 nov, fair
condition; Gyro 160/2 nov, EC; Foil 155 exp
int, EC; Moyes GTR 210, exp int, used for
tandem flying and in VGC. Various cocoon
harnesses, UHF and VHF radios, training
wheels, small base bar wheels (new).
I also havea couple of sailboards, a
Tiga Pro and a wave jumper if anyone
is interested. All the gear must sell so
if you are interested make an offer.
Call Bruce on 063727036 after hours.
Sting 166 int, EC, faired uprights, speed barf
blue LE, grey/white US. Bargain at $1500.
Ph : Chris 02 95558408 (h) or 02 92995744 (w).
Mission 170 nov/int GC, 70 hrs only. New
wires all round, speed barf wheels, dk blue
LE, white TS, It blue US/ manual & batten
profile, $1,000. Ph: 069472191 (h) Tumut.
Moyes Tracer step-thru harness, black/
fluoro yellow. Used twice only, looks brand
new, also Headway 701 helmet, fluoro
yellow, $450. Ph: Richard 0296561040 (h)
or 02 96561467 (w).
Moyes Xl 165 nov/int, fluoro pink LE, pink/
grey/white US, speed barf low hrs, GC/
batten profile, owner's manual, $2/500 ono.
Ph: 064587283 (h).

Pod-lite harness, Air Support/ suit pilot
160 +/-5 cm (5'3" +/- 3"). Blue with pink trim,
15 hrs airtime, $400 ono (new cost $600).
Ph : Anna or AI 049 430674 (h),

Queensland
Blade 141 exp int, EC, spare Dr, heavy duty
waterproof UV bag, batten profile. Superb
handling, a steal at $1 /500. Will consider
trade on int. glider. Ph: 07 55909719.
Combat 152 exp int, GC, new sail approx
100 hrs ago. White trilam LE, white TS,
fluoro yellow & black US. Perfect for 1st
int. glider, $1 /300 ono. Ph: Paul 079 922865.
Desire 141 exp int, white LE, fluoro
pink/fluoro lemon US/ great condition,
priced for fast sale $1,000. Ph: 07 38481409.
Enterprise Wings 165A Foil int, VGC, new
in '85, suit intermediate pilot. Quick sale
$800 ono. Ph: Glen 07 32451294 (w),
0732099053(h)or018886650.
Fly 2 - 215 m2 tandem glider, $3/200 ono.
Ph: Peter Aitken 015 257699.
GTR Worldbeater int/adv, VGC/ red LE,
orange/blue US, in good, clean condition,
$400. Ph: Ron 07 38823436 (h), 07 32054866 (w).
Icom IC 40GX & Icom headset HS-51 , $420/
incl. charger & leather case .
Flytec Professional 3030 incl. manual &
flychart, hang gliding bracket holder, $600.
Ph : Jorg 07 55752096.
Probe 2175 exp int, VB, speed barf
harness, one owner, $500. Also: PA Bullet
emergency chute, repacked, not deployed,
$300. Must sell, owner going overseas. Ph :
079393645 (h).
Vario/Altimeter Wedgie, Austr. made, dual
scale va rio, 10 ft incr. altimeter & averager
with total energy compensation, $350. UHF
Radio Electrophone handheld, with spkr/
mike, 1 & 3 Db gain aerials, $375 ono. Skywatch $50. All in EC. Ph: Greg 066 280356.
Vision 160 int, GC, pink LE, blue US/ encl.
Xbar, VG . Easy handling glider for
advancing pilot, value at $900.
Foil 160B int, mint cond ., extremely low
airtime, suit new glider buyer. White mylar
. LE, pink US/ enclosed VB, faired KP & DTs,
$1 /200. Ph : Brian 07 55981026/ 018189536.
Xl 145 nov/int, blue LE, green & yellow US,
$1/600. Also: Xl 145 nov/int, suit beginner,
$1,400. Ph : Jon Durand 07 55333596.
Xtralite 137 Power rib, exp int 40 hrs from
new, clear LE, fluoro yellow/purple US, in
EC. Must sell this gliderto get a bigger one.
All offers considered . Ph : Greg 07 55703726.
Xtralite 147 exp int, in EC, has won
competitions, $1 /800 ono. Ph : Andrew
Atkinson 079 726840 (9am-5pm).
Xtralite 147 exp int, immac. cond ., no
marks, low hrs, yellow scrim LE, yellow
Power rib TE, dk blue/turquoise US/ $3/600
or exchange for Xtralite 164. Ph : Ron
0738823436 (h), 07 32054866 (w).

Xtralite 147 exp int, flies well, GC, $2,500.
Mission 170 nov/int, fair cond ., $800.
Ph: Andrew 07 38922753 or 0411 422926.
Bullet CG slider harness, black with yellow
stripe, suit pilot 5'6-5'10, VGC, $300.
Ph : 07 32042995.
Intermediate Hang Glider, Solar Wings,
large, for heavy pilots, current hook-in
weight approx 120kg.ldeal for new
intermediate pilot, 2 spare DTs, $600 neg.
Ph : Chris 07 32192034 or 018044159.
Tandem Glider, Moyes X2, VG model,
low hrs, VGC, $2,950. Ph: Tony 0738314524.
Xtralite 147 exp int, clear scrim LE, Mylar
TS, navy blue/fluoro green US, logged
50 hrs, EC. Ph: Scott 07 55784322 (w)
or 07 55755204 (h).

Victoria
Avocet Vertech pilot wristwatch with built
in barometer, altimeter, variometer &
stopwatch, instruction manual included,
GC. A bargain at only $100. Ph: 03 94312212
(h) or 0394903111 (w).
Garmin GPS 45, brand new & never used,
with special mounting bracket & video
guide, $500. Ph: John 0398197022.
Ice Wave Flight Action flying suit, made
from Versatech fabric with inner cotton
lining, blue & green in colour, GC, suit

person of 5'5 (165cm) in height, only $170.
Ph: 03 94312212 (h) or 0394903111 (w).

Moyes Pod harness. blue, GC, suit pilot 5'55'8, $200. Ph: Rebecca 0394590814.

Mission 170 nov/int, GC, 65 hrs only, new
side wires, no prangs, red LE, white TS &
US, faired uprights, urgent sale $900.
Ph: Anthony 0393668660.

Used hang gliding equipment. Pods $150,
UHF Radios from $250, Payout winches,
working & uncompleted projects $$$ cheap.
Tow ropes, gauges, training wheels, many
extras not mentioned. Ph: Tony 0418 574068.

Moyes Xl 165 int, only 24 hrs airtime,
speed bar, batten profile & owners manual,
EC, $2,400. Flytec 3020 variometer, ± 2,000
fpm, averager time 0-30 sec with extra
airspeed sensor, 2 altimeters, stall & sink
alarm, clock, stopwatch, flight recorder &
special mounting bracket. Only 11 hrs use,
EC, replacement cost $1 ,020 sell $650.
Moyes Tracer harness suit approx. 5'10,
with new High Energy Sports parachute,
GC, $800. Danny Scott flying suit, never
used, suit person 5'10, cost $220 sell $170.
Icom 1C40GX handheld UHF transceiver.
Latest model, incredibly small & compact,
with small selic all paging, multi function
scanning, spare battery pack, charger & 2
protective covers, hardly used. Cost $840
sell $550. Garmin GPS 45, brand new, never
used, with special mounting bracket &
video guide, $500. Ph: John 03 98197434.
Moyes Mission 170 nov, VGC, blue LE,
yellow/white US, complete batten profile
& manual plus Moyes pod harness
& parachute, the lot$1,500 (Pilot no
longer flying). Ph: 03 98992802 anytime
(leave message).

Xl 145 nov/int, EC, 20 hrs, fluoro pink LE,
blue & violet US, spare DT, $2,400.
Ph: 03 97546622, 018 392333.
Xl 165 nov/int, looks good, flies good,
$2,400. Ph: 03 94822327 (answering
machine).
o

Winch Payout with ATOL system. mounted
on trailer. Is easy to use. Have a mobile
mountain on the back of your car. $890.
Ph: 0418 574068 (Victoria).
XS 155 exp int, GC, dk blue LE, pink & blue
US. Spare upright, base bar & tip stick,
$1,000 ono. Ph: Tony 0352612415 (h),
0352641091 (w).
UP XlC 205 tandem glider with aerotow
accessories, Ec, $3,500. Also:
XS 155 exp int grey mylar LE, pink/yellow
US, GC. $750. Ph: 03 97990664 or 019 641129.
XS 155 exp int, dk blue LE, pink & blue US
and PowerRib TE, GC. Ph: Tony 052 612415
(h) or 052641091 (w).
XS 155 exp int, Nov 89, king post hang, grey
LE, pink TS, pink/purple US, manual. batten
profile, spare side wires, $850. Ph: Steve
03 98733473.
XS 155 exp int, $2,000. Also Skytech
Flightdeck $300. Ph: Mike 052 554445.

ACT
Aero 165 nov, less than 5 hrs airtime,
$3,000. Ph: John or Sandra 06 2946389 or
015489657.
Blitz 155 int/adv, EC, no fading, sweetest
handling in the air and on the ground. Ideal
1st Adv. wing . Yellow US, purple LE, $1,500.
Ph : Peter for a test fly 06 2813746 (h).
Sting 154 nov/int, magenta LE, magenta/
orange US, spare 01, speed bar & wheels,
batten profile, $2,100 ono. Ph: Michael
062496434 or 018 920444.
Xl 165 int, 2 bags (1 waterproof), wheels,
speed bar, 30 hrs airtime, selling due to
work in Asia, $2,400 ono. Ph : 06 2577887
(w), 06 2486962 (h). If I'm away, email me at
sculptur@macquarie.matra.com.au

South Australia
Moyes GTR 162 WB int, competition
glider in EC, low hrs. Best reasonable offer,
can arrange transport to Adelaide.
Ph : 087 622979.

Xl 165 nov/int, good condition, $2,400.
Ph: 03 9482 2327 (answering machine).
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Skysailor 49

XS 142 exp int, small control bar, EC, never
crashed, no trailing edge flutter, still skies
out, bright, easy to see colours. $800 with
fins. Ph : Sue 0883771641 (h).

Northern Territory
Moyes Xl 145 nov, GC, green, orange &
white, $1,500. Dart (pod) harness, suit 150180cm tall, with emergency parachute,
$300. Ph : Dave Richards 08 89622586 (h),
0889620328 (w).

Western Australia
Blitz 146 adv, Ex Rob Hibberd competition
prototype (stiff sail & slightly narrower
chord than regular Blitz) Extra heavy duty
kevlar reinforced dacron MS with kevlar
LE & TE. US pastel blue & pink, only 90 hrs.
Many extras, e.g. bar mitts, wheels,
map holder, hang loops, etc, $1,600.
Ph: 093062241 (h), 09 4053411 (w).
Aero 170 nov, 10 hrs airtime, $1,400. Also:
Vario Sjostrom, $300. Ph: Waldy 097212427.
Tow system, complete, incl: DC tow load
electronic tow tension meter, 400m quality
poly rope, winder, couplings, linkages etc.
Ready to hook in and go go go. All brand
new (never used), $250 Ph: Rick 2943962.
XS 142 exp int, EC, low hrs, king post hang,
power-rib plus warp, scrim LE, grey &
blue US, XC bag, water proof bag,
unbeatable performance for money, $1,250
ono. Ph: Steve 09 5275782.
Xl 145 nov/int, well cared for, bright
colours, $2,500. Ph: 09 3415271 .
_ ...... PARAGLIDERS
Please note: All paragliders
offered for sale must state their
certification standard, otherwise they will
be labelled with 'No Certification
Information Supplied (NCIS),.

New South Wales
Airwave Samba 26 12A suit int/adv pilot,
70-90kg, clean, green flying machine.
This glider has only 25 hrs airtime & still
smells new $3,200. Ph: Jason 015 636384
or fax 065 565265.
Alto 30 int/adv Acpul, immac. cond., like
new, priced to sell $3,500 (new price $5,000).
Alto 27 int/adv Acpul, almost brand new,
$4,000. Ph: Lee Scott, High Adventure
Airpark 065565265.
New Mistral 27 NCIS $3,000, also new
Compact Pro Design, NCIS $2,000. Harness
& instruments available on request.
Overseas pilots, leaving end of January.
Ph : 042 943732 (leave message & number).
Firebird Navajo 27 1OA,l B,l C, adv, EC
50 hrs airtime, still crisp, ideal first perf.
canopy, $1 ,000. Ph : Richard 019656296.
Paratech P40 12A, nov/int, 90 hrs, $950.
Ph : Erez 018 251765.
Swing Axis 1126 11 A,l C, EC, pink/purple
top, white bottom, clean. Speed system &
trimmers, no porosity. Very good int.
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canopy with good XC performance, $1,200
ono . Ph: Suzy 042 943732.

Edel back plate, suit most harnesses, $50.
Ph: 03 95697547.

UP Vision DHV2, large, blue, approx. 60 hrs,
EC, $2,800 & Edel Protector harness, $350,
or the lot for $3,000. Ph : Gavin 02 98219250
(w) or 042943808 (h).

Excel 28, SHV Cert. 75-105kg. Very
well performing, 3 yr old, well kept,
all purple, $950. Also: Flying Suit Light,
$100. Harness, comfortable padded
Firebird Sitting Bull with backplate &
rear integrated reserve. 36m 2, VGC, $500.
Ph: Mick 03 95515007.

Airwave Voodoo II 26m2 0 HV2, 11 A, 1C.
70-100kg all up weight range, 40 hrs airtime,
very manoeuvrable & safe glider. Has
trimmers, well looked after & still in really
superb condition . Suit Nov/int pilot. $2,200.
Ph: Greg Hep 042942817 (Stanwell Park).
UP Vision M DHV2, 12A. Pilot weight 7590kg, approx. 4 hrs airtime. Blue in colour,
incl. harness with backplate. $3,000. Ph:
Anthony 069 474985 (w) or 069 476112 (h).

,Oueensland
APCO Supra 2811A,l B, superb intermediate
canopy in EC & for only $1,800 it can be
yours. Ph: Andrew on 017870516.
EDEL Space 2412A, immac. int. glider, in
perfect condition (only 5 hrs airtime),
complete with basic Edel harness & Edel
steerable reserve, only $3,000 for the lot.
Ph: Andrew on 017 870516.
Galaxy Experience Afnor-S52 308, harness
& reserve chute, less than 10 hrs airtime,
$2,450. Ph: Jorg 07 55752096.
Nova Phocus 1260 12A, DHV2, 75-100kg,
purple & violet, speed system $4,300. Incl.
comp harness, Secura Max steerable
reserve, back protection. Glider &
equipment is new. Ph: Greg 07 55703726.
Pro Design Challenger NCIS, 26m2,
65-85kg, in EC, still crisp, only 10 hrs
airtime. With harness & helmet, $1,800 ono.
Ph: 07 32857513 (h) or 0418154042.

Edel Space 2212A, 50 hrs, EC, with SupAir
harness & backplate, pilot weight 60-80kg,
$2,500. Ph: Grahame 03 95000725.
Nova Philou 26m212A, with Apco harness,
only 1.5 hrs use from new, $4,100. Ph :
03 97207635 or 015 538288.
Pro Design Contest 26m 2Afnor competition
certified, only 40 hrs airtime, still in EC,
weight range 75-95kg. A steal at only $2,900.
Ph: 03 94312212 (h) or 0394903111 (w).
Swing Prism a 26 m2DHV3, pilot weight 6585kg. Approx 120hrs, still in GC, stable
canopy with light brake pressure. $1,000
or make an offer. Ph: 03 95697547.

27sq Edel Space 11 A, restricted int. glider,
very stable, incl. new set of lines, 80 hrs,
90-110kg, never a bad experience, $1,700.
Ph: Duncan 062805605 (w), 06 2814556 (h)
or 018 625091.
Firebird Marlin NCIS, 26m 2, nov/int, 70110kg, approx. 50 hrs inland airtime, EC,
very stable, pink, $2,500 ono . Firebird
reserve RS2, brand new, $800 ono. Ph:
Kate Angus 06 2741403 (w), 06 2420922 (h).
Edel Apollo 2412 A, 3 years old, GC,
low hrs. Owner no longer flying, $1 ,000.
Good canopy for new pilot. Ph : John
(06) 2942329 (Canberra).

Victoria
Northern Territory
Airwave Rave 24m211A, 1B, 60-75kg all up
weight, great performance & safe . 100 hrs
airtime, suits int/adv pilot, $1,800. Ph: Chris
Danger 0396893250 (h).
Excel 26 SHV certified, pink, 40 hrs. Justra
harness & reserve, Piccolo 2 vario. All
VG C, $1,200 the lot. Ph : Kate 059 741599.
Nova Xyon 28 oHV2-3. Weight range 95130kg, purchased last Jan. Have bought
a new one in Europe (yes, another Xyon).
80 hrs airtime. White with blue design
under LE, EC- no patches or cow pat
stains, just a little dusty. Never flown on
the coast. Excellent high performance
canopy. Must sell soon . $3,200 (neg).
Ph: David for test flight 0411 513404.
Pro Design Challenger 23 12A, suit pilot
65-85kg, very safe novice wing & great
thermally wing. 25 hrs airtime, still crispy,
Apco harness with backplate included.
Total package a bargain at $2,550.
Ph: Corey 052 580279 (w), 052418283 (h),
email C.Green@dce.vic .gov.au
Space 27 NCIS, 85-115kg, 20+ hrs, $2,200.
Space 24 NCIS, 75-95kg, 50+ hrs, $1,600.
Cygnus airbag, as new $300. Ph: Kevin
0394281713 (h) or 0419 314417.

Airwave Black Magic 24m nov, NCIS,
GC, suit 55-85kg pilot, incl. harness, $1,500.
Ph: Dave Richards 08 89622586 (h),
0889620328 (w).
2

Fact Sydney Microlight Centre buys and
sells more trikes than anywhere else in NSW.
Fact: We only deal in top quality trikes that
are two seaters, fully certified to CAO
95.32 or BCAR Section S.
Fact We are main agents for Comunica
intercoms and the super-lightweight
kevlar beta helmets, also the lightweight
galvanised ultimate trike trailer.
Trikes for sale:
Edge 582 T2-2556, 120 hrs, hangared, with
trailer & helmets/intercom/radio - $15.500.
Ouantum 582 T2-2734, 170 hrs, full
instruments, with trailer &
helmets/intercom/radio - $19,500.
Edge Exec 582 T2-2675, 33 hrs, electric
start, custom colours with trailer &
helmets/intercom/radio - $19,500.
Pegasus 0 Classic T2-2700, 198 hrs, 462HP,
full instr. with Comunica helmets/intercom/
radio - $13,500. Flyaway, no more to pay!
Trike equipment: Radios, intercoms, ballistic parachute, brilliant all-stainless highgain kingpost aerials and too much to list.
Contact the Sydney Microlight Centre
on 042941031.
Airborne Trike Tl-2085, Rotax 447 air cooled,
150 hrs, log available & just been overhauled,
Rotax service sheets available. Agent found
to be in EC. Set up & always hangared.
Great trike at a cheap price $4,850.
Ouantum 02 Sport T2-2736. Full instr. incl.
dual EGT & VSI, 503 electric start & Arplast
prop, Icom VHF radio & headsets, wing
covers & trike covers, 170 hrs, $22,500.
Training & custom trailer optional. Ph:
Microlight Flying & Training Centre,
Wagga, 069 217397 or 018 693640.
Edge 582 T2-2582, urgent sale at low price
required due to car accident in family. Fully
maintained as per manual, incl. new model
mast, superb cond omotor, covers, registered
trailer & extras. Worth a lot more, but will
sacrifice at $10,000. Ph: Forrest 02 94502674.
Edge Executive 582 T2-2666, electric start
& trim, electronic fuel gauge & electr. fuel
pump & covers. A1 cond o24 hrs, $17,000.
Ph: 049 383259.

Western Australia
Falhawk Atoll 100 12A, nov, 60-85kg,
approx. 30 hrs sail time, as new, $1,400 ono.
Ph: 09 2571356 or fax 09 2572357.
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~TRIKES

Please note: All powered hang
,
gliders (trikes) offered for sale
must state their registration number,
otherwise they cannot be accepted
for publication.

New South Wales
Airborne Arrow 2 Tl, dual ignition, 503, low
hrs, many extras, $6,500 ono. Ph: John
Burgess 069 544102.
Airborne Edge Executive T2-2659, full instr.
incl. dual EGT, electric start, in flight trim adj.
& quiet kit. Mint condition, 85 hrs airtime,
$18,500 ono. Ph:' Andrew 018 685215.

Skylink Trike, T2-2537, (above) side by side
seating. Only 85 genuine hrs n. As new
condition, full instr. incl. ASI, VSI, ALT, temp,
RPM, compass & hour meter. Complete
maint log, flight log & spares, carbon fibre
3 blade adj. IVO prop, electric carby heat,
full harness belts, fitted BRS ballistic emerg.
chute. Very reliable, safe & flies beautifully.
Only one fastidious ownerfrom new. Incl:
Custom trailer with lockable tool box, full trike
& wing covers, VHF Icom MK11 radio & trike
fitted VHF aerial, 2 Ultra com helmets with
intercom & PPT. This is the best value trike
on the market Complete as described:
$9,950 delivered FOC NSW or VIC. Ph: 02 •
99722853, fax: 02 99825471,
email: hosier@ozemail.com.au

Trike Edge 582. T2-2527, on trailer, full covers,
IVO prop, helmet & intercom, full instr., 350
hrs base, 100 hrs wing. Forced sale, $10,000.
Ph: 049 270033 (hI, 049 647767 (w).
Airborne Edge 582 T2-2556, full
instruments, IVO prop, 120 hrs, full covers,
trailer. 2 helmets, intercom set, radio, EC,
$15,500. Ph: 069 472557.
Airborne Edge 582 T2-2626, full instr., only
200 hrs, with covers & books, always
hangared, very good flyer, with trailer.
Reduced to $13,000. Ph: 069 723946 (h).

Queensland
Airborne Buzzard Tl-2030, 250 hrs,. 532
motor runs & tests as new, 481 sis tank,
extended base, castor steering, IVO prop,
spats, pod skirt, covers, immac. cond.,
always hangared, $8,900. Ph: Mark
0754827319.
Edge Executive T2-2641, E-drive 3:1, electr.
start, low noise intake & exhaust, full instr.,
in flight trim, 235 hrs, 582 runs & tests as
new motor, rear brakes', castor steer,
covers, immac. cond., always hangared,
replacement price $27,152, sell for $19,999
oncl. 12 mths hangarage in Gympie).
Props: New Brolga Aerofibre prop, 4 blade
pusher, 68", 12, 13 & 14 degree pitch blocks,
$900. Brolga Aerofibre spinners, $50. New
68x36 Sweetapple maple laminated pusher,
reinforced tips & leading edges, $260. Edge
factory new parts, main masts, front fork,
rear gear legs/axles, fibreglass pod,
dashboard, cotton reel keel roller, ring for
prices. Trike Parts New: 481 poly marine
tank with fuel gauge $180, facet fuel pump
$80, Global vacuum vario 31ja" $190. Be
seen -12v AC Illusion single strobe light
$190. Parts: Parachutes Australia Bullet
parachute system 28ft canopy $670,
Buzzard skirt $70,251 Buzzard tank $70,
Buzzard seat cushion $25, Meteor 170 in
pristine cond o$500, Hummingbird vario
$100, PA hang gliding chute $300, altimeter
31ja" with barograph . Ph: Tony 0754821277.
Edge Executive T2-2632, C-drive 2.62:1, pull
start, full instr., 190 hrs, 582 runs & tests as
new motor, rear brakes, castor steer,
covers, immac. cond., always hangared,
winner of Gympie "Climb to Cloud" comp
94,95 & 96. Replacement at $24,056 must
clear for clear for $18,900. First to fly will
buy. Also: Trailer, new Felk-like single trike,
twin jerry can racks, spare wheel, $790.
Ph: Russell 07 54450084.
Buzzard/Arrow II Tl-2037 (HGFA Data
Sheet being prepared for this top
condition), Rotax 532 with approx. 210 hrs,
3 blade Ivo prop, Pod, soft sides & wheel
spats, hour meter, altimeter, Hall ASI,
tachometer and cylinder head temp., inc!.
a Felk trailer with wing carrier, asking
$6,900 ono. Ph: Nev Hoger 079 576483 (w),
079597105 (h).
Rotax 532lC low hrs, radiator muffler,
2 carb's, 2.4:1 reduction gearbox. Must sell
now, $1,000. Ph: 079 393645 (h).
Trike Tl-2073, Buzzard base 532, electric
start, latest model Edge wing & double

sleeved mast, full instr. ASI, alt baro, EGT,
volt, watertemp, tacho, hr/meter, compass,
padded dash, VHF aerial, elect. & vac. fuel
pumps, soft sides, wheel pants, rear brakes,
extra fuel tank, lambswool seat, Aerial
Pursuit trike helmet, headset & pn button.
Custom build trailer with small winch at
front, EC $9,000. Ph: 07 32000882 anytime.

everything, new warranty from Sky Cycles,
suit new, $26,500.
Trike Pegasus Xl 462 Hi Power with
full instruments., suit hang gliding tug,
low hrs (90), $12,500.
Trike Pegasus Q 462 full instruments,
top value at $12,500 any test welcome.
Ph : John Goodrich, Sky Cycles 03 95875975
or 018 336346.

Victoria
Airborne Edge Executive 582-lC T2-2691,
immac. cond., only 20 hrs n. Always
hangared, first flown 11/95. Featuring Etype gear box, electr. start, in flight trim,
quiet kit, full instr. spec ., inc!. QNH sub
scale & compass, windscreen, stone
protection for prop, full set of trike covers
plus custom made trailer with 2 jerry can
holders & spare wheel carrier, $19,500.
Ph: 053392609 or 0419529434.
Edge Executive 503 T2-2902, 120 hrs,
electric start, full instruments & many
extras, comes with intercoms, only 5 mths
old, $17,500. Ph: 0418 574068 (Victoria).
Pegasus Quantum T2-2789, the best trike
in Australia . 582,4:1 reduction, 4 blade
Arplast prop, many extras, only 70 hrs.
Cost over $30,000 sell for $22,900. Ph:
Tony 0418 574068.
Pegasus Quantum 462 T2-2751, 200 hrs full
instruments, always hangared & in EC,
comes with cover & regulator. $18,500.
Ph: 0418 574068 (Victoria).
Quantum 462 T2-2766, n 65 hrs, log book,
always hangared, no radio noise, complete
with comms, strobes, helmets, battery, full
instr. White wing, photo on request, $21,650
obo. Selling due to other interests.
Ph: Don or Warren 0419421257.
Quantum 582 Trike T2-2717, 1st Reg. Jan
94, 140 hrs, always hangared, well tuned
Q2 wing, inflight trim, full instr. incl. EGT.
Powerful 582 Rotax, water cooled, quiet kit,
C-type gearbox, dual carbs & ignition, adj .
prop, drum brakes all round. An enjoyable,
comfortable & safe aircraft. Hangared at
Benalla. $20,000 ono. Ph: Greg 015 663440.
Quicksilver Ultralight MXII for only $4,900
ono. 2 axis control in EC, the following new
parts have been fitted recently: 2 propeller
drive shaft bearings, 1 main drive bearing,
1 4-slot drive pulley, 4 matched drive belts,
main root tube & brand new Rotax 503 dual
ignition COl engine. This machine is very
easy to fly & has an exceptionally short
take off & landing. Although it is a 2-seater,
it is registered with AUF as 95:10 craft, i.e.
single seat UL. Purchase can include the
old engine as parts for free. For further
details & demo flight, ph: Bruce Atkinson
053346559.
Skylink Hornet T2-2598, 2 seat trike, first
registered in 1993, 532 Rotax engine,
64hp, 120 hrs n, full instr., well maintained
& hangared at Benalla, $11,500 ono.
Ph: Martin Souch 03 98427098.
Trike Pegasus Quantum 582 Hi Power,
full instruments inc!. VSI, one with the lot,
1996 demo only, 15 hrs, with trailer &

Trike Airborne Arrow 2, Reg No 95/10 1050,
Rotax 447, n 138 hrs, red pod, blue/white
wings, all in VGC, always dismantled &
garaged when not flying. TOP approved,
certificate issued. Will deliver in NSW,
$5,000 ono. Ph: 06 2724660 (w), 06 2489465 (h).

South Australia
Aerial Pursuits intercom equipment & 2
helmets, $600 ono. Ph: 08 3227251 .
Airborne Edge 503 T2-2692, 27 hrs,
extensive damage to trike base & wing
fabric. Icom radio plus intercom equipment
& 2 helmets. Sell for best offer.
Ph: 083227251.
Airborne Edge 582 T2-2631, n 315 hrs, O/H
at 140 hrs. Elec. start, in flight trim, most
instruments, two helmets & intercom, Icom
A20 MKII, Garmin GPS 75, pilot suit, full set
covers. $15,000 ono. Ph: Barry 086 823148.
Airborne Edge 95:32, T2-2622, C-type gear
box, Rotax 582, full instr., quiet kit, training
bars, intercom, VGC, always hangared in
shed. Black pod, white/green sports wing.
$15,500. Ph: 085 763493 or 015601129.
Pegasus XLR T2-2790, Dec 93,402 high power,
immac. cond., ASI, tacho, CHT, hr meter,
Ivo prop, 97 hrs n, custom trailer, covers,
intercoms, always hangared, a joy to fly,
$13,500 urgent sale. Ph: David 085641056.
Pegasus XlR T2-2585, Rotax 462 high
power, 230 hrs, full covers & log books,
always hangared, EC, $11,500.
Ph : 0411 174629.

Stolen
All black Moyes pod harness (5'5"1, complete tow box with electronic tow meter,
3 bridles, etc. All taken from Rainbow
Beach on 27/8. Ph: Tony 0738314524.

Would like to trade my 40 hrs new Xtralite
137 on a larger glider of same performance
& age. Will consider any reasonable offer
from private owners or dealers. Ph: Greg
0755703726 (QLO).
Combat 152 in VGC, under $1 ,000.
Ph : Peter 057951232 (VIC).

XT 165 int, GC & $500 to swap with my
XT 145. Ph: 09 3415271 (WA).
Any old unused or unwanted hang gliders
for a private collection. The older & more
unusual, the better. I am gathering &
restoring old hang gliders with a view to
putting on a display or lending out to others
to do the same. I currently have gliders
from 1974 on. Ph: Peter Batchelor 018
381279 (w), 03 97353095 (h) (VIC).

Other
Brisbane to Broome - Cross the continent
by double decker bus. Generous time
allocation for side ventures, fully equipped
for wild expedition. Toys include: Airborne
Edge trike, Jeep, Suzuki trailbike, Zodiac 6
person inflatable boat with 15hp motor,
scuba gear. For fearless adventurers to
share experience. Ph: Charles 015010772.
Real Estate, Stanwell Park
Have you found that between the time you
realise the flying is on and the time you
eventually arrive, it's not? Try living where
it only takes 5 minutes to reach take-off.
Properties from $180,000 - call Wynn
Stickley of LJ Hooker, Helensburgh on
042941811 - 7 days or mobile 0414943004.
Driver required for Hay Nationals 28 Dec 6 Jan. Remuneration & cond oneg. Some
towing experience an advantage but not
necessary. Map reading skills and a good
sense of direction helpful. Must be reliable.
Great experience for student or novice
looking to learn more about the sport.
Ph : Paul 0292373853 (w) or 02 95217931 (h).
flYING CENTER OF MEXICO
Ph/Fax: +(525) 652 66 66, Web site:
http://www.i nfoabc.com/pous E-Mail:
pous@servidor.unam.mx
Free Hang Gliding at Dudinin, WA. Towing
& retrievals at cost, facilities & space for
camping available. This is an introductory
offer for 1996. For more information call
Toby at Dudinin, WA, on 098890032.

Wanted
American pilots seeking tug or trike plus
pilot for Forbes. Ph: Dennis Yeomans
011 671 6889502, fax 011 671 4774345.
Address: PO Box 788 Agana Guam 96910.
4th pilot to make up a tow team for Hay.
Ph : Peter Dall 06 2813746 (h) (ACT).
Hang Glider harness to suit 6'3 pilot. Adj.
leg straps, pockets for radio, camera, hook
knife, etc. Tracer or Flex ideal (any colour
but red!) will spend up to $400. Also: PA
reserve parachute. Ph: Jorj 057 501420 (h).
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All correspondence, including

(~'" changes of address, membership

'~~'

renewals, short term
memberships, rating forms and other
administrative matters should be sent to:

North Queensland
12 Van Eldik Ave, Andergrove QLO 4740;
Pres: Gerry Gerus, Ph : 019 617935,
Ph/Fax: 070 34145; Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen,
Ph : 079 552913, Fa x: 079 555133

Operations Manager: Craig Worth
Ph/Fax: 065 592713, Mobile: 018 657419.

HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth WAS 6151 ;
Pres: Gary Bennett, 09 3804357; Vice-Pres:
Julian McPherson, 09 2279266; Trs: Dave
Hegney, 09 2917489; Sec: Michael Derry,
093415271 ; RAPAC Rep: Steward
McPherson, 09 3675884 or 0419 919400;
PG Rep: Evan Williams, 09 4585454 (h);
Trike Rep: Graham McDonald, 09 4186461 (w).
093649226 (h).

Vice-President: Robert Woodward
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA 5035,
Ph: 08 2325405 (w). 08 2977532 (h).
Fax: 08 2237345.

VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran VIC 3181;
Pres: Jeremy Torr 0397705770 (w);
Sec: Megan, 053 338423 (w).

Secretary: Shaune Keane
PO Box 81, Lyons ACT 2606,
Ph/Fax: 06 2998792 (h). 018 697820 (w).

TasHGA
PO Box 543, Mowbray TAS 7248;
Sec: Steve Drinkald, 003 26732711.

Treasurer: Jenny Ganderton
61 Patterson St, Forbes NSW 2871 ,
Ph : 068 521455 (w). 068 514148 (h).

SAHGA
1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000; Ph: 08 84101391,
Fax: 08 82117115. Pres: Jonathan Foote,
0882813144; Sec: Stu McClure, 08 82973452;
Trs: Gary Stockton, 08 83772535.

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
Executive Director: Ian Jarman
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720,
Ph: 069472888, Fax: 069 474328.
President: Rohan Grant
Ph : 002337638 (w), 002 311112 (h).
Fax: 002 333311 .

Board Members
Lee Scott
High Adventure Airpark, Pacific Hwy,
Johns River NSW 2443, Ph/Fax: 065 565265.

Michael Zupanc
Lot 2 Pimpama Rd, Jacobs Well QLD 4208,
Ph : 0755462412 (h). 018 662328,
zupy@ozemail.com.au
Rachael Bain
11 /100 Chewing St, Page ACT 2614,
Ph : 06 2806033 (w). 06 2548834 (h).
Fax: 06 2807074.
Rohan Holtkamp
RMB 236B Western Hwy, Trawalla VIC
3373, Ph/Fax: 053 492845.
Keith Lush
5 Fortune St, South Perth WAS 6151 , Ph : 09
3679066 (w), 09 3673479 (h). Fax: 09 4741202.
Microlight Public Relations contact:
Paul Haines
Ph/fax/tam 042 941031 .
Safety & Operations Committee, Pilot
Development & Training Committee contact:
HGFA Operations Manager.

For information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contactthe appropriate
state associations region or club.

States & Regions
Southern Region NSW
1B Park Ave, Tahmoor NSW 2573;
Pres: James Nathaniel, (046) 810641.
Northern NSW Region
Pres: Dane Snelling, 02 99384420 (w).
0299799069 (h); Sec: Ian Duncan,
029189962; Trs: Glenn Salmon, 02 9180091 .
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka ACT 2603;
Pres: Peter Blackwell; Sec: Mark Sullivan;
Trs: Stephen Young; SSO: Peter Dall,
062684139 (w), 06 2813746 (h).
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Clubs
QUEENSLAND
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Ian Graham, 070 954466; Sec: Scott
Payten, 070 316484 (w). 070 558559 (h);
Trs: Kasanda Brease, 070 558559;
Vice-Pres: Nev Akers, 070 512439 (w).
070532586 (h).

Capricorn Skyriders Club Inc
Pres: Brian Hampson, 079 226527;
Sec : Geoff Craig, 079 923137;
Brian Smith 079287958.
Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Phil Hystek, 07 55437237;
Vice-Pres: Peter Beard, 07 33487150;
Sec: Mark Plenderleith, 07 38641477;
Trs: Yves Collins, 07 33487150;
SSO: Ken Hill, 07 55435631.

NEW SOUTH WALES
Byron Bay Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Brian Rushton, 066 290354; Sec: Gavin
Ray, 066 847328; SSO: Neil Mersham
066858768 or 018 441742; Meetings: 1st
Wed/mo nth, 7 pm Bangalow Bowling Club .

Central Coast Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Russell Skillen, 018404254;
Sec: Mark Steele, 043 321277; Trs: Mick
Hoipo, 043 282871; SSO: Ian Duffy
018 439612; Meetings: 2nd Wed/month,
The Entrance RSL Club 7.30 pm.
Central West Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Len Paton, 068 537220;
Sec: Jenny Ganderton 068 514148;
Trs: Mark Madden, 063 622927.
Great Lakes Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Jim Parsons, 065 554077; Sec: Steve
linson, 065 545700 (w). 065 558091 (h);
SSO: Bob Barnes, 065 540416.
lIIawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: George Barrie, 042 855567; Sec:
Warwick Kelly, 042 261707; SSO: James
Nathaniel, 046 810641 ; Meetings: 1st
Wed/month, Mountain Top Cafe, Mt Keira .
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
Pres: Roger Lilford, 06 2815404 (h); Sec: Lisa
Ryrie, 06 2359120 or 062359060; SSO: Heinz
Gloor, 064 576019 (w). 064 567171 (h).
Lower Blue Mountains HG Club Inc
Pres: Graeme Garlick, 02 96286245; Sec: Alan
Bond, 0298995351,9 Finchley PI, Glenhaven
NSW 2353; SSO: David Middleton, 02 96236961.
Meetings: Last Tue/month, Sportsman
Hotel, Kildare Rd, Blacktown, 7.30pm.
Mid North Coast Hang Gliding Association
Pres: Paul Hazelgrove, 018 657366;
Sec/SSO: Lee Scott, 065 565265;
Ben Leonard, 065 821966.
Mudgee District Sport Aviation Club Inc
Sec: Darryl Ashlin, 063 742536;
SSO: Bruce Barcham, 063 742092.

.Conondale XC Fliers Club Inc
13 Cottman St. Buderim QLD 4556,
Fax: 07 54451897.

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Peter Ebeling 049 585193;
Sec: Michael Bristow, 049524856;
Trs: Billo049438996; PG Rep: Ian
Ladyman, 049 499946; SSO: Ross
Duncan, 049 431900; Meetings: Last
Wed/month, Souths Leagues Club.

Gladstone Hang Gliding Club
4 Ca irncross St, Gladstone QLD 4690;
Trs: Pat Purcell, 079 793414;
Sec: Sandy Gemmell, 079 750232;
PR: Hans Responde k, 079721203.

Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: John Clark, 02 99972842 (h);
Sec: Mike Warner; SSO (PG): Mike
Eggleton, 02 94517127; SSO (HG +PG):
Forrest Park, 02 94502674.

Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
53 Yungar St, Coolum QLD 4573; Pres:
Michael Powell, 07 54742249 or 018166320;
Vice-Pres: Mal Price, 0754480038;
Sec/Trs: Cathy Edmunds, 07 54463421 ;
SSO: Dave Cookman, 07 54498573.
Townsville Hang Gliding Association Inc
Pres: Gary Rogers, 077 538565 (w).
077 792645 11 (h); Vice-Pres: Peter Scarfe,
077 721766 (w). 077 212666 (h); Sec/Trs:
Brad Cooper, 077 792853 (h). fax 077 815230;
SSO: Graeme Etherton, 077 724467.Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Wayne Smith, 079 5 13392;
Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen, 079552913,
Fax: 079 5 55 122.

Stanwell Park Club
PO Box 258, Helensburgh NSW 2508;
Pres: Rob Fakes, 042 942273 (h) or
015237565; Sec: Karen Lederer, 042 942474
or 0411 362273; Trs. Ian Lobb; SSO: Pascal
Ferret. 042 943533.
Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Dic k Heffer, 02 93872613; Sec: John
Trude, 02 98873371 ; Trs: Greg Wilson,
0298184704; PR: Mark Hellier, 02 93515475;
Meetings: 2nd Mon/month, Moyes Factory
Loft, 173 Bronte Rd. Waverley.
Sydney Paragliding Club ,
Pres: Deidre Skillen, 02 97275087 (h);
Vice-Pres: Rob Schroettner, 042 674499 (h).
015926581 (mob); Sec: Ashley Bennett

0298718081 (h). 018 111399 (w); Trs: Roger
Montgomery, 0299083459 (h). 0292203199
(w); SSO: Mark Mitsos, 042 949065,
Meetings: 2nd Mon/month.
Manilla Skysailors Club Inc
Pres: Brian Shepherd, 067 852182;
Sec/Trs: Felix Burkhard, 067 752395;
SSO (HG): Patrick Lenders, 067 783484;
SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness, 067 856545.
ACT
Canberra Sports Aviation Club Inc
Pres: Allan Taylor, 06 2886311 ;
Sec: Robert Burns, 06 2591181 ;
Meetings: lstTue/month, The George
Harcourt Inn, Gold Creek Rd Gungahlin 8 pm.
VICTORIA
Eastern Hang Gliding Club
Pres: John Carter, 03 7285203 (h);
Sec: Glenn Sheppard, 03 97267995;
SSO: Harry Summons, 059 646055 (h).
Lance Sheppard 059623570 (h); Member
Co-ord: Brian Lane 03 98781358; Meetings:
3rd Wed/m onth, Montrose Town Centre
Meeting Room, cnr Swansea Rd & Mt
Dandenong Tourist Rd, Montrose.

North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres/SSO: Geoff White, 057501244 (w) or
018052793; Sec: Karl Texler, 057 501733
Trs: David Romeril 057 562216; Meetings:
1st Sat/month, Gator Magoons, The Great
Alpine Road, Porepunkah 7.30 pm .
Southern Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Mike Slape, 03 5438331 (h);
Meetings: lstTue/month, Anchor & Hope
Hotel,481 Church St, Richmond .
Sky High Paragliding Club
Pres: Bruce Bremner, 03 9596 2771 (h);
Vice-Pres: Phil Taylor, 03 9531 4842 (h) or
015354187 Sec: David Mills, 0411513404 (h);
Meetings: 1st Wed/m onth, Grapevine
Hotel, 59 Wellington St, Collingwood, 8pm.
Southern Cross Paragliding Inc
Pres: Craig Martinson, 03 95928382 (h);
Vice-Pres: Andy Abbott, 0419 897005;
Sec: Nic Matthews, 03 95928382 (h) or
018450626; Trs: Greg Long, 03 98221984 (h);
Meetings: Last Wed/month.
Western Victorian Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Phillip Campbell, 053 428569;
Vice -Pres: Tony Lowry, 053 356194;
Trs: Sandra Holtkamp, 053 492845;
Sec: Meg Ba iley, 053 492845; SSO: Rohan
Holtkamp, 053 492845; Meetings: Last
Sat/month, The Golden Age Hotel Beaufort.
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Avon Valley Hang Gliding Club
Pres: David Drabble, 09 3071816, Vice-Pres:
Rob Stevenson 09 3647872; Sec: Stephen Hoefs,
09 5275782; Trs: Michael Derry, 09 3415271 .

Cloud Base Paragliding Club Inc
Pres: Evan Williams, 09 4585454;
Sec: Julian McPherson, 09 2279266;
Meetings: 1st Wed/month, Boulevard Ale
House East Vic Park.
Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Gary Bennett, 09 3804357;
Sec: Anna Munt. 093772021 .
The Great Sandy Desert Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Ian Sallie, 091798487 (h);
Sec: Joe Langford, 091 798655 (h).
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Duplex operation for
increased communication
range using repeater
stations.

Innovation keeps ICOM ahead.
At leom our leadership in CB is built on
innovation. And once again, ICOM is first with
the latest, the ICAOGX.
The smallest handheld UHF CB and the

Open Scan/Group Scan
facility with separate
user programmable
memory.

first with built~in SELCALL.
Now when you want one~to~one,
uninterrupted
communication, there's no
need to go to the
extra expense of
Your emergency
-. services channel.
It can be a life
saver.

retrofitting.
The ICAOGX
allows you to

Simple one touch scan
function: start, stop,
memorise.

send or receive
calls from a specific

Feature after feature, ICOM puts you first.

individual or group.

You can program your ten most frequently~called numbers for

Each unit is factory~

single button speed calling.

programmed with its own unique

acknowledgement and Group Call to as many as 100 stations.

You also get call~back

code and can monitor continuously,

There's up to a full 5W of output power with a Hi/Lo

in quiet mode, until a selective call

transmission switch to conserve power and a power save

signal is received.

mode on receive. Plus a one touch Channel 5 emergency

You receive the calls that are specifically for you with no

channel, and much more.

disturbing outside chatter. It makes UHF CB

Discover the innovative features, the clarity and performance

Cl)
C')
Cl)
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simple and as convenient to use as a handphone.

of the ICAOGX for yourself at your nearest leom dealer soon.
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lcorn Australia 7 Duke St Windsor Victoria 3181 A.C.N. 006 092 575
Free Call: 1800 338 915 Ph: (03) 9529 7582 Fax: (03) 9529 8485
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